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KEYNOTE PANEL 

We are excited to announce a keynote 
panel at this year’s symposium. This 
panel will highlight the rich 
information that can emerge when 
colleagues make connections. This 
panel will include four dress 
historians from Colonial 
Williamsburg: Gretchen Guidess, 
Conservator of Textiles; Neal Hurst, 
Associate Curator of Costume and 
Textiles; Brenda Rosseau, Manager 
of the Costume Design Center; and 
Janea Whitacre, Mistress Milliner 
and Mantua-maker.  Linda 
Baumgarten, Independent Scholar 
and Emerita Curator, Colonial 
Williamsburg, and Sarah Woodyard, 
Journeywoman, Milliner and 
Mantua-maker, will make 
introductions. This panel seeks to 
make connections between the 
different dress disciplines practiced at 
Colonial Williamsburg, using the 
printed cotton gown (accession 

#2004-97) from the Colonial Williamsburg’s costume collection as the locus of the 
discussion. The panel will delve into questions such as: what is the genealogy of this 
gown? How can we best mount a gown that survives without its original sleeves? What 
is the difference between a reproduction and an adaptation? What stories does the gown 
tell about the original maker and wearer? 

Image credit: The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, Museum Purchase
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SCHEDULE AT A GLANCE

SATURDAY, MARCH 10th 

9:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.  Pre-Symposium: Colonial Williamsburg, Historic Trades 
“Making Fashion” Self-Guided (Historic Area) 

SUNDAY, MARCH 11th

9:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.  Pre-Symposium: Colonial Williamsburg, Historic Trades 
“Making Fashion” Self-Guided (Historic Area) 

6:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m. Angel’s Project Informational Meeting (Second floor, William 
and Mary bookstore, Merchant Square) 

MONDAY, MARCH 12th

8:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m. Angel’s Project (Meet in Conference Center Lobby for 
transportation to the College of William and Mary) 

8:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m. Registration (Conference Registration 1/Conference Center 
Lobby) 

8:45 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.  Pre-Symposium Tour: Walking tour of the Historic Trades 
“Making Fashion”(Pre-registration required.  Meet  in 
Conference Center Lobby. Remember to wear good walking shoes; 
the Historic Area is about a mile long and several streets wide.)  

1:30 p.m. – 4:00 p.m. Pre-Symposium Tour: Tour of Costume and Textile Storage 
and Conservation (Pre-registration required.  Meet in 
Conference Center Lobby)   

1:30 p.m. – 4:00 p.m. Pre-Symposium Tour: The Art Museums of Colonial 
Williamsburg-Costume and Textile drawers open for 
viewing in “Printed Fashions” exhibit. (Pre-registration 
required.  Meet in Conference Center Lobby)

1:30 p.m. – 4:00 p.m. Pre-Symposium Tour: Self-guided Tour of the Costume 
Design Center (Pre-registration required.  Meet in Conference 
Center Lobby)  

6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. Board Meeting with Dinner (Tidewater AB) 
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TUESDAY, MARCH 13th 

8:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m. Registration (Conference Registration 1/Conference Center 
Lobby) 

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. Board Meeting (Tidewater AB) 

9:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. Pre-Symposium Tour: Tour of Costume and Textile Storage 
and Conservation (Pre-registration required.  Meet in 
Conference Center Lobby)   

9:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. Pre-Symposium Tour: Self-guided Tour of the Costume 
Design Center (Pre-registration required.  Meet in Conference 
Center Lobby) 

9:45 a.m. – 11:45 a.m. Pre-Symposium Tour: The Art Museums of Colonial 
Williamsburg Printing Fashions program (Pre-registration 
required.  Meet in Conference Center Lobby)    

10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. Silent Auction / Marketplace Set Up (Colony E) 

12:30 p.m. – 2:00 p.m. Endowment Meeting (open to all CSA members) (Tidewater 
AB) 

2:30 p.m. – 3:00 p.m. Mentor Meeting (Colony ABCD)

3:00 p.m. – 3:45 p.m. Mentors/Mentees and First Timers Meet & Greet (Colony 
ABCD) 

3:45 p.m. – 6:00 p.m. Welcome, Awards, Keynote Panel (Colony ABCD) 

4:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m. Research Exhibition/Juried Innovation Design Showcase 
Set-up (Tidewater AB) 

6:00 p.m. – 7:30 p.m. Opening Reception sponsored by the Southeastern Region 
(Colony Foyer) *Wear something of your own making* 

6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m. Silent Auction / Marketplace Open (Colony E) 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14th 

7:00 a.m. – 8:00 a.m. Colonial Williamsburg morning walk. Join a Colonial 
Williamsburg employee for a bit of morning exercise during 
an informal walking tour around the Historic Area.  (Meet in 
Conference Center Lobby, weather permitting) 
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14th 

7:00 a.m. – 8:30 a.m. BREAKFAST on your own 

7:00 a.m. – 9:00 a.m. Research Exhibition/Juried Innovation Design Showcase 
Set-up (Tidewater AB) 

7:15 a.m. – 7:45 a.m. Tech Check for Wednesday Morning Speakers (Colony 
ABCD) 

8:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m. Registration (Conference Registration 1/Conference Center 
Lobby)

8:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m. Silent Auction and Marketplace Open (Colony E) 

8:15 a.m. – 9:00 a.m. Plenary Session: Costume Design Award (Colony ABCD) 
Washington D.C. Shakespeare Theatre Costume Designs for 
Salomé  
Susan Hilferty, Costume Designer

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. Research Exhibitions (Tidewater AB)  
Research Exhibition Presenters Available 
 9:00 a.m. - 10:15 a.m. 

Beetlemania! An 1850s English Dress with Beetle-Wing Embroidery 
J. Leia Lima Baum, Independent Scholar

“Come See How ‘tis Done”: Making Online and Hands-on Connections to the Art Needlework of                             
Barnett A. Hook  
Karmen Beecroft, Ohio University Libraries  
Sherri Saines, Ohio University Libraries  
Carla Williams, Ohio University Libraries  

Misfits: Bodies, Dress and Sustainability 
Anne Bissonnette, Ph.D, University of Alberta

‘1 Nightgown New Made’: A Practical Investigation of Eighteenth-Century Clothing Alteration 
Carolyn Dowdell, Ph.D, Independent Scholar 

Design by the Numbers: Creating an Algorithm to Evenly Disperse Colors Throughout a Crochet Textile 
Design 
Sheryl Farnan, MCC-Penn Valley 

Are Your Clothing and Accessories Making You and Others Sick? 
Darlene Kness Ph.D., University of Central Oklahoma 

The Effects of Fashion Trends on the Perception of Catholic School Uniforms 
Christiana Lazarine, University of the Incarnate Word  
Dr. Lalon Alexander, University of the Incarnate Word  
Dr. Michaele Haynes, University of the Incarnate Word 
Dr. Zazil Reyes Garcia, University of the Incarnate Word 
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14th

Research Exhibition Presenters (cont.) 

Tatting:  Myths and Mysteries of a Lost Art 
Melissa J. Mead, The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation 

Homage to Native Hands: Making Connections Between Knitwear & Basketry Through a Collaborative 
Exhibition 
Phyllis Bell Miller, Mississippi State University 

Moroccan Odyssey Cloak and Gauntlets: Making Connections Between Apparel and Architecture 
Phyllis Bell Miller, Mississippi State University 

Rendering to Reality: The Blueprint Rendering Project 
Caitlin Quinn, The University of South Dakota 

Steampunk: Is It More Than Just Fetish Fashion? 
Anne M. Toewe Ph.D, MFA, University of Northern Colorado 

A Fine Collection of ‘Belle Assemblies’”: Connecting American Women to European Fashion in the 
Early Nineteenth Century 
Ann Buermann Wass, The Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning 
Commission/Riversdale House Museum 

Haute Couture Revivals: Making Connections Across Time 
Johanna Zanon, University of Oslo 
Romy Wyche, Bouches-du-Rhône Department 

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. Juried Innovation Design Showcase (Tidewater AB) 
Showcase Presenters Available 10:45 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Piccolarge 
Lida Aflatoony,  
University of Missouri - Columbia 
Dr. Jean Parsons, 
University of Missouri - Columbia 

Greenwood-Lee Portrait of a Young Lady 
Dr. Lalon Alexander, University of the  
Incarnate Word 
Dr. Theresa Alexander, University of the 
Incarnate Word 

Camelot 
Olivia Allesee, School of the Arts Institute 

Watteau Back to the Future 
Anne Bissonnette, Ph.D,  
University of Alberta  

Addressing Fashion and Sustainability: A Chic 
and Sporty Semi-Fitted Sweatshirt Dress 
Anne Bissonnette, Ph.D,  
University of Alberta 

Rebirth II 
Chanjuan Chen, Kent State University 

Neo-Heritage Ensemble 
Kelly Cobb, University of Delaware 
Dila López-Gydosh, University of Delaware 
Belinda T. Orzada, University of Delaware 

Cupcake Clown 
Jenny Leigh Du Puis, Auburn University 
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14th 

Juried Innovation Design Showcase Presenters (cont.) 

I Care: I Am Suffering with You 
Su Kyoung An, Central Michigan University 
Subtracting Holes, Multiplying Effects 
Susan Hannel, Ph.D,  
University of Rhode Island  

Into the Fold 
Jung Eun Lee, Virginia Tech 

Messenger Bag 
Nancy Martin,  
San Francisco State University 

Fanning Generations 
Addie Martindale,  
Georgia Southern University 

Mantua Rose 
Nancy Oliver, Appalachian State University 

The Proprietor 
Designer: Caitlin Quinn,  
The University of South Dakota 
Built by: Bethany Padron,  
The University of South Dakota 

Stella 
Krissi Riewe, University of North Texas 

Martha Dress 
Hope Rogers,  
The University of North Carolina at 
Greensboro 
Seoha Min, The University of North 
Carolina at Greensboro 

Deconstruction of the Body(suit) 
Casey Stannard, Ph.D, 
Louisiana State University  

Celebration of Hillestead 
Eulanda A. Sanders, Iowa State University 
Cindy L. Gould, Iowa State University 

Dropped Stitches 
Casey Stannard, Ph.D, Louisiana State 
University 

Carta Marina 
Casey Stannard, Ph.D, Louisiana State 
University 

Simultaneous Opposition 
Anthony F. Wilson, Ph.D, Appalachian 
State University 

Monastic Cowl 
Eunyoung Yang, Meredith College 

Felting and Lotus 
Ling Zhang, Central Michigan University 

9:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. Masterclass (Tidewater D) From Botetourt St. to Baltimore: 
How Making Mattered  
Norah Worthington, Baltimore School for the Arts 

9:00 a.m. – 10:30 a.m. Hands-On Workshop (Patriot, Pre-registration required) 
Make a Pieced Pocket Inspired by Colonial Williamsburg Object 
1983-371 
Christina Westenberger, The Colonial Williamsburg 
Foundation  
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14th 

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. Hands-On Workshop (Tidewater C, Pre-registration required) 
“It’s All the Fashion Now”: Make a Regency-era Wired Turban 
Tonya Staggs, Historic Travellers Rest 

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. Hands-On Workshop  (Liberty, Pre-registration required) 21st 
Century Millinery: Fascinator Creation  
Eia Radosavljevic, School of the Art Institute of Chicago 

10:15 a.m. – 10:45 a.m. BREAK (Colony Foyer) 

10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. Hands-On Workshop (Tidewater D, Pre-registration required) 
Seaming Up Skins: The Skill Behind Making Leather Breeches 
Tim Logue, The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation  
Emma Cross, The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation 

10:45 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. Regional Membership Coordinators Meeting (Patriot)

12:00 p.m. – 1:30 p.m.  LUNCH, seated by Region (Colony ABCD) 

1:00 p.m. – 1:30 p.m. Tech Check for Wednesday Afternoon Speakers (Colony 
ABCD) 

1:30 p.m. – 2:00 p.m. Plenary Session (Colony ABCD) 
“Printed Fashions”: Making an Exhibit 
Linda Baumgarten, Independent Scholar and Emerita 
Curator, Colonial Williamsburg 

2:00 p.m.  Silent Auction Closes (Colony E) 

2:00 p.m. – 2:45 p.m. Plenary Session: Richard Martin Exhibition Award: Large 
Museum Presentation (Colony ABCD)  
Reigning Men: Fashion in Menswear 1715-2015  
Sharon Takeda, Los Angeles County Museum of Art 
Clarissa M. Esguerra, Los Angeles County Museum of Art 

2:45 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. Plenary Session: Richard Martin Exhibition Award: Small 
Museum Presentation (Colony ABCD) 
From Crowdsourcing to Group Editing: Achieving Educational 
Objectives through Experiential Learning via the Exhibition 
“Eyewear: Fashion with Vision”  
Anne Bissonnette, Ph.D, University of Alberta 

3:30 p.m. – 4:00 p.m. BREAK (Colony Foyer)
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14th 

4:00 p.m. – 4:45 p.m. Plenary Session: Millia Davenport Publication Award 
Presentation (Colony ABCD) 
American Style and Spirit: Fashions and Lives of the Roddis 
Family 1850-1995 
Jane Bradbury and Edward Maeder, V&A Publishing, 
London 

4:45 p.m.– 5:30 p.m. Plenary Session: Stella Blum Award Presentation (Colony 
ABCD) 
"My superficial life: dressing, dancing, flirting": The Dress of 
Anaïs Nin in the Late 1920s and Early 1930s 
Gwendolyn Michel, Ph.D, Iowa State University 

5:00 p.m.– 7:00 p.m. Research Exhibition/Juried Innovation Design Showcase 
Tear-Down  (Tidewater AB) 

5:30 p.m. – 6:30 p.m. Silent Auction Pick-up (Colony E) 

6:30 p.m. – 7:30 p.m. CSA Fundraiser: Virginia Wine Event with Thomas 
Jefferson (Taste Studio, Pre-registration required) 

THURSDAY, MARCH 15th 

7:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m. Colonial Williamsburg morning walk. Join a Colonial 
Williamsburg employee for a bit of morning exercise during 
an informal walking tour around the Historic Area. (Meet in 
Conference Center Lobby, weather permitting) 

7:00 a.m. – 8:30 a.m. BREAKFAST on your own  

7:00 a.m. – 8:30 a.m. Working Group: “Menswear/Tailoring” (Patriot) 
*Please bring your breakfast to the meeting. Grab and go
breakfast can be purchased in the Lodge Lobby starting at
6:30 a.m.

7:45 a.m. – 8:15 a.m. Tech Check for Thursday Speakers 

8:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m. Registration (Conference Registration 1/Conference Center 
Lobby) 
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THURSDAY, MARCH 15th 

8:30 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. Concurrent Session: Juried Papers (Colony ABCD)  
“Make Do” and Redesign: A Historic and Creative Approach to 
Sustainability 
Sara Olivia Nelson, Iowa State University 

Making Shrouds: Mode, Memory, and Memento Mori 
Chris Woodyard, Independent Scholar 

Eighteenth-Century Up-cycling: Altering Women’s Clothes in 
Pre-Industrial England 
Carolyn Dowdell, Ph.D, Independent Scholar 

8:30 a.m.– 10:00 a.m. Concurrent Session: Juried Papers (Colony E) 
Exhibiting Fashion in a Post-Gender World: An Examination of 
the Relationship Between Clothing, Gender, and Mannequins 
Chloe Chapin, Harvard University 
Samuel Neuberg, Independent Fashion Historian & 
Archivist 
Denise Nicole Green, Cornell University 

Mistaken Identity: Cross-Cultural Appropriation in 
Contemporary Fashion 
Dr. Jooyoung Shin, Cornell University 

Go Big or Go Home: Plus Size Design in the Fashion Design 
Classroom 
Rebecca Robinson, Columbus College of Art and Design

8:30 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. Concurrent Session: Professional Development (Tidewater 
AB)   
Beyond the Dress Form, Museums and Academia: Understanding 
the Market Value of Historic Essential Tool Connecting 
Historical Costume Professionals to Success and Survival in the 
21st Century 
Patricia M. Dillon, New York University, College of 
Charleston 

10:00 a.m. – 10:30 a.m. BREAK (Colony Foyer)

10:30 a.m.– 12:00 p.m.  Concurrent Session: Juried Papers (Colony ABCD) 
Contextualizing Wertmüller’s 1785 Portrait of Marie-Antoinette 
Through Dress 
Kendra Van Cleave, San Francisco State University 

The Real Hairdressers of Eighteenth-Century Paris 
Kimberly Chrisman-Campbell, Independent Scholar 
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10:30 a.m– 12:00 p.m.

10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.

12:00 p.m. – 1:45 p.m.

1:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.

1:45 p.m. – 3:15 p.m.

THURSDAY, MARCH 15th 

Understanding Marie Louise Renée de Charnay, Co-seigneuresse  
de Kamouraska, Through Dress 
Anne Bissonnette, Ph.D, University of Alberta 

Concurrent Session: Juried Papers (Colony E)
Fashioning Expo 67 Hostesses 
Cynthia Cooper, McCord Museum 

Making the Body Stout: Bridging Discourse and Practice in the  
Study of the Relationship Between Dress and the Historical Body  
Lauren Downing Peters, Centre for Fashion Studies,  
Stockholm University 

“Dressing Alike and Doing Things Together”: The Making of  
Mid-Twentieth Century Mother-Daughter Fashions 
Jennifer Farley Gordon, Independent scholar 

Concurrent Session: Juried Papers (Tidewater AB) 
Sewing for Family and Freedom in Ante-Bellum New York:  
Constructing a Fashion Narrative from Mary Morgan’s Account  
Book 
Emily Bach, Shippensburg University 

Words that Stitch the “thread of my life”: Margaret Oliphant and  
the (Self-)Fashioning of a Literary Career 
Rebecca H. Starkins, The Colonial Williamsburg  
Foundation, New York University 

The Making of Millia Davenport and The Book of Costume  
Marlise Schoeny, Ohio State Historic Costume & Textiles  
Collection 
Gayle Strege, Ohio State Historic Costume & Textiles  
Collection 

LUNCH on your own

CSA Oral History Project recording (Patriot) 

Concurrent Session: Panel (Colony ABCD)   
Making Interdisciplinary Fashion Classrooms 
Jody Aultman, Iowa State University 
Sara Marcketti, Iowa State University 
Laura Snelgrove, Independent Scholar 
Holly M. Kent, University of Illinois-Springfield  Catherine 
Howey Stearn, Eastern Kentucky University
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THURSDAY, MARCH 15th 

1:45 p.m. – 3:15 p.m. Concurrent Session: Juried Papers (Colony E)  
The Lacemaker’s Web: Connecting Threads of Understanding 
Elena Kanagy-Loux, New York University, Metropolitan 
Museum of Art 

Corium Cruentadum Non: A Study of Industrial Production of 
Leather Breeches in the Eighteenth Century 
Emma Cross, The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation 
Tim Logue, The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation 

Making as a Design Philosophy: Phelps Associates Leather Goods, 
1940–1969 
Rebecca Jumper Matheson, FIT, Bard Graduate Center 

1:45 p.m. – 3:15 p.m. Concurrent Session: Juried Papers (Tidewater AB)  
Survivance of Omaha Tribal Tradition Through a Powwow 
Dance Bustle 
Molly J. McPherson, University of Nebraska- Lincoln 

Functional Fashions for the Physically Handicapped: Clothing as 
Rehabilitation, 1955-1965 
Natalie Wright, The Chipstone Foundation 

Closet Cosplay: Everyday Expressions of Science Fiction and 
Fantasy Fandom Among Women 
Dina Cherise Smith, Ph.D, Auburn University 
Casey R. Stannard, Ph.D, Louisiana State University 
Jenna Tedrick Kuttruff, Ph.D, Louisiana State University 

3:15 p.m.– 3:45 p.m. BREAK (Colony Foyer)

3:45 p.m.– 5:15 p.m. Concurrent Session: Juried Papers (Colony ABCD) 
Mug Shots: Connections Among Criminology, Visual Culture and 
Dress Studies 
Tina Bates, Curator Emerita, Canadian Museum of History 

Sewing for Uncle Sam: Creating Costumes for the Federal Theatre 
Project 
Howard Vincent Kurtz, George Mason University 

Motion Picture Costumers: Recognizing the Makers in the Golden 
Age of Hollywood 
Celia Sedwick Rogus, MFA, Independent Scholar 
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3:45 p.m. – 5:15 p.m.

3:45 p.m. – 5:15 p.m.

6:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.

THURSDAY, MARCH 15th 

Concurrent Session: Juried Papers (Colony E) 
The Stories They Don’t Tell: Learning from Dress Objects That  
Seem to Have Little to Say 
Kara Gordon, West Virginia University 

The Dawes Family and the Story of a Blue- and White-Checked  
Square 
Kimberly Alexander, Ph.D, Massachusetts Historical Society,  
University of New Hampshire 

Untangling Categories of Dress and Vocabulary in the 1778  
Gallerie des modes et costume français 
Anne Bissonnette, Ph.D, University of Alberta 

Concurrent Session: Juried Papers (Tidewater AB)  
Dressing a Feminist: The Making of an Original Historical  
Reproduction Ensemble for the New York Historical Society 
J. Leia Lima Baum, Independent Scholar

Undertaking the Making: LACMA Costume and Textiles Pattern  
Project 
Clarissa M. Esguerra, Los Angeles County Museum of Art 

“To lend class to what would otherwise be a bothersome bore”:  
General George S. Patton’s Green Hornet  
Neal Hurst, The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation  

Evening Presentation (Colony ABCD) 
“The Past as it Seamed”: Three Centuries of Women in the  
Fashion Business –Dorothy Speckhardt, Rose Bertin and Salome  
Myers Stewart 
Dr. Karin Bohleke, Shippensburg University 
Dr. Kimberly Chrisman Campbell, Independent Scholar  
Dr. Jane Malcolm-Davies, University of Copenhagen, Aalto  
University, Tudor Tailor 
Christina Westenberger, The Colonial Williamsburg  
Foundation  
Janea Whitacre, The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation 

FRIDAY, MARCH 16th 

7:00 a.m. – 8:30 a.m. BREAKFAST on your own
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FRIDAY, MARCH 16th 

7:00 a.m. – 8:00 a.m. Colonial Williamsburg morning walk. Join a Colonial 
Williamsburg employee for a bit of morning exercise during 
an informal walking tour around the Historic Area. (Meet in 
Conference Center Lobby, weather permitting) 

7:45 a.m. – 8:15 a.m. Tech Check for Friday Speakers 

8:00 a.m. – 5:00 a.m. Registration (Conference Registration 1/Conference Center 
Lobby) 

8:00 a.m.– 9:00 a.m. Regional Presidents and Treasurers Meeting (Tidewater CD) 

8:30 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.  Concurrent Session: Juried Papers (Colony ABCD)    
The Importance of Being Jeweled: Patriotism and Adornment 
During World War I 
Ariana Bishop, Independent Scholar 

More than Rubber: Fashionable Overshoes and Their 
Manufacture in the Late 19th and Early 20th centuries 
Arlesa Shephard, SUNY – Buffalo State College 

The Shaker Sisterhood and Their Fabric of Faith: The Silk 
Kerchiefs of South Union 
Dr. Carrie H. Cox, Western Kentucky University 

Hunting, Murder and Bacon: Backstories of Three Printed 
Handkerchiefs in the Colonial Williamsburg Collection 
Christina Westenberger, The Colonial Williamsburg 
Foundation 

8:30 a.m. – 10:30 a.m. Concurrent Session: Juried Papers (Colony E) 
The Traveling Dressmaker: A Glimpse into the Life of an 
American Seamstress 
Kylah Elaine Freeman, Independent Scholar 

Crafting Her Image: Elizabeth Parke Firestone 
Gayle Strege, Ohio State Historic Costume & Textiles 
Collection 
Marlise Schoeny, Ohio State Historic Costume & Textiles 
Collection 

Making Connections Through Work and Play 
Marilyn DeLong, University of Minnesota 
Kelly Gage, St. Catherine University 
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FRIDAY, MARCH 16th 

8:30 a.m. – 10:30 a.m. Concurrent Session: Juried Papers (Tidewater AB) 
Gold Rush: Boom Times and Changing Fashion in Seattle 
Clara Berg, Museum of History & Industry (Seattle) 

The National Air and Space Museum: Making Sense of a 
Uniquely Complex Collection 
Jeannie C. Whited, National Air and Space Museum 

Collecting and Exhibiting Fashion: Richard Martin’s “Alien 
Endeavor” 
Sarah Jean Culbreth, Fashion Historian  

Costume + Interdisciplinary Perspectives = An Exhibition with 
Broad Audience Appeal 
Jeanine Head Miller, Henry Ford Museum of American 
Innovation 

10:30 a.m. – 11:00 a.m. BREAK (Colony Foyer) 

11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.  Scholars’ Roundtable (Colony ABCD) 
Engaging Labor, Acknowledging Maker 
Laurie Brewer, Rhode Island School of Design 
Dr. Michael Mamp, Central Michigan University 
Sara Bernstein, Pacific Northwest College of Art 
Ariele Elia, FIT, Fordham Law 

12:30 p.m. – 2:00 p.m. LUNCH, General Meeting and Invitation to Seattle (Colony 
ABCD) 

2:00 p.m.– 3:30 p.m. Concurrent Session: Panel (Colony ABCD) 
Study Collections: Building and Utilizing Object Collections for 
Fashion Education 
Joanna Abijaoude, FIDM Museum 
Sarah C. Byrd, Fashion Institute of Technology 
Sara Idacavage, Parsons School of Design and Pratt Institute 
Elizabeth Way, The Museum at FIT

2:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. Concurrent Session: Juried Paper and Masterclass 
(Colony E) 
A Methodology for Teaching Historic Costume Through 
Three-Dimensional Apparel Simulation 
Anne Porterfield, NC State College of Textiles 

Developing 3D Simulations of Historic Garments 
Anne Porterfield, NC State College of Textiles 

2:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. Meet your CSA editors (Tidewater AB) 
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FRIDAY, MARCH 16th 

2:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. Regional Board Meetings (Tidewater CD) 

3:30 p.m.– 4:00 p.m. BREAK (Colony Foyer)

4:00 p.m.– 5:30 p.m. Concurrent Session: Juried Papers (Colony ABCD) 
Connecting the Dots: Collaborating to Decipher a Polka-dot 
Dress’s Secrets 
Mackenzie Anderson Sholtz, Fig Leaf Patterns® 
Alden O’Brien, DAR Museum 

Eye, Mind, Hand: What the Tailor Knows 
Catherine Roy, Independent Scholar and Custom Tailor 

Deskilling American Women: The Evolution of Pattern Drafting 
and Sewing in the Twentieth Century 
Linda Przybyszewski, University of Notre Dame  

4:00 p.m. – 5:30 p.m. Concurrent Session: Juried Papers (Colony E) 
Dorissa of Miami and Sylvia Whyte: Florida-Made Children’s 
Wear 
Jennifer Farley Gordon, Independent Scholar 

Marie Thérèse: Making Couture 
Christina Frank, Los Angeles County Museum of Art 

The Artistic Journey of Isabelle de Borchgrave 
Dennita Sewell, Phoenix Art Museum 

4:00 p.m. – 5:30 p.m. Concurrent Session: Juried Papers (Tidewater AB) 
Stitching Through Time: Clothing Construction as Historic 
Interpretation 
Elizabeth Korsmo, University of Washington 

Fashioning Femininity in the Late 18th-Century Popular Print: 
Perceptions of Women and Dress 
Kaila Temple, Smith College 

Making a Milliner: Connecting Theory and Practice Through 
Experiential Learning at Colonial Williamsburg  
Meghan V. Furler, University of Alberta 

5:45 p.m. – 6:15 p.m. Walker Academy of Irish Dance performs (Colony ABCD)
Costume Q&A to follow performance.. 

5:45 p.m. – 7:00 p.m. Board Meeting (Patriot)
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SATURDAY, MARCH 17th 

8:45 a.m – 5:00 p.m. Post-Symposium Tour: Military through the Ages 
(Jamestown Settlement) 
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2018 MAKING CONNECTIONS SYMPOSIUM COMMITTEE 

Symposium Co-Chairs: Janea Whitacre and Sarah Woodyard 

CSA Southeastern Region President: Kimberly Miller-Spillman 

Abstracts Administrator: Sarah Woodyard 

Abstracts Editor: Margaret Ordoñez 

Angels Project Coordinators: Martha Winslow Grimm, 

Margaret Ordoñez, Tric Wesp 

CSA Executive Director: Kristen Miller Zohn 

CSA President: Gayle Strege 

CSA Vice President for Education & Programs: Lalon Alexander 

Evaluations: Kate M. Ahn 

First Time Attendees Coordinator: Mark Hutter 

Juried Design Exhibition Coordinator: Kathy Jaremski 

Hotel Liaison: Kathleen Hinger 

Marketplace Chair: Angela Burnley 

Pre- & Post-Symposium Tour Chairs: Janea Whitacre, Sarah Woodyard 

Fundraiser Chairs: Janea Whitacre, Sarah Woodyard 

Professional Development Chair: Sarah Woodyard 

Publicity & Brochure: Christina Johnson, Sarah Woodyard 

Research Exhibits Chair: Sarah Woodyard 

Registration: Danielle Reaves 

Silent Auction Chair: Nancy Lowden 

Transportation: Christina Johnson 

Colonial Williamsburg’s Margaret Hunter Millinery Shop Support: 

Donna Brock, Rebecca Starkins, Christina Johnson 
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WASHINGTON D.C. SHAKESPEARE THEATRE COSTUME DESIGNS FOR 
SALOME 

Wednesday, March 14th, Costume Design Award, 8:15 a.m. – 9:00 a.m. 
Susan Hilferty 

Costume Designer 

When events transpire that change world history, who gets left behind? When those who write 
history work for the colonizing power, how can we trust their accounts of what happened? When a 
figure from myth lives on, but only as an icon of silence- as gnomic images seen in paintings, in 
infamous stage directions that describe her dancing, in gospels that shroud her actions in the 
motiveless abyss- can she ever be said to have existed at all? In this new version of Salomé, director 
Yaël Farber and designer Susan Hilferty reimagine the biblical tale of Salomé as a narrative that is 
also a record of erasure, a collective ritual that is also a history of violence, a play that is also a 
dance, a painting, a continuous stage direction, a voice of the voiceless. Farber says: “the reduction 
of this woman to a harlot or sexual manipulator says everything about us as a patriarchal society, 
and nothing of her political agency and acumen.” What began as an adaptation of Oscar Wilde’s 
play of the same name developed into a more radical premise, one in which ancient sources bleed 
into the text, opening up the story to all-but-forgotten voices. 
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BEETLEMANIA! AN 1850’S ENGLISH DRESS WITH BEETLE-WING 
EMBROIDERY 

Wednesday, March 14th, Research Exhibition, 9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

J. Leia Lima Baum
Independent Scholar 

Traditional Indian textiles have long made an impact on western fashion; when English colonists              
settled in India beginning in the eighteenth century, Indian influence on English fashion intensified.              
One particular novelty for the English was the use of elytra, or the wings of the jewel beetle, which                   
had been used to great effect in magnificent Mughal-court embroideries. England had already             
enjoyed its own long tradition of embroidery, but beetle wings represented an exotic new material               
that could be used on purses, shoes, jewelry, and even entire dresses. While the English market for                 
beetle-wing embroidery was at first fueled by the import of finished textiles, eventually it became a                
domestic practice as well. British ladies’ magazines, such as The Queen, and the American              
publication Godey’s Lady’s Book offered tips on how ladies of leisure could embroider with beetle               
wings for themselves at home. Once westerners themselves began embroidering with beetle wings,             
they introduced different elements into beetle-wing embroidery, such as the use of other substrate              
materials, like velvets or dark colors; the elimination or lessening of metalwork; and design              
elements that drew from English traditions as well as interpretations of Indian motifs. 

It is in the making of western garments and accessories using traditional Indian materials              
that a rich dialogue is present. In this exhibition, I will present an 1850s reproduction muslin gown                 
embroidered with beetle wings and goldwork. The dress will be displayed on a mannequin with the                
reproduction underpinnings (horsehair crinoline, ruffled petticoats, and corset) that give it the            
correct silhouette. The tabletop display will include an overview of the origins of the English vogue                
for beetle embroidery and will focus on the three main textile components of these dresses: the                
beetle wings themselves, the accompanying gold embroidery, and the cotton muslin substrate.            
Visitors will be welcome to try embroidering with beetle wings and traditional gold components. 

Blum, Dilys E. “Englishwomen’s Dress in Eighteenth-Century India: The Margaret Fowke Correspondence            
(1776-1786).” Costume 17 (1983): 47-58. 

Godey’s Lady’s Book, Philadelphia: Louis A. Godey, 1830-1878. 
Halle, Titti, et al. Cora Ginsburg LLC: A Catalogue of Exquisite and Rare Works of Art Including 16th to 20th                    

Century Costume, Textiles and Needlework. New York: Cora Ginsburg LLC, 2000. 
Irwin, John, and Margaret Hall. Indian Embroideries. Ahmedabad: Calico Museum of Textiles, 1973. 
Leslie, Catherine Amoroso. Needlework through History: An Encyclopedia. Santa Barbara, CA: Greenwood,            

2007. 
Morell, Anne. Techniques of Indian Embroidery. Fort Collins, CO: Interweave Press, 1995. 
Shrimpton, Jayne. “Dressing for a Tropical Climate: The Role of Native Fabrics in Fashionable Dress in Early                 

Colonial India.” Textile History, 23 (1992): 55-70. 
Tobin, Beth Fowkes. Picturing Imperial Power: Colonial Subjects in Eighteenth-Century British Painting.            

Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1999. 
Tolini, Michelle. “‘Beetle Abominations’ and Birds on Bonnets: Zoological Fantasy in Late-Nineteenth-Century            

Dress.” Nineteenth-Century Art Worldwide 1, no. 1 (Spring 2002). 
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“COME SEE HOW ‘TIS DONE”: MAKING ONLINE AND HANDS-ON 
CONNECTIONS TO THE ART NEEDLEWORK OF BARNETT A. HOOK  
Wednesday, March 14th, Research Exhibition, 9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Sherri Saines, Karmen Beecroft, Carla Williams, Barbara Fiocchi 
Ohio University Libraries 

Like the brilliantly-dyed silk thread he used in        
his creations, master needle-worker Barnett A.      
Hook’s legacy has faded over time. Born in        
rural Appalachian Ohio in 1845, Hook spent       
most of his life surrounded by and competing        
against women. A smooth-talking salesman,     
this dapper fellow reinvented himself several      
times in the decades following his stint as a         
teenaged Civil War soldier, honing a keen sense        
of capitalistic self-promotion that would     
eventually lead to local celebrity as a traveling        
showman selling his own unlikely skill in the        
field of art needlework. Hook’s artistic claims       
to fame were threefold: first, the remarkable       
naturalism of his creations; second, his      
prodigious output; and third, his gender. Hook       
frequently leveraged this performance of     
masculine expertise in a woman’s world when       
advertising his skills and claimed that he “enjoy[ed] the distinction of being one of four men in the                  
United States who t[aught] embroidery.”1 

While Hook likely had more than three compatriots in the early twentieth century, the              
proportion of male to female fiber artists has scarcely increased in the decades since. Gender               
studies discourse has become more aware, however, of the competing privileges and exclusions             
experienced by those men who do take up the needle. Commenting on several male artists’               
successful fiber arts installations in the early 1990s, for example, critic James Lewis wryly              
remarked, “When women try to come to terms with home life through its practices, the argument                
goes, it’s just craftwork. When men appropriate those practices toward the same end, it’s Art.”2 

More contemporary scholarship draws out patterns in the meaning-making that crafters           
and artists engage in across borders of gender, age, culture, and sexuality—especially as the              
popularity of fiber arts and crafts enjoy a resurgence based on their cachet as a luxury of “idleness,”                  
nostalgic diversion, or self-care stratagem.3 

This exhibition, drawing on items from the Barnett Hook Collection of Papers and             
Needlework at Ohio University Libraries, situates Hook’s life and work at the nexus of this critical                
conversation. Using the Libraries’ newly-acquired high-fidelity digital production system optimized          
for cultural heritage institutions, Digital Initiatives staff imaged both sides of Hook’s pieces in their               
entirety, with details at high resolution, such that the public can zoom to see every stitch in the open                   
database. Outreach efforts involving these materials included a “Subjective Stitch” workshop at the             
library to facilitate a group discussion about the many roles of craft, art, and gender in today’s                 
America. 

Conference attendees can explore Hook’s works through digital images displayed on-screen           
and selected full size, double-sided photographic reproductions of Hook’s table runners,           
handkerchiefs, cuffs, doilies, photographs, postcards, and promotional materials. Together with          
photos, crafted examples, and reports from the workshop, these artifacts will provide insight into              
how Hook envisioned himself both as a male artist participating in a traditionally feminine art form                
and as businessman promoting his work and skill. 
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1 Barnett A. Hook, ed, Press Notes; Barnett A. Hook: Demonstrator of Art, Decorator, and Entertainer               
(McArthur, OH: [Barnett A. Hook], ca 1914), 12. 

2 James Lewis, “Home boys,” Artforum International 30 (Oct 1991), 105. 
3 See especially Betsey Hosegood, “Whip your hobby into shape: knitting, feminism, and the construction of               

gender,” Textile: The Journal of Cloth and Culture 7, no. 2 (July 2009), 148-63. 

Hook, Barnett A., ed. Press Notes; Barnett A. Hook: Demonstrator of Art, Decorator, 
and Entertainer . McArthur, Ohio: [Barnett A. Hook], [ca 1914]. 

Hosegood, Betsey. “Whip your Hobby into Shape: Knitting, Feminism, and the 
Construction of Gender.” Textile: The Journal of Cloth and Culture  7 no. 2 (July 2009), 148-63. 

Lewis, James. “Home boys.” Artforum International 30 (Oct 1991): 101-105. 
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MISFITS: BODIES, DRESS AND SUSTAINABILITY 
Wednesday, March 14th, Research Exhibition, 9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Dr. Anne Bissonnette, Josée Chartrand, Meg Furler, Yara Sayeg, and Pat Siferd 
University of Alberta 

Contemporary fashion is based on an unregulated system where ready-made apparel is produced             
according to sizes arbitrarily determined by manufacturers. For example, in Canada, clothing sizes             
are not standardized; the size ten from one manufacturer may differ from the size ten of another.                 
This subjective practice is not customer-centric and can lead to confusion and frustration in the               
marketplace. Sizing systems take various key measurements and interpolate others to create an             
average. The communication breakdown between posted garment sizes and people’s expectations           
affects how people buy, use, and keep their clothing. This raises the question: how does the current                 
fit of apparel impact clothing consumption, individual well-being, and the environment? 

Size systems reduce the human body to mathematical formulas and linear size projections.             
Bust measurements, for example, once were used as size markings for the entire garment. Then and                
now, sizes are not representative of the muscles, tissues, or growth of people as they changed in                 
weight, age, and abilities. Between 1939 and 1940, the American Bureau of Home Economics              
measured female volunteers from the ages of 18 to over 80 in the first scientific study of body                  
measurements to be reported. While revisions to sizing standards based on this data have occurred,               
designers still rely on this wartime information in their use of pattern blocks and commercial dress                
forms. For example, in 1970 women’s bust girth was increased by one size interval to compensate                
for growing female measurement averages, but the original system of proportions was not changed.              
The silhouettes of industry dress forms still mimic the WWII high-pointed bust, flattened stomach,              
reduced hips, and militaristic shoulders shaped from by-gone bras, girdles, and shoulder pads. Is              
this still who we are? 

Contemporary undergarments, posture, exercise, and diet shape our bodies according to           
different ideals of beauty. Relaxed attitudes and modern comfort expectations in combination with             
those ideals, clash with the image reflected in standard dress forms. Haunted by the silhouette of                
the past, the current foundation is flawed. Under these conditions, can contemporary clothing fit              
actual bodies and be designed objects that empower people and cater to their needs? 

This exhibition displayed industry dress forms from different decades and a ca. 1935-1955             
corset and 1954 skirt suit that echoed the forms’ silhouette. The section entitled “How Have Past                
Creators Been Able to Cater to Changing Global Bodies?” made visitors focus on closures such as                
pins, buckles, and lacing in men’s and women’s eighteenth-century garments, a tied Indian choli and               
a draped Indian sari and dhoti as well as a 2008 bias-cut dress to discuss adaptable fit. Age, shape,                   
and physical abilities were covered in the section “Dressing Deviant Bodies: Fashion’s Duty to              
Accommodate,” which presented custom forms for the same subject in her 30s, 40s and 50s,               
wheel-chair-friendly designs by Izzy Camilleri, and maternity wear ca. 1900-1910 and 2017. The             
final section included a “The Human Ecology Fashion Design Manifesto” and garments made by the               
graduate student co-curators and their instructor to address the demands of this declaration. 

Aldrich, Winifred. “History of Sizing Systems and Ready-to-wear Garments.” In Sizing in Clothing: Developing              
Effective Sizing Systems for Ready-to-wear Clothing, edited by Susan Ashdown, 1-56. Cambridge:            
Woodhead, 2007. 

O’Brien, Ruth, and William C. Sheldon. Women’s Measurements for Garment and Pattern Construction.             
Miscellaneous Publication No. 454. Washington, DC: United States Department of Agriculture, 1941. 

Labat, Karen. “Sizing Standardization.” In Sizing in Clothing: Developing Effective Sizing Systems for             
Ready-to-wear Clothing, edited by Susan Ashdown, 88-107. Cambridge: Woodhead, 2007. 
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‘1 NIGHTGOWN NEW MADE’: A PRACTICAL INVESTIGATION OF 
EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY CLOTHING ALTERATION 

Wednesday, March 14th, Research Exhibition, 9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Dr. Carolyn Dowdell 
Independent Scholar 

Dress is an inherently material subject that       
cannot be fully understood if entirely divorced       
from its physicality. To this end, the value of         
object-based research has gained traction in      
recent years to become a recognizably      
legitimate methodology. The next step is      
acknowledging and mining the usefulness of      
embodied experiences through reproduction    
processes. Reproduction can be both a product       
of and contributor to holistic approaches to       
dress history, particularly with regards to      
understanding craft practices and the     
functions of dress at both personal and       
societal levels. It simultaneously requires     
significant foundational knowledge of the     
period and its historical context(s), often      
including in-depth examination of extant     
objects (depending on the time period and/or       
their survival), while adding depth and nuance to our knowledge of dress unobtainable by more               
traditional methodologies. Reproduction practices have long been employed within both          
anthropology and archaeology, often under the term “experimental archaeology.” Naturally, dress           
history studies also would benefit from the insights such an approach affords. 

My project takes reproduction as a research methodology one level further by exploring the              
life of garments after initial construction via alteration. Alterations are ubiquitous among surviving             
garments of the eighteenth century, with one of the most common types being mid-century gowns               
remade into fourth-quarter styles. To further my understanding of this process, I embarked on an               
“experimental archaeology” project of my own wherein I constructed a mid-eighteenth-century           
woman’s nightgown (fitted-back style) according to historical methods and techniques and then            
altered that same gown to a post-1775 fashion style based on extensive observation and              
examination of such instances on surviving garments. The intent is manifold: to test my theories on                
the alteration process according to my observations, to experience the physical labour involved in              
such a process, and to visually and materially determine the degree of fashion change possible               
within a single garment–thus, speaking to the actual, lived experience of fashion among             
eighteenth-century women. My presentation chronicles my experiences with the         
reproduction/alteration process and lays out my findings and conclusions. 

To this endeavor I bring significant knowledge and experience of eighteenth-century           
dressmaking and dress history. Over approximately six months in 2008/2009, I embarked on a              
large-scale project of reproducing and recreating representative elements of a mid-eighteenth           
century prosperous woman’s wardrobe as a part of my master’s degree studies. I have since               
continued to engaged in reproduction sewing. Through this work, I have gained unique insights into               
eighteenth-century garment construction, the physicality of eighteenth-century dressmaking, and         
relationships between the historical body and its clothing. 
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DESIGN BY THE NUMBERS: CREATING AN ALGORITHM TO EVENLY DISPERSE 
COLORS THROUGHOUT A CROCHET TEXTILE DESIGN 

Wednesday, March 14th, Research Exhibition, 9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Sheryl A. Farnan 
Metropolitan Community College-Penn Valley 

The Mission: To teach a group of business math         
students the concept of algorithms and how       
they work in practical applications. 
The Method: To crochet 159 hexagon-shaped      
blocks, evenly dispersing a fourteen-color     
palette throughout the entire finished textile      
without duplicating any color combination of a       
single block. 

In its most straightforward form, an      
algorithm is a formula or procedure for solving        
a problem using a sequence of specific actions.1        
In a business math class, standard practice       
would be to explain this concept using financial        
tables. However, given the disconnect between      
this group 
of students and a genuine, practical interest in        
understanding and using math, a more embodied,       
hands-on approach was developed and presented. 

This design research exhibits in detail the       
process developed to demonstrate and explain how number patterns—algorithms—can be used           
in a creative design process.   

1. Fourteen colors were chosen around a traditional autumnal color theme.
2. Each hexagon block has four rows, each row receiving a different color from the palette.
3. To maximize contrast, colors close in hue (brown, navy, dark green, pink, and gold)             

were skipped at intervals where rows of each would be next to each other.
4. Row one of all 159 blocks was completed, making eleven of each color and twelve of a                

selected five colors in the palette. In later rows, this allowed for skipping colors close in               
hue (#3).

5. All 159 blocks were created one row at a time, allowing for even distribution of each               
color in the palette.

This research exhibit displays process photos, yarn chart, chart outlining the numeric color             
pattern, and the two textiles/crochet blankets resulting from this embodied research method. 

1 Merriam-Webster, s.v. “Algorithm,” https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/algorithm. 

Image 1
The finished hexagon pattern, using a traditional autumnal color 
palette.

Image 2
This project and technique is replicated in a 5-row square pattern 
using a bright mid-autumn color palette.
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INNOVATIVE DESIGN PROCESS: INTEGRATING CAD AND FREE-HAND 
DRAWING TECHNIQUES 

Wednesday, March 14th, Research Exhibition, 9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Dr. Chanmi Gloria Hwang 
Washington State University 

Due to the spontaneity of digital tools, the        
integration of print has become vital in the        
apparel design process. Especially, computer     
aided design (CAD), an interactive computer      
design system for the apparel and textile       
industry, and digital textile printing allow      
apparel designers develop new and creative      
designs. Unlike traditional textile printing     
methods such relief printing, stenciling, or heat       
transfer, some advantages of digital inkjet      
printing include speed of translation of the       
design onto fabric, the ability to print intricate        
details with various colors, and lessened impact       
on the environment.1 In this regard, the purpose  
of this design research was to explore innovative  
and sustainable design process to create a  
complex dress. Specifically, the designer explored the integration of a traditional method of             
free-hand drawing with digital textile printing and laser cutting techniques. 

The source of design inspiration is Tiffany lamps, stained-leaded-glass lamps that are part of              
the Art Nouveau movement. The designer first created the garment pattern pieces through             
traditional patternmaking method, and free-hand drawing technique, a style of drawing made            
without the use of guiding or measuring instruments, was used to generate design patterns. The               
designer sketched floral shapes directly on the muslin pieces to fit the garment patterns so that the                 
designs would be continuous around the body. Next, the designer digitized the pattern pieces into               
Opti-Tex PDS garment pattern-making software and converted the hand-drawn patterns to digital            
lines and points in the vector-based Illustrator. Colors were filled and managed in the Illustrator               
and Photoshop, and the Raster Image Processor software was used for print resolution and color               
management. The designed garment patterns were printed with TX2-1600 printer on the 100%             
cotton sateen since reactive dyes are most suited to cotton. Finally, the hand-drawn outlines of               
floral prints were laser cut on leather with a Trotec Speedy 400 Laser Cutter. 

This design process of integrating traditional free-hand drawing and innovative          
technologies give new insights to designers. They can take opportunistic advantages of CAD to              
enhance various traditional design techniques, and this can further revitalize the apparel-design            
process to be more innovative and sustainable. 

1 Bowles, Melanie, and Ceri Issac. Digital Textile Design. London: Laurence King Publishing, 2015. 
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ARE YOUR CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES MAKING YOU AND OTHERS SICK? 
Wednesday, March 14th, Research Exhibition, 9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Dr. Darlene Kness 
University of Central Oklahoma 

You may be fashionable but have you thought about the impact of your clothing decisions? As you                 
buy and wear clothing and accessories, do you consider their toxic load on your body, workers, and                 
the environment creating harm throughout their global production and distribution pipeline? 

This exhibit identifies textile production techniques that are hazardous to textile workers,            
consumers, and the earth. It also gives some suggestions for what consumers can do to help with                 
the problem. The purpose of this exhibit is to promote awareness of the negative impact of our                 
clothing and accessories by answering the questions below: 

How are workers in the textile and clothing industry harmed? 
How persistent (do not readily break down) are the chemicals used on clothes? 
What chemicals used in clothing production contribute to bioaccumulation (effect on the            

food chain)? 
Which heavy metals are used on clothing and accessories? 
What effect do the chemicals on your clothes have on your body? 
How is our water being threatened by the production of clothing and accessories? 
What is the corporate responsibility for toxic clothing and textiles? 
How does a pair of jeans and a t-shirt harm us and the environment? 
What initiatives can be taken to minimize these negative impacts? 

Bernard, T. S. “When Wrinkle-free Clothing Also Means Formaldehyde Fumes.” New York Times, December 11, 
2010. 

Blanc, D. Fake Silk: The Lethal History of Viscose Rayon. New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2016.  
Browne, M. A. “What Comes Out in the Wash.” New York Times, November 29, 2015. 
Greenpeace. “Dirty Laundry: Unravelling the Corporate Connections to Toxic Water Pollution in China.” 

http://www.greenpeace.org. 
National Geographic. “How Your T-Shirt Can Make a Difference.” 

http://video.nationalgeographic.com/video/cotton-tshirts. 
Sukalich, K. “Why T-Shirts Can’t Be Recycled Into New T-Shirts.” 

http://earth911.com/living-well-being/style/recycled-clothing-fabrics. 
Wu, Y. “You Did It! Toxic Chemicals Banned in EU Textile Imports.” July 22, 2015. Greenpeace. 
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THE EFFECTS OF FASHION TRENDS ON THE PERCEPTION OF CATHOLIC 
SCHOOL UNIFORMS 

Wednesday, March 14th, Research Exhibition, 9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Christiana Lazarine, Dr. Lalon Alexander,  
Dr. Michaele Haynes, Dr. Zazil Reyes Garcia, 

University of the Incarnate Word 

Though research exists on the topics of Catholic school uniforms and fashion trends inspired by               
school uniforms, little documentation examines the relationships between the two. This upcoming            
master’s thesis is a qualitative ethnographic pilot study to research the effects of             
school-girl-inspired-fashion trends on the perception of Catholic school uniforms, from the           
perspective of women who attended Catholic school. Based on a review of the literature on Catholic                
grade schools, school uniforms, and school-uniform-inspired-fashion trends, a gap exists in the            
documentation of any relationship between the trends and the general perception of            
Catholic-school uniforms. I intend to address the question: from the perspective of women who              
attended Catholic school, do school-girl-inspired trends influence their perceptions of school           
uniforms and themselves? 

This study will include interviews from eight to ten subjects with the intention of identifying               
a commonality between their experiences. Participants will take part in a voluntary interview             
including questions about their experience in wearing a school-mandated uniform at a Catholic             
school and their opinions on fashion trends inspired by school uniforms. I will analyze their               
answers and determine any patterns or themes within the subject responses.  

During a preliminary literature review, I found documentation on the history and impact of              
Catholic school uniforms,1 non-Catholic school uniforms,1 how school uniforms influence fashion           
trends and pop culture,2 evidence of gender bias,3 and an apparent disconnect between the purpose               
and implications of school uniforms.4 The chapter “Transgressive Uniforms in Contemporary           
Culture” suggests a conflict between the societal role of school uniforms and the practice of school                
uniforms.5 For example, in Japan school uniforms “markedly influences fashion trends,” fashion            
subcultures, and fetishism.6 In regard to the school uniforms of western cultures, Alison Happel’s              
article notes a gender bias in school-mandated skirts for females.7 

In addition to documenting the history of this subject, this study has the potential to benefit                
the research of pedagogy, feminist theory, Catholic traditions, and symbolic dress and trends.             
Researchers of childhood education may apply the findings of this study to the analysis of school                
uniforms, their benefits or disadvantages, current school-uniform practices, and the future use of             
uniforms in school. Feminist theorists may attribute the relationship between the tradition of             
Catholic school uniforms, fashion trends inspired by school uniforms, and the experiences of female              
Catholic school students to the study of gender identity. Within the field of Catholic traditions, this                
study and the testimonies of former students could fill a gap within the historical documentation of                
female-Catholic-school uniforms, how they relate to fashion trends, and the impact on students.             
Furthermore, research of Catholic school uniforms and the fashion trends they inspire would             
directly contribute to the study of dress, trends, and symbolic clothing. 

1 Anne Keary, “Catholic Mothers and Daughters: Becoming Women,” Feminist Theory 24, no. 2 (2016): 191-96. 
2 Stephanie Spencer, “A Uniform Identity: Schoolgirl Snapshots and the Spoken Visual,” History of Education 36, no. 2 

(2007): 236-38. 
3 Jennifer Craik, Uniforms Exposed: From Conformity to Transgression  (New York: Berg, 2005). 
4 Alison Happel, “Ritualized Girling: School Uniforms and the Compulsory Performance of Gender,” Journal of Gender 

Studies  22, no. 1 (2013): 93. 
5 Craik, Uniforms Exposed . 
6 Happel, “Ritualized Girling.” 
7 Happel, “Ritualized Girling.” 
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TATTING: MYTHS AND MYSTERIES OF A LOST ART 
Wednesday, March 14th, Research Exhibition, 9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Melissa J. Mead 
Colonial Williamsburg Foundation 

In recent years, many types of neglected and        
forgotten forms of needlework have made a       
remarkable resurgence. People are reconnecting     
with the past, preserving old techniques, and       
participating in the slow fashion movement of       
classic designs, handmade using traditional     
techniques. Tatting is an excellent example of one of         
these types of hand crafts.  

Frequently misunderstood, tatting is a form      
of lacemaking that often is misidentified and much        
maligned as not being a true lacemaking process.        
Indeed, the origin of tatting is vague and blurred         
compared to other forms of lacemaking. Even  
modern  “sources” found on well-known internet 
sites (Wikipedia 2018) often confuse tatting with earlier forms of lacemaking such as “knotting.”              
True tatting uses a simple knot that is made in the hand and is, as yet, impossible to replicate by                    
machine. Historically, it has been in and out of favor numerous times since first mentioned by the                 
name “tatting” in 1842.1 

Today, the uses for tatted lace and the materials utilized to produce it are as varied as the                  
makers themselves. My exhibit explains the historical progression of this craft from the             
mid-nineteenth century to the present day, dispelling myths and misconceptions and displaying            
documented methods along with other techniques that are frequently mistaken for it. I have              
endeavored to present my research in such a way that the displays and demonstrations will educate                
the attendees to the true nature and appreciation of this “lost art.” 

1 Virginia Mescher, Flitting Fingers: Tatting in the Nineteenth Century (Burke, VA: Vintage Volumes, 2002), 
2-3. 

Tatted Lace with Shuttle. Photograph by Melissa Mead.
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HOMAGE TO NATIVE HANDS: MAKING CONNECTIONS BETWEEN KNITWEAR 
& BASKETRY THROUGH A COLLABORATIVE EXHIBITION 

Wednesday, March 14th, Research Exhibition, 9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Dr. Phyllis Bell Miller 
      Mississippi State University 

Kristen Miller Zohn, curator of the Lauren Rogers Museum in          
Laurel, Mississippi, asked the students and faculty of the         
fashion-design and art programs at Mississippi State University        
and the theater department at the University of Southern         
Mississippi to collaborate on an exhibition that would focus on          
the dress in paintings and other artifacts. As the fashion-design          
faculty member, I was inspired by the museum’s extensive,         
American-Indian basketry collection. The result was the creation        
of a hand-knitted cloak, shell, and skirt based upon several basket           
motifs. 

Using the book By Native Hands: Woven Treasures from         
the Lauren Rogers Museum of Art as a reference, I studied the            
photographs to determine which basketry motifs could be        
re-imagined for knitwear. The second step was to locate yarn that           
would provide the desired level of detail for the selected motifs. I            
selected a DK-weight yarn of silk noile and cotton because its           
rustic texture resembled straw. Fortunately, the yarn was        
available in the colors of the most inspirational basket. A cloak           
was selected because its simple lines provided an excellent canvas for the intricate motifs. 

After creating a gauge swatch to determine the number of stitches and rows per inch, I used                 
AutoCAD® software to create experimental knitting charts for the selected motifs. And after             
knitting extensive samples, full-scale charts were developed for the garments. The charts were             
printed as PDF files and emailed to an iPad®, on which I could zoom in on specific areas. 

The stranded-knitting technique was selected for areas with motifs; stockinette stitch was            
used in plain areas to conserve yarn. Traveling stitches, which are created with a cable hook, were                 
used on diagonal motifs for a smoother look. Hundreds of glass beads were added to individual                
stitches with a crochet hook. The cloak was knitted from the bottom up, with the shoulders joined                 
using a three-needle bind-off. Reverse single crochet finished the front, side, and neck edges. 

Decorative inspiration for the top two sections of the cloak came from an Eastern Cherokee               
purse basket and a fern-patterned, Pomo cooking or storage bowl. The third section combines              
motifs from a Wasco basket, a Klikitat gathering basket, and a Pomo burden basket. Both the fourth                 
section and the side and center borders are adorned with the Shaman’s Hat motif from Yakutat                
baskets. The lower edge contains a design from a Panamint Shoshone bottleneck jar and the vortex                
pattern from an Akimel O’odham basket that served as a musical instrument. 

The shell, which is reversible from front to back, is bordered on both sides by the Yakutat                 
shaman’s hat motif. Its bottom edge contains a Panamint Shoshone pattern and an Akimel O’odham               
fret. The body’s triangular motif was developed to echo the Panamint Shoshone pattern and is               
studded with beads. Armhole edges are finished with reverse single crochet. Pattern colors on the               
front and back are reversed. The skirt contains the same patterns. This experiment attests to the                
universality of basketry motifs and identifies another inspirational source for designers. 
Back view of cloak, showing traveling stitches in motifs on yoke and at hemline.  

Cook, Stephen W. By Native Hands: Woven Treasures from the Lauren Rogers Museum of Art. Laurel, MS:                 
Lauren Rogers Museum of Art, 2005. 

Back view of cloak, showing traveling stitches in 
motifs on yoke and at hemline. 
Photograph by Katherine Lawrence, 
Mississippi State University Agricultural Communications.
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Hamre, Ida, & Meedom, Hanna. Making Simple Clothes: The Structure and Development of Clothes from Other                
Cultures . London: Adam and Charles Black, 1980. 

National Museum of the American Indian. Identity by Design: Tradition, Change, and Celebration in Native 
Women's Dresses. Washington, DC: Smithsonian Books, 2007. 
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MOROCCAN ODYSSEY CLOAK AND GAUNTLETS: MAKING CONNECTIONS 
BETWEEN APPAREL AND ARCHITECTURE 

Wednesday, March 14th, Research Exhibition, 9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Dr. Phyllis Bell Miller 
Mississippi State University 

Whereas Celtic motifs are a frequent inspiration for knitwear,         
Moroccan/Islamic ornamentation is seldom used. However, the       
Moroccan landscape—from its mausoleums to its Roman       
ruins—is resplendent with inspiration for intricate, refreshingly       
different cables and other knitwear motifs. The purpose of this          
project was to identify and experiment with Moroccan motifs as          
an inspiration for knitwear design. In addition, the bright and          
jewel tones that adorn buildings and dress suggest excitingly         
bold color schemes. These elements led to the design of a           
hand-knitted cloak and fingerless gauntlets. 

Before visiting Morocco, this designer gleaned references       
on Moroccan and Islamic art and architecture and knitted several          
samples to determine the feasibility of knitting various motifs.         
Throughout the trip, numerous motifs were photographed and        
knitted. Influences selected for the cloak included ornamentation        
from the Mohammad V Mausoleum in Rabat, the Hassan II          
Mosque in Casablanca, and a mosaic floor in the Roman ruins at            
Volubilis. 

A cloak was selected because its simple lines provided a          
broad canvas for surface design. A bulky-weight, 100% wool yarn          
with a plain surface was chosen for its ability to show detail and for the fiber’s importance to                  
Moroccans. I processed the wool with acid dyes. The background yarn was vat-dyed with a custom                
blend of “ivy” and “forest green.” To create color variations, the cable yarn was vat-dyed using low                 
agitation with “turkey red” dye sprinkled with “raspberry” dye powder during the process. After              
making samples and establishing the gauge (the number of stitches and rows per inch), I developed                
knitting charts using AutoCAD® software. 

The cloak was knitted in one piece from the back hemline to the front hemline. Whereas the                 
background yarn traveled across the entire cloak, a different ball of orange yarn was used for each                 
cable section. To create the cables, which also included the background yarn, two cable hooks and                
two needles were used simultaneously. To shape the back shoulder slope, short rows, which extend               
partially across an area, were used from mid-back to the neckline. Once the back slope was                
completed, another set of short rows was worked on each side of the front, creating a mirror-image                 
of the back and allowing knitting to continue uninterrupted to the front hemline. Stitches were               
added to extend the front sections, enabling them to meet at the center front, which fastens with                 
hidden clasps. 

Whereas exterior friezes on the Mohammad V Mausoleum inspired the cable at the cloak’s              
center back, friezes on the Hassan II Mosque inspired the cables that flank the center back and front.                  
The next set of cables is from the mausoleum’s interior tilework. The braided border on a Roman                 
floor inspired the outermost cables. Braided designs from Islamic manuscripts inspired the cables             
on the center-front and side edges. Coordinating, fingerless gauntlets were knitted with the same              
ribbing that trims the cloak’s lower edges. 

Moroccan/Islamic art offers a new inspiration for knitwear designers. Its intriguing designs            
can be parlayed into cables and other decorative elements. 

Broug, Eric. Islamic Geometric Design. New York: Thames & Hudson, 2013. 

Back view of cloak, showing cables inspired by 
decorative elements on the Mohammad V 
Mausoleum and Hassan II Mosque in Morocco. 
Photograph by Kevin Hudson, 
Mississippi State University 
Agricultural Communications.
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Cultures . London: Adam and Charles Black, 1980. 

Rabaté, Marie-Rose, and Frieda Sorber. Berber Costumes of Morocco: Traditional Patterns. Paris: ACR Édition 
Internationale, 2007. 
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RENDERING TO REALITY: THE BLUEPRINT RENDERING PROJECT 
Wednesday, March 14th, Research Exhibition, 9:00 a.m.– 12:00 p.m. 

Caitlin Quinn 
University of South Dakota 

In theatre, the costume designer and draper often are two different           
people. The divide between the designer’s vision on paper and the           
constructed garment is bridged by communication and shared        
knowledge between the two parties. In the textbook, The Art and           
Practice of Costume Design, Linda Pisano describes this        
relationship as having “the potential to exemplify collaboration at         
its very best. It requires that the designer acknowledge the          
cutter-draper’s function of asking questions and sharing       
perspectives and ideas based on their experience and expertise.”1         
In academic theatre, new costume designers often do not include          
construction details, like seam lines, buttons, and closures, in their          
renderings but gravitate more to a basic shape style of rendering.           
If the design is created in collaboration with the maker, the           
students gain a better understanding of how to ground their          
renderings in reality. 

This exhibition explores the creation and implementation       
of the blueprint rendering project that teaches student costume         
designers to treat their renderings as both art and technical          
drawings for the physical costumes that will be constructed from them. I focus on the creation of the                  
pedagogy and student outcomes after the project. Student designers often come from an art              
background, so their renderings are lovely but hard to pattern from, or they come from a                
home-sewing background where they are used to making their own designs and forget to add               
details to the rendering. The blueprint project helps students draw a stronger connection between              
designing and making. The actor’s measurements, pattern pieces, and fabric swatches are            
integrated into the rendering as part of the design process. Student designers begin with a rough                
sketch of the costume, then consult with the draper about the logistics of their design. Together,                
they plot out the blueprint of the pattern pieces, like line drawings on the back of commercial                 
patterns. The process continues with design revisions and fabric details until the final product is a                
clear map of the costume design that could be given to any draper and executed correctly. While                 
this method is usually too time consuming for fast paced world of theatre, as an academic exercise,                 
it encourages student designers to add construction details to their renderings and gives student              
drapers a better idea of what to ask designers. 

1 Linda Pisano, The Art and Practice of Costume Design, ed. Melissa L. Merz (New York: Routledge, 2017), 
163.

Rendering to Reality. Tailcoat rendering by 
Nate Keane. Tailcoat patterned and draped 
by Kiah Schaeffer. 
Image by Caitlin Quinn.
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STEAMPUNK: IS IT MORE THAN JUST FETISH FASHION? 
Wednesday, March 14th, Research Exhibition, 9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Dr. Anne M. Toewe 
University of Northern Colorado 

Novelist K. W. Jeter first coined the term “steampunk” in 1987 while            
discussing his book Infernal Devices in which his characters live in           
Victorian England but are connected to twenty-first-century innovations.        
This first mention of such an alternate history spurred an entire fetish            
culture that fully embraced goggles, leather, gears, and Victorian culture.          
It is a place for the now grown-up Renaissance Festival fans who no             
longer wanted to spend days corseted in anachronistic stays eating          
turkey legs. Steampunk is a place to put their creative minds in a fantasy              
world of no rules. The question must be posed, did this new world of              
steampunk really have no rules? 

My research into steampunk began over six years ago while          
collaborating on a production of Stephen Sondheim’s Sweeney Todd in          
which the director decided upon a steampunk theme. My research began           
in various publications that contained “steampunk” in the title. I quickly           
discovered that I started my research in the middle; it was imperative            
that I know how and where the steampunk movement developed. I           
expanded my research field to include fiction writing of a world without            
electricity; furthermore, I researched historic Victorian clothing through        
museum holdings. This trifold approach allowed me to understand the          
Victorian roots from which the world of steampunk evolved. My          
multilayered research approach guided me through the design process of          
Sweeney Todd, creating a world of the London underground fueled through           
steam as opposed to electricity. It was not my first steampunk inspired production that really               
solidified the realization that this style was not actually “made up,” but that it was, in fact, a study of                    
and reaction to the very real rules of the Victorian era, especially in the realm of fashion. My work                   
on the much more character-developed play Major Barbara made it clear that steampunk took the               
rules of the Victorians and consciously violated them. 

This exhibit addresses the process by which I arrived at final design decisions for both my                
2014 production of Sweeney Todd as well as my 2017 production of Major Barbara. I will augment                 
my discussion of the aforementioned worlds with visual images from historic holdings beside my              
final designs, focusing on specific areas of “Victorian violation” such as color palette, using colors               
that the Victorians would consider garish, inappropriately low necklines, exposed forearms for            
daytime, and exposed underpinnings. This side-by-side comparison shows that steampunk as an            
alternative movement in fashion, and even lifestyle, is not something that is just driven in fiction but                 
instead derives from a through knowledge of the rules of the Victorian era and then violates them to                  
its best advantage. 

Lady Britomart (Shelly Gaza) in Major 
Barbara at The University of Northern 
Colorado. 
Photograph by Anne M. Toewe.
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“A FINE COLLECTION OF ‘BELLE ASSEMBLIES’”: CONNECTING AMERICAN 
WOMEN TO EUROPEAN FASHION IN THE EARLY NINETEENTH CENTURY 

Wednesday, March 14th, Research Exhibition, 9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Dr. Ann Buermann Wass 
Riversdale House Museum 

In 1814, Harriett Manigault wrote in her diary, “Mrs. Daschkoff          
[wife of the Russian minister] brought us a fine collection of           
‘Belle Asssemblies’ from Mr. Vaughn; it is a great while since we            
received any of them before.”1 The “Belle Assemblies” were         
likely copies of the British periodical La Belle Assemblée or Bell's           
Court and Fashionable Magazine Addressed Particularly to the        
Ladies. This was one of a variety of British, French, and other            
European periodicals that included fashion plates and       
commentary in addition to more general content. 

Costume historians find the fashion plates and       
commentary to be valuable primary sources. However, as the         
circulation of these periodicals was limited, we are left to          
wonder if women in the United States were able to connect with            
these published fashion trends across the ocean. In this exhibit, I           
will explore ways American women made some connections. 

Michele Major reported that Harriett’s mother,      
Margaret, was a subscriber to Nicolaus Heideloff’s Gallery of         
Fashion, as was David Longworth, proprietor of the Shakespeare         
Gallery in New York City.2 He advertised that he would exhibit           
the “elegant coloured prints” for a fee.3 Other newspaper         
advertisements verify that periodicals were in subscription       
reading rooms by the mid-1810s and for sale in bookstores by           
late in that decade. From letters or diaries, we know that other American women, like Harriett                
Manigault, received whole issues or loose pages of the plates from family or friends, but we usually                 
do not know just which issues or plates they were. 

I will display samples from British publications such as Heideloff’s Gallery of Fashion, La              
Belle Assemblée, and Rudolph Ackermann’s Repository of Arts, Literature, Commerce, Manufactures,           
Fashions, and Politics. I will include plates from the French Journal des Dames et des Modes, as some                  
American women corresponded with friends or relatives in France. 

The descriptions that accompanied British fashion plates were published in newspapers           
around the country, although technology of the time did not allow the printed plates themselves to                
be reproduced. Ackermann’s Repository seems to have been a favorite—the descriptions of the April              
1814 “Fashions for Ladies” appeared in such far-flung places as Alexandria, Virginia; Boston;             
Charleston, South Carolina; New York City; and Plattsburgh, New York. Essays on topics like French               
fashion were occasionally reprinted. Samples of these printed materials also will be displayed. 

One way or another, it seems women in the United States wee able to connect with                
European fashion sources. The next step would be to see if they indeed incorporated these ideas                
into their wardrobes. Since we often do not know the precise plates women had access to, matching                 
them with extant garments or portraits is a difficult task. We can speculate, though, that, as one                 
observer put it, women were able to use these sources to appear as “well dressed . . . as if they had                      
been repairing to the capital of Great Britain.”4 

1 Harriet Manigault, The Diary of Harriet Manigault, 1813-1816 (Rockland, ME: Colonial Dames of America, 
Chapter II, 1976), 23. 
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2 Michele Major, “American Women and French Fashion,” in The Age of Napoleon, ed. Katell le Bourhis (New 
York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1989), 220. 

3 New York Daily Advertiser, May 24, 1800, 3, http://www.genealogybank.com. 
4 Morris Birkbeck, Notes on a Journey in America from the Coast of Virginia to the Territory of Illinois 

(London: Severn & Co., 1818), 17, https://archive.org/details/notesonjourneyin00birk. 
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HAUTE COUTURE REVIVALS: MAKING CONNECTIONS ACROSS TIME 
Wednesday, March 14th, Research Exhibition, 9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Johana Zanon 
University of Oslo, Norway 

 Romy Wyche 
Bouches-du-Rhone Department 

Our exhibit will showcase a Vionnet horse skirt to illustrate and explore the phenomenon of haute                
couture revival. Many brands, including Balenciaga, Poiret, or Schiaparelli to name just a few, closed               
but later reopened, or “reawakened,” reappropriating the brand’s past while at the same time              
crafting a new identity. 

In most cases, the past was not used to create vintage fashion based on nostalgia of older                 
designs, but rather a sense of timelessness to a house’s identity based on the founder’s style. In this                  
sense, these reappropriations are “anti-retro” as they do not seek a to reproduce a period style                
authentically, but to extract the essence and the distinctiveness of a brand without looking              
outdated. 

The skirt we present dates from the resort 2014 collection by Goga Ashkenazi. Its design               
was inspired by one of the house’s iconic design dating back from 1921, embroidered with small                
black horses and inspired by a Greek vase. Additionally, we exhibit through an audio-visual display               
photos of the 1921 dress, sketches of its embroideries by Lesage, and fashion plates. 

Through this exhibit, we wish to highlight what was deemed singular about the original              
piece, what was extracted from it, and how it influenced the new designs. While obvious references                
were made to the original piece, in particular the original embroideries, the new garments              
nevertheless managed to be modern through a contemporary cut. 

Our work opens questions on the history/modernity dichotomy through the emphasis of the             
modern value of some historical pieces, the intertwined nature of inspiration and copy in fashion               
designing, and the merits of creative constraints. This exhibit makes connection across time, as it               
shows how dress items from the 1920s and the 2010s related to one another. Based on a PhD                  
dissertation, it also makes connections between academic inquiry and curatorial practices. 

Bissonnette, Anne. “Doing History with Objects: Betty Kirke and Madeleine Vionnet.” Fashion Theory 19, no. 3 
(2015): 281-314. 

Golbin, Pamela, ed. Madeleine Vionnet, Puriste de la Mode. Paris: Les Arts Décoratifs, 2009. Exhibition catalog. 
Kirke, Betty. Madeleine Vionnet. San Francisco: Chronicle Books, 1998. 
Merlo, Elisabetta, and Mario Perugini. “The Revival of Fashion Brands Between Marketing and History.” 

Journal of Historical Research in Marketing 7, no. 1 (2015): 91-112. 
Zanon, Johanna. “The ‘Sleeping Beauties’ of Haute Couture: Jean Patou, Elsa Schiaparelli, Madeleine Vionnet.” 

PhD diss., University of Oslo, 2017. 
Zanon, Johanna. “Reawakening the ‘Sleeping Beauties’ of Haute Couture: The Case of Guy and Arnaud de 

Lummen.” In European Fashion: The Creation of a Global Industry, edited by Véronique Pouillard and 
Regina L. Blaszczyk. Manchester: Manchester University Press, forthcoming 2018. 
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FROM BOTETOURT ST. TO BALTIMORE: HOW MAKING MATTERED 
Wednesday, March 14th, Masterclass, 9:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. 

Norah Worthington 
Baltimore School for the Arts 

It is valid to ask why the study of old garments should matter.             
The outside world sees an obsessed reenactor, a cloistered         
academic, or a picky museum curator arguing about thread         
counts and asks, “Why should we care?” And yet, we do care.            
Passionately! How does that narrow focus turn inside out and          
end up reaching people outside our fields? 

In 2009, I studied historical clothing reproduction at        
Colonial Williamsburg under a Duke-Surdna Arts Fellowship.       
The work included documenting an original garment in        
collections, reconstructing it using period techniques, and then        
reproducing it at the Costume Design Center for contemporary         
interpretive use. Working as a costumed interpreter in the         
Margaret Hunter Shop provided a crucible for wearing and         
creating period clothing. This “dress studies” experience ignited        
a passion for researching through school and institutional        
partnerships and taking that research to the public through         
performance and costumed interpretation. 

As a direct result of the work in Williamsburg, I have           
applied the skills to living history with the National Park Service.           
This included representing women in the interpretation of a         
multi-period military site and a hands-on history camp for         
children. By actually hand stitching a Star Spangled Banner, a          
Civil War quilt, or knitting a WWI period pattern, visitors to the park engage in a tactile experience                  
of history. 

As Resident Costumer at the Baltimore School for the Arts, however, there have been              
unexpected results from that initial fellowship. In the BSA costume shop, period techniques             
surprisingly became solutions for contemporary design challenges in dance. In addition, the rigor of              
researching period garments demanded a level of scholarship that definitely benefited my high             
school sophomores. Recreating a garment for interpretive or theatrical purposes forced a deep level              
of observation and a challenging of assumptions. 

But even broader ripples have been felt in the resulting partnerships and interpretive             
projects. Inspired by a scene created by and performed in the Margaret Hunter Millinery Shop, our                
school is in its tenth year of producing historical pieces. BSA has partnered with the National Park                 
Service, the Maryland Historical Society, and (upcoming) the Walters Art Museum in researching,             
creating, and producing short plays performed at historic sites. Students are challenged to measure              
their contemporary assumptions against primary sources using the same standards as someone            
exploring a period garment. These projects bring diverse young voices to sites city students may not                
have ever considered—sites that may not have previously considered them. This process stretches             
institutions to reconsider the sources in their collections with a focus on less studied groups. 

The rigor of the artisans and scholars, their passion for the interconnected nature of              
research, and the creative application of scholarship outside of academia can enrich a community              
far wider than imagined. 
Masterclass participants will work in small groups to imagine potential applications of their own              
scholarship in creative and engaging ways. 
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PICCOLARGE 
Wednesday, March 14th, Juried Innovation Design Showcase, 

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Lida Aflatoony and Dr. Jean Parsons 
University of Missouri/Columbia 

This design project explored techniques for creating size-adaptable clothing for toddlers. Clothing            
that grows with a child can extend the garment’s life, reduce the number of sizes purchased, and                 
make parent’s shopping less frustrating. Some children’s-wear companies take into consideration           
rapid growth when designing their products by applying different adjustable systems. For example,             
a Disney Cuddly Bodysuit™ with “grow an-inch snaps”™ allows the garment to be lengthened for a               
longer wear. Although this measure and similar attempts are valuable achievements to reduce the              
number of sizes by providing adjustable solutions, they, however, are either based on stretchable              
materials or limited to infant’s bodysuits and diapers. A study of United States patents              
demonstrates that designers have continually looked for methods to incorporate adjustability into            
garments. Beatrice F. Kramer (1955) patented a girl’s dress made adjustable through a series of               
buttoned pleats (U.S. Patent 2,714,718). Nancy A. Teasley (1994) created an infant one-piece             
garment adjusted using drawstrings and openings (U.S. Patent 5,367,709). Others have used            
hook/eye closures or Velcro. 

The design concept focuses on simplicity and easiness of an adjustable system and minimizes              
the adjustment procedures for parents. For this prototype, an initial survey gained parents’             
feedback prior to creating the design. Questions asked about preferred placement of openings and              
other needs. For the bodysuit, three toddlers’ sizes based on the ASTM standardized sizing chart               
were included in one pattern for ages twelve, eighteen, and twenty-four months. The system is               
adjustable only vertically because babies’ growth occurs more rapidly in the lengthwise direction.             
The garment has enough girth ease to fit all three sizes. The adaptable features were created with a                  
series of pleats at the waist and hem, each pleat reflecting one size/age that is embroidered on each                  
pleat. The waist pleats lift or drop with front and back shoulder belts to modify the length. After                  
obtaining the desired size, shoulder belts are secured with front buttons. The hem pleats can be                
tucked in and secured with small fasteners inside the hem. This prototype was made of washable,                
100% cotton velveteen and lined with soft organic cotton batiste. The choice of white allows visual                
focus on the concept and functionality. 

As a prototype garment, this met some of parents’ initial questions about adjustable features              
in children’s clothing. The main focus of this design project was to make connections with parents                
as purchasers and consider both parents’ and children’s needs when designing a garment. 

Disney Cuddly Bodysuit™ with Grow-An-Inch-Snaps™.
https://www.disneybaby.com/products/disney-cuddly-bodysuit-with-grow-an-inch-snaps-minnie-mous
e-3-pack/.

Kramer, Beatrice F. “Adjustable garment.” https://www.google.com/patents/US2714718. 
Teasley, Nancy A. “Adjustable clothing for infants.” https://www.google.com/patents/US5367709. 
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GREENWOOD-LEE PORTRAIT OF A YOUNG LADY 
Wednesday, March 14th, Juried Innovation Design Showcase, 

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Dr. Lalon Alexander and Dr. Theresa Alexander 
University of the Incarnate Word, San Antonio, Texas 

The young girl in the 1747 American Colonial artist John          
Greenwood’s family portrait of the Greenwood-Lee family       
provides the inspiration for this recreation. The purpose        
of this project is two-fold: first, to refine skills in making           
period garments, and, second, to provide a lasting, quality         
dress for a modern girl’s doll to use in educating a young            
girl about historical dress. 

The focus of this garment is on the quality of          
craftsmanship. The portrait shows a young girl in        
three-quarters perspective, from the head to the knees.        
From this visual reference, the makers took the painting         
for a literal representation of the garment. There are no          
visible princess seams or fitting lines on the bodice front.          
There is no excess decoration other than the use of a plain            
blue lustrous fabric. The skirt uses the same fabric and          
has deep pleats on the side fronts. A plain white chemise           
peaks just past the modest, rounded neckline of the         
bodice. More of the chemise shows below the sleeve edge          
with a simple flounce and small lace trimming. 

The outfit consists of a bodice and skirt, chemise,         
corset, and petticoat—all suitable for a young lady’s American Colonial wardrobe. The makers used              
a silk taffeta for the overdress and simple cotton plain weaves for the undergarments. The corset                
and petticoat are quilted for strength and decoration. Both the corset and the bodice lace up the                 
back. Some modern sewing concessions were made, primarily for ease of play when the garment is                
retired to the intended owner (currently 5 years old). 

Greenwood, John. The Greenwood-Lee Family, 1747. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. 
http://www.mfa.org/collections/object/the-greenwood-lee-family-34534.

NOTES 
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CAMELOT 
Wednesday, March 14th, Juried Innovation Design Showcase, 

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 
 

Olivia Allesee 
School of the Arts Institute 

 
A collection of three looks created for the highly anticipated Spring 2017 School of the Art Institute                 
(SAIC) Fashion Show. The three complete looks playfully contrast humor and seriousness and are              
inspired by Medieval dress and artwork. Although to the modern onlooker these garments are              
impractical and lighthearted, in the context of fashion they are given seriousness. This idea              
connected to the research I was doing about medieval illuminated manuscripts. While their             
illustrations are silly and strange, the costly, mainly biblical texts were treated with profoundness              
and sobriety due to their context and nature.  

Hoping to further blur the already entangled lines between costume and fashion, I’ve             
separated the looks into Jester, Royal, and Knight. On the theme of contrasting humor and               
seriousness, my court also explores the idea of dress-up for adults. As a 21-year-old college student,                
dour adulthood stares me in the face. I wished to create a world for adults to be silly once more.                    
Each look was designed, patterned, prototyped, sewn and adorned by myself. The process included              
multiple drafts as well as model fittings and textile manipulations. The three looks are made of thick                 
woven fabrics, knits, silk chiffon, as well as hand knitting, felting and smocking. The colors and                
textures were chosen to bring about warmness, and the softness of the drapes, crown and armor                
gives the garments an immediate invitation to touch and play. As a young designer, the aspect of                 
having a hand in each piece whether it was crocheting, felting or simply hand sewing was extremely                 
important. By doing this, each piece in my 3-look collection is left with signs of previous handling                 
and intentional decisions by the maker. With these pieces I hope to open a conversation between                
fashion and costume by questioning how both inform each other and history’s strong residual role               
in both.  

 

NOTES 
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WATTEAU BACK TO THE FUTURE 
Wednesday, March 14th, Juried Innovation Design Showcase, 

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Anne Bissonnette 
University of Alberta 

This dress was made in 2017 from a printed cotton sari           
purchased in India in 1999. In this garment, ancient ways and           
contemporary approaches collide to create a fitted garment        
that generates as little waste as possible and can be used,           
re-used, re-shaped, and adapted to body variations. As        
championed by sustainability advocates Timo Rissanen      
and Holly McQuillan, the goal was to think in terms of          
“zero-waste and less-waste” of fabric.1  

As for many traditional saris, the draping produces fit         
without cutting. Numerous small pleats were created through        
manipulation, hand basted, and machine stitched to mold the         
garment to a dress form. With sustainability in mind, and          
because I hoped to use the fabric for western-style clothing          
but never could, only a narrow band of fabric was cut on            
either end to create facings and ties (both attached at the           
center back–one over the dress and one inside) that have the           
same hand and drape as the dress. The garment can thus be            
unstitched to recover the 5.21 m (5.69 yd) by 119 cm (1.3 yd)             
textile and thus returned to its intended use or redesigned in           
the future. 

The decorative border at the end of the pullu is placed           
at the center back and draped into inverted pleats found in           
minimally-cut, eighteenth-century robes à la française, often called “Watteau pleats” in many            
nineteenth-century, anachronistic tea gowns.2 While the center back under the pleats is sewn             
together at the lower waist to increase silhouette definition, the double-breasted front closure             
provides adjustability. In this way, the wearer may change sizes by pulling more or less on the two                  
ties and does not have to discard the dress. This added feature is akin to the “one-size-fits-all” spirit                  
of the sari and increases the long-term use and sustainable nature of the design. 

1 Timo Rissanen, “Zero-waste Fashion Design: A Study at the Intersection of Cloth, Fashion Design and 
Pattern Cutting” (PhD diss., University of Technology, Sydney, 2013), ix. 

2 For Watteau pleats on tea gowns, see Anne Bissonnette, “The Tea Gown: Origin, Use and Evolution,” in 
High Tea: Glorious Manifestations—East and West, ed. Laurie Barnes (West Palm Beach, FL: Norton 
Museum of Art, 2015), 122-23. 

Bissonnette, Anne. “The Tea Gown: Origin, Use and Evolution.” In High Tea: Glorious Manifestations - East and 
West, ed. Laurie Barnes, 118-127. West Palm Beach, FL: Norton Museum of Art, 2015. 

Rissanen, Timo. “Zero-waste Fashion Design: A Study at the Intersection of Cloth, Fashion Design and Pattern 
Cutting.” PhD diss., University of Technology, Sydney, 2013. 

Rissanen, Timo, and Holly McQuillan. Zero Waste Fashion Design. New York: Fairchild, 2016.
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ADDRESSING FASHION AND SUSTAINABILITY: A CHIC AND SPORTY 
SEMI-FITTED SWEATSHIRT DRESS 

Wednesday, March 14th, Juried Innovation Design Showcase, 
9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Dr. Anne Bissonnette 
University of Alberta 

The goal was to create chic yet informal ready-to-wear that is 
flattering for different body types and age groups and 
provides a good fit that still enables bodily expansion to 
reduce obsolescence and increase sustainability.1 This 
Kamali-inspired semi-fitted garment uses cotton sweatshirt to 
appeal to a young audience fond of sports attire and an older 
cohort living more casually than previous generations but not 
flattered by knits that mold the body too closely.2 It was 
draped on a real body that differs in posture with more erect 
standard dress forms.3 Well-positioned style lines contour the 
bust and are more adaptable than darts.4 The bust and 
shoulder-blade darts were removed, and the shoulder seams 
were eliminated to address slouching. The bodice section ends 
slightly below the bust as the ribcage circumference is where 
bodily growth is less substantial when weight gain occurs. The 
hand of the fleece allows the skirt to take flight, causing the 
silhouette to look more “hourglass” and flattering by 
concealing the abdomen. The center-back bodice is stitched at 
two-cm intervals, which appears decorative in addition to 
allowing airflow for a middle-aged female cohort. 

This is an example of a comfortable and beautiful 
garment designed to be used for an extended span in a person’s life.5 The thought process aims to 
reduce the amount of ill-fitting clothing that lacks adaptability, depletes customer resources, 
impacts the wearer’s self-esteem and body appreciation, and eventually goes to landfills barely 
used. In Fashion Design and Sustainability, Dilys Williams describes how Hussein Chalayan suggests 
that a better understanding of our bodies as a key to progress.6 If we are to consume less in an effort 
to create a more sustainable future, we need a long-sighted approached to clothing design that 
factors in fit for diverse physiologies and contemporary casual lifestyles.7 

1 Ready-to-wear techniques were used and the garment was sewn with overlock and cover stitch 
machines. As such, the process, techniques and quality are as high as casual knitted attire 
mass-produced for the industry. 

2 While Norma Kamali’s 1981 iconic sweatshirt fabric collection catered to a young audience and 
did not mold the body like the current design, the designer’s work was a source of inspiration. 

3 This changed the position of the armhole to cater to a posture that rolls slightly forward found 
in both younger and older women (55+), as the latter’s average shoulder slope, while larger 
than the average young woman, is not significantly different. See Susan P. Ashdown and H. Na, 
“Comparison of 3-D body scan data to quantify upper-body postural variation in older and 
younger women,” Clothing and Textiles Research Journal 26, no 4 (2008): 302. 
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4 The cut of this garment at the upper body is more forgiving than darts when an older woman’s 
breasts become lower, fuller, and their bust points are farther apart than those of younger 
woman. See Ashdown and Na, “Comparison of 3-D body scan data,” 304. 

5 The garment can still provide a good fit if the wearer increases or decreases by one size. 
6 D. Williams, “Fashion Design and Sustainability,” in Sustainable Apparel: Production, Processing

and Recycling, ed. Richard Blackburn (Cambridge: Woodhead, 2015), 171. 
7 Tatiana Schlossberg, “Fig Leaves Are Out. What to Wear to Be Kind to the Planet?” New York 

Times, May 24, 2017, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/24/climate/eco-friendly-organic-clothing.html?_r=0 
(accessed August 15, 2017). 
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REBIRTH II 
Wednesday, March 14th, Juried Innovation Design Showcase, 

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Chanjuan Chen 
Kent State University 

The reuse of existing materials is a sustainable design         
strategy that provides designers with the opportunity to        
reassess the real worth and value of a waste material.1          
Utilizing the strategy of upcycling, combined with the        
inspiration of traditional Chinese dress style, Qipao , the        
purpose of this design was to refashion and add value and           
significance to secondhand men’s suits and neckties by        
creating a culturally inspired feminine dress with       
ornamental details. 

The process began by deconstructing two tailored       
men’s jackets that were made out of wool fabric, one navy           
blue and one grey. The interesting elements, such as the          
lapel and pocket, were kept as whole components for reuse.          
To finalize the pattern, the pieces were transferred onto a          
muslin fabric and draped on a body form to construct a           
Qipao inspired dress. The process required analyzing the        
amount of available fabric and existing pattern pieces to use          
the materials effectively and form the desired look. The         
navy blue and grey wool pieces were arranged to balance          
the design and enhance the gracefulness of the female form. 

The technique for the closure on the front was         
inspired by the Chinese frog button. Using research and         
visual aids, an abstract sketch of a phoenix was designed. Two recycled neckties were used to create                 
the closure. Since most of the neckties were cut on the bias and made of fine silk, they provided an                    
innovative way to obtain quality fabric for bias strips. The bias strips were manipulated and sewn                
by hand on the dress according to the initial phoenix sketch. 

This design demonstrates a reassessment of the value of waste materials, while also             
encouraging the consideration of cultural inspiration and how the two concepts can be combined              
into upcycling. 

1 Alison Gwilt and Timo Rissanen, Shaping Sustainable Fashion: Changing the Way We Make and Use Clothes 
(London: Earthscan, 2011), 35. 
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NEO-HERITAGE ENSEMBLE 
Wednesday, March 14th, Juried Innovation Design Showcase, 

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Kelly Cobb, Dila López-Gydosh, and Belinda T. Orzada 
University of Delaware 

In this design scenario, a collaborative team looked at the past, to understand the present, shaping                
the future through creative scholarship. The aim was to invigorate the” academic” or “class” blazer               
and engage a new generation. 

We conceptualized a wearable ensemble that exists simultaneously as an archive and            
innovation. The University’s historic fashion collection was the primary source of inspiration.            
Consisting of over 4,000 clothing and textiles objects, holdings include an extensive collection of              
university blazers from 1951 to 1970. Our contextual review included historic research of the              
blazer worn by student leaders at our university. The blazers were viewed as a symbol of equity on                  
campus and as an emblem of the educated professional woman. Market analysis offered insight into               
the trend of “Ath-Luxe,” a hybrid style meshing athletic, leisure, and professional wear. Visual              
analysis of our student body offers confirmation that the trend resonates with our target market. 

The tailored blazer takes on a relaxed oversized form in this unlined navy wool-melton              
jacket, created using flat-pattern techniques. Design details include double-stitched yellow-gold          
trim along collar, lapel, front, cuffs, and pocket edges and double stitched seamlines. The jacket has                
three patch pockets, updated with hip pockets sized to fit a smart phone. The left sleeve features the                  
university’s motto sewn using free-hand machine embroidery. A straight, calf-length, knit pencil            
skirt with elastic waist and cropped bra top with contrast binding were drafted and constructed in a                 
custom-printed textile. A digital textile pattern was developed based on photographic           
documentation of blazer patch pockets (each with unique motif embroidery). Photographs were            
edited. A repeat pattern was generated using Adobe Photoshop. The print was digitally printed on               
Sport/Lycra. The resultant Neo-Heritage Ensemble is a visual, tactile, and wearable connection            
between past and future. 

NOTES 
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CUPCAKE CLOWN 
Wednesday, March 14th, Juried Innovation Design Showcase, 

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Jenny Leigh DuPuis 
Auburn University 

Inspired by candy, cupcakes, and the      
whimsy of clowns, this costume was      
designed with dancers and acrobats     
in mind—physical performers   
whose movements involve   
inversion, turns, flips, jumps, and a      
myriad of body positions that     
require extra att 
But I ention to detail in their       
costume. This multi-layer piece is     
comprised of an elastic bra harness,      
a soft stretch camisole, and a set of        
bloomers. Over this are a     
three-layered skirt with contrast    
lining and trim, a striped bolero      
shrug with lace detail at the elbows,       
and a reversible ruffled collar. Trims      
used include metallic rickrack, lace,     
eyelet, and pompoms. The silhouette     
of the costume enables full range of       
motion in the legs and arms with the added benefit of slight posture support via the ruffled collar’s                  
placement around the back of the neck and under the arms plus the fastening at the center back.                  
The skirt is lined with rows of ruffles, mimicking a traditional can-can dancer, and lace-edged               
flounces adorn the elbows of the shrug. Accompanying the costume are matching spats, cuffs, thigh               
highs, and a headpiece evoking the traditional conical clown hat. 

The costume was worn by circus professionals and dancers to receive feedback on             
necessary adjustments regarding the ability to stretch, move, and dance, and revisions were made              
to allow for best movement while retaining the original design as much as possible. 

NOTES 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
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I CARE: I AM SUFFERING WITH YOU 
Wednesday, March 14th, Juried Innovation Design Showcase, 

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Dr. Hae Jin Gam, Associate Professor, Illinois State University 
Dr. Su Kyoung An, Associate Professor, Central Michigan University 

“Clothes aren't going to change the world. The        
women who wear them will.”1 Frequent      
exposure to current news and images about the        
Syrian war and refugees inspired this project.       
The purpose of the project was to use fashion         
designs for expressing current concerns and      
issues conveying more attention to the Syrian       
war and refugees. A wearer of this design as well          
as the community around this individual will be        
more aware of the issues and will care to take a           
stand instead of ignoring the humanitarian      
crisis. 

As a design process, the first step was to         
create the designs for the fabric. Damaged places        
and Syrian images showing suffering as well as        
beautiful architecture and landscape images of before the war were collected. Photoshop was             
utilized to create the detrimental mood of after-war images; achromatic colors were used. The              
utopian and cheerful mood of before-war images was created using rainbow colors. Then, images              
were digitally printed onto cotton fabric. 

To produce versatile styles, reversible coat patterns were created. The mood of the             
individual who wears this coat may determine if the images are cheerful or detrimental. A               
zero-waste-design concept also was used to create patterns. The cut out from the back piece was                
used to create a big collar, and the cut-out piece under the arm created a big pocket that can be used                     
as a hanging detail. The fabric was draped on a size-10 body form and has a 34-inch bust, 26-inch                   
waist, and a 35-inch hip. 

1 This quote is attributed to Anne Klein. 
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SUBTRACTING HOLES, MULTIPLYING EFFECTS 
Wednesday, March 14th, Juried Innovation Design Showcase, 

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Dr. Susan Hannel 
University of Rhode Island 

The dress combines an original textile design with non-traditional         
pattern-making methods.1 The textile print is an altered photograph by          
John Bain, photographer and friend. The photograph was stretched,         
horizontally and vertically mirrored with the edges faded and the color           
intensity changed using Photoshop. The dress was created through the          
subtraction-cutting pattern-making method developed and promoted by       
Julian Roberts.2 Four holes were cut randomly into a length of fabric            
meant to fit a half-size dress form. The first two holes and the last two               
holes were sewn together to create the unusual silhouette. 

The photograph of rippling water used to create the print          
reflects the circular shapes used in subtraction cutting. The hole as a            
physical shape, as well as a challenging emotional state that creates a            
“hole in my heart,” appealed to me. Yet empty holes joined together as             
fabric edges create volume, mitigating emptiness. In addition,        
hole-shaped ripples created by an object dropped into water represent a           
multiplying, butterfly effect. 

The draped garment created through subtraction cutting was        
taken apart, digitized, and proportionally increased for a full-size dress          
form using Optitex software.3 I engineered the print to fit the digital            
pattern. The textile design was printed onto Chinese silk dupioni.4          
Contrasting crinkled purple acetate was used for the back of the dress. Neckline facings and               
armhole bindings were cut from unprinted fabric holes, creating very little fabric waste. 

1 The garment is the result of design work done at the Iowa State University workshop, Textile and Form, 
New Configurations in Fashion: Innovative Form Meets Engineered Textile Printing, June 2017. 

2 Julian Roberts, “Subtraction Cutting by Julian Roberts.” https://subtractioncutting.tumblr.com/. 
3 Digitizing and garment pattern expansion done by Fatma Baytar, Iowa State University. 
4 Mimake inkjet fabric printing completed by the staff at the Digital Textile Design and Print Lab, Iowa State 

University. 

NOTES 
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Subtracting Holes, Multiplying 
Effects. 
Photograph by Fatma Baytar.
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INTO THE FOLD 
Wednesday, March 14th, Juried Innovation Design Showcase, 

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Jung Eun Lee 
Virginia Tech 

This garment was made by a modular origami technique,         
which is a paper-folding technique that involves folding        
multiple units and integrating them to create a        
three-dimensional structure by inserting flaps into pockets.       
The purpose of this garment was to create an extraordinary          
three-dimensional textile surface as well as to represent a         
kaleidoscope of butterflies on a flower. Due to the different          
material characteristics between paper and fabrics, creating       
a garment with fabrics using the paper origami technique         
was an experimental opportunity. 

First, several hundred three x three-inch squares of        
fabric were cut. These pieces were folded using modular         
origami, particularly, the little turtle module (Gurkewitz and        
Arnstein 2008). Hexagon shapes were folded, and each piece         
was connected using a sewing machine. Then, over 100         
hours of hand stitching created the three-dimensional       
structure made by the little turtle module. I used organza for           
the bodice. A sewing technique traditionally used on Korean         
garments (hanbok) called a kkae-kki seam allowed me to         
have thin and clean lines for the seams. Tulle provided          
volume to the skirt. 

Overall, by integrating the origami-modular     
technique and the selection of pink shaded fabrics, the end result has the appearance of a                
kaleidoscope of butterflies on a flower. I maneuvered from mundane materials to an extraordinary              
garment with extreme detail. To my knowledge, no similar work has been done previously. This               
garment shows the potential of creating clothing with unique three-dimensional details using an             
origami technique. 

Gurkewitz, Rona, and Bennett Arnstein. Beginner's Book of Modular Origami Polyhedra: The Platonic Solids. 
Mineola, NY: Dover, 2008. 

“Modular origami,” Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Modular_origami. 

NOTES 
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MESSENGER BAG 
Wednesday, March 14th, Juried Innovation Design Showcase, 

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Nancy Martin 
San Francisco State University 

This project resulted from a challenge: to create a wearable product out of discarded advertising               
banners from San Francisco State University. Solution? A waterproof messenger-style backpack. 

Making is research. Through this process, I utilized accumulated knowledge and tested it             
with new materials, techniques, and design. The research was a process of constantly testing each               
successive construction requirement. Through this method, a successful product is inevitable and            
only a matter of time. 

Drafting the pattern was the first part of the process. More challenging was the strategic               
decision about where to position the pattern to take advantage of the advertising message and logo.                
The text is both revealed in some places, yet hidden in others; however, the student               
population—the target market—can easily understand the color and logo references as the            
branding of their university. Assembly was straightforward, using simple components to highlight            
the color and achieve functionality. 

An anticipated outcome of this project is a proposal for future coursework in the redesigned               
Fashion in the Twentieth-First-Century class within the Apparel Design and Merchandising           
Department at San Francisco State University. In partnership with our university bookstore, the             
students will design, merchandise, and sell a product created with repurposed textiles. Through this              
experience, the student will learn, first-hand, the process of designing, producing, merchandising,            
and promoting a product to retail in a real-world setting. They will be confronted with the challenge                 
of juggling salability, cost, function, and promotion of a product to their student peers. Most               
importantly, the students will learn from the experience of making. Whether through construction,             
marketing, or promotion, their involvement in the project as makers will ensure success. 

NOTES 
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FANNING GENERATIONS 
Wednesday, March 14th, Juried Innovation Design Showcase, 

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Addie Martindale 
Georgia Southern University 

Fanning Generations integrates technology and hand pieced quilt        
inspiration, creating a design that connects five generations. This         
two-piece girl’s ensemble is inspired by a fan quilt hand sewn by            
my great grandmother. The fragile quilt can no longer be used,           
robbing the latest generation of physical interaction with her         
quilt. This design provides an interactive bridge between        
generations. The ensemble pattern, fabric design of the skirt, and          
the digital engineered textile print of the bodice were created          
using Adobe Illustrator. 

To accurately represent the fan motif, one fan design         
from the quilt was measured and recreated digitally. The         
proportions of the original design were maintained; however,        
the fan size was scaled. The ensemble’s color scheme was          
extracted from digital photos of four fans on the original quilt.           
The four fans were scaled, reflected, and rotated in a manner that            
created both an individual representation of the four unique fans          
and a larger integrated motif. Engineered textile design        
techniques ensured that the upper bodice and its flowing lower          
portion created a larger motif. This larger motif is created when           
the four fans unite at the waistline of the bodice as well as             
creating flowing fans around the body. By reinventing the         
heirloom quilt by adjusting the scale and repeat of the fan motif yet maintaining the proportions                
and color scheme, the ensemble connects the generations. The bodice of the blouse and its hem                
were hand stitched, like the original quilt, to remember and connect with past generations. Now the                
current generation can play, pretend, and make new stories in the ensemble, continuing the legacy               
of our quilt. 

NOTES 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Fanning Generations. 
Photograph by Addie Martindale.
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MANTUA ROSE 
Wednesday, March 14th, Juried Innovation Design Showcase, 

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Dr. Nancy A. Oliver 
Appalachian State University 

Artifacts provide meaning and insight into a culture        
contributing to a better understanding of the society        
producing them.1 The material culture of dress reflects the         
zeitgeist, demonstrating advances in culture, changing      
values, or the rejection of unpopular ideals. Mantua Rose         
reflects rebellion against fast fashion, the quickly made,        
cheaply constructed, inexpensive garments prevalent in      
the twentieth-first-century apparel industry. The     
emergence of slow fashion includes products using       
sustainable fabrics, quality construction, and timeless      
designs often with couture techniques embracing hand       
sewn and individually produced garments.2 

Mantua Rose uses a series of blended reds: red         
wool boucle, red velvet, and red silk charmeuse. In ancient          
societies, red was the first color humans used for marks          
and signs predating use in art. Experimentation with tones         
and shades initially occurred using red, which was one of          
the earliest colors found in houses, tiles, pottery, and         
fabrics. Historically red communicates power, prestige,      
and the supernatural.3 

Using a basic sloper pattern and flat-pattern       
dart-manipulation techniques, I converted bust and skirt       
darts to forty-five-degree angles emerging from the bodice armscye and skirt side seam resulting in               
eight angular darts. The bodice and skirt connect using a waist seam covered with red velvet.                
Crystal beading in three section increments hold the hand-stitched zipper in the center back seam. 

Surface embellishment on the front bodice and skirt uses silk charmeuse and velvet rose              
buds. The rose buds, individually hand constructed, demonstrate the history of hand-sewn couture             
garments. A velvet handmade stem connects the rose buds on the upper left bodice and the lower                 
right part of the skirt. 

From a contextual viewpoint, fashion has meaning and significance when viewed in a             
historical sense and reflects the zeitgeist and the direction of the future. 4 Mantua, an Italian city                 
know for Renaissance artists and a cultural heritage, appeared an appropriate title for the garment               
as the hand-sew techniques reflect the past with Mantua Rose a juxtaposition of the past and                
present. 

1 Arthur Asa Berger, What Objects Mean, An Introduction to Material Culture (Walnut Creek, CA: Left Coast 
Press, 2014). 

2 Georgina O’Hara Callahan and Cat Glover, The Thames and Hudson Dictionary of Fashion and Fashion 
Designers (London: Thames & Hudson, 1998). 

3 Michel Pastoureau, Red the History of a Color (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2016). 
4 Malcolm Barnard, Fashion Theory an Introduction (London: Routledge, 2014). 

Mantua Rose. Nancy A. Oliver, 2017. 
Photograph by Nancy A. Oliver.
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THE PROPRIETOR 
Wednesday, March 14th, Juried Innovation Design Showcase, 

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Designed by: Caitlin Quinn  
Built by: Bethany Padron 

University of South Dakota 

The costume for “The Proprietor” in the University        
of South Dakota’s production of Assassins was the        
symbolic piece that introduced the concept for the        
show: an examination of gun culture in America and         
the infamy sought by perpetrators of gun violence.        
The inspiration for the Proprietor was the character        
of Uncle Sam as characterized in American political        
cartoons and propaganda. The exaggerated height of       
Uncle Sam was recreated by having the actor walk         
on stilts, raising him an additional twenty-six inches        
off the ground. The pant fabric was custom designed         
using Photoshop to look like distressed stripes of the         
American flag with newsprint superimposed over      
the stripes. The newsprint detailed historical and       
modern day shootings in America. The concept       
behind the fabric was to tie together the past and          
present for the audience while focusing on the        
motive of the shooters: notoriety. The newsprint on        
the pants does not mention any of the shooters by          
name, so the dream of recognition remains as        
elusive as the American Dream. 

The pants were constructed with a hidden       
zipper in each leg that allowed the actor to remove          
the excess pant length when not wearing the stilts. The pants were printed on a heavy canvas fabric                  
so the legs would hold their tubular shape around the stilt structure. The vest was cut from a                  
vintage-washed blue fabric with gold stars and finished with military buttons to represent the              
American flag and military might. The Proprietor’s porkpie hat and henley were references to the               
carnival-barker aspect of the Proprietor/Uncle Sam character who aggressively urges the American            
public to buy into the American Dream. The prominent belt and gun holster are a constant visual                 
reminder of one of the central themes of the play: America’s obsession with guns. 

NOTES 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
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STELLA 
Wednesday, March 14th, Juried Innovation Design Showcase, 

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Krissi Riewe 
University of North Texas, Denton 

In Frank Stella’s early work, he explored flatness, repetition, and          
pattern in the Black Paintings and Copper Series. By placing rich           
pigment against raw canvas and using the imperfect human hand          
to apply the pigment in repeated, geometric patterns, Stella gave          
the pieces a dynamic, restrained kind of energy.1 After viewing          
these pieces, I related the flat shapes Stella explored with the           
fashion design process of flat patternmaking. I decided to explore          
this connection by designing with organized, methodical shapes        
that would be energized through the juxtapositions of materials         
and patterns. 

The bodice of this dress is constructed of black velvet and           
heavy silver satin; visually symmetrical, the overlap of the curves          
subtly interrupts this symmetry. The velvet was chosen        
specifically for the rich black to contrast the shiny satin. The skirt            
is a collection of symmetrical, geometrical pieces connected by         
hand-beaded silver bugle beads revealing the illusion of skin (in          
actuality neutral lining fabric) or “canvas.” The heavy satin is          
lightened by this delicate disconnect, allowing for a boxy kind of           
movement. This piece appears deceptively simple and geometric,        
but like Stella’s work incorporates subtle, hand-worked details        
that activate the piece and create a restrained energy. 

As Stella once said, “A sculpture is just a painting stood up somewhere.”2 Remembering and               
embracing both the origins of the two-dimensional flat fabric and design process of garment design               
brings a new lens through which to view the work and how it relates to the three-dimensional body.                  
This design became filled with life once it was “stood up” on the body but remains connected to its                   
flat beginnings, creating a chic, restrained kind of energy. 

1 Harriet Schoenholz Bee, Cassandra Heliczer, and Sarah McFadden, eds., MoMA Highlights (New York: 
Museum of Modern Art, 2004), 233. 

2 “Frank Stella,” Art Story, http://www.theartstory.org/artist-stella-frank.htm. 

NOTES 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Stella, designed and executed by Krissi Riewe. 
Modeled by Rachel Riewe. 
Photograph by Krissi Riewe.
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MARTHA DRESS 
Wednesday, March 14th, Juried Innovation Design Showcase, 

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Hope Rogers and Dr. Seoha Min 
University of North Carolina, Greensboro 

The inspiration behind the dress came from a design of Lady Duff            
Gordon that was in a 1917 Harper’s Bazaar photograph. Gordon          
designed under her label, Lucile, in the 1900s. Her design featured           
a beaded bodice, floor-length skirt, and a long wrap that trailed           
behind the gown. We reinterpreted the costume and developed the          
dress with a modern touch. 

The dress has similar features with a modern take on a           
century-old design. The three-dimensional flower embellishments      
on the bodice and cape provide texture and a contemporary take           
on the Lucile design. The plunging neckline also mimics the          
V-shaped beading design of the Lucile gown. We drafted a basic          
bodice and skirt pattern to fit the model’s measurements, then cut          
and extended the pieces based on the design aspects. The fabric we           
chose for this design was light-pink chiffon for the skirt overlay, a           
stretch satin for the skirt underlay and bodice, and the         
three-dimensional embellished floral mesh for the bodice and       
cape. We used French seams throughout the garment to create a          
clean look inside and out. The mermaid fit of the dress hugs the            
hips and is reminiscent of recent trends. We wanted to keep the           
skirt simple with the cape being the focus of the dress, and the colors of all three fabrics bring the                   
look together as they blend perfectly. This design features a detachable cape that can be snapped               
into place at a discrete location on the shoulders of the gown.

The dress has an innovative feature because it offers two different looks to this dress. This                
design could be worn to formal events or even worn as a wedding gown. The quality of the dress                   
has been recognized by being selected for presentation at the Centennial Celebration Gala Fashion              
Show held by the Department of Consumer, Apparel, and Retail Studies at the University of North                
Carolina at Greensboro. 

NOTES 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Martha Dress. 
Image courtesy of the 
Department 
of Consumer, Apparel, and Retail 
Studies at UNCG. 
Photographed by Martin Kane.
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DECONSTRUCTION OF THE BODY(SUIT) 
Wednesday, March 14th, Juried Innovation Design Showcase, 

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Megan Romans 
Casey Stannard, Ph.D 

Louisiana State University 

The definition of deconstruction depends on the subject matter         
being observed. As a theory, deconstruction can be used to          
create or interpret a particular structure.1 (Criste 2011). As a          
criticism, it can be used to demonstrate how the structure of an            
argument itself works to undermine the position being argued.2         
(Culler 1982). In apparel, deconstruction often is used as a          
design technique; it can describe garments that are unraveling,         
unfinished, or raw.3 (Gill 1998). The purpose of this design was           
to utilize deconstruction as a theory and criticism while also          
including deconstructed design techniques. As a designer chose        
to “deconstruct” my role, which traditionally is to dress the body,           
and instead chose analyze how the body dresses itself making          
this piece a tongue-in-cheek nod to deconstruction. 

The pattern was developed using flat pattern and        
draping techniques. The white neoprene overlay was draped on         
a contemporary size-six dress form. While on the form         
musculature shapes were drawn, cut, and transferred to a paper          
pattern. A muslin base was created using a size-six basic bodice           
and pant block. The base was kept in three sections; left back,            
right back, and a full front. Each muslin piece was pinned onto            
the form, and the cut neoprene overlay was placed on top. The            
cutout sections were traced onto the muslin layer using a pencil.           
Inspired by the work of Madame Gres, red chiffon was draped, pleated, and hand sewn onto the                 
traced sections of the muslin to create the direction of the muscles. 

The white overlay was hand-picked into place around each muscle opening. The leg, arm,              
and neck openings were finished with facings. A hand-picked zipper was added on the back center                
seam for closure. 

1 Cristina Criste, "The Deconstruction of Architecture," Scientific Journal of Humanistic Studies 3, no. 5 
(2011). 

2 Jonathan Culler, On Deconstruction: Theory and Criticism after Structuralism (Ithaca, NY: Cornell 
University Press, 2007). 

3 Gill, Alison. "Deconstruction Fashion: The Making of Unfinished, Decomposing and Re-assembled clothes," 
Fashion Theory 2, no. 1 (1998): 25-49. 
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CELEBRATION OF HILLESTEAD 
Wednesday, March 14th, Juried Innovation Design Showcase, 

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Dr. Eulanda A. Sanders and Cindy Gould 
Iowa State University 

As two faculty working on the same campus, we were invited to            
collaborate on a design inspired by the holdings of an art           
museum at ISU. One of the holdings available was Robert          
Hillestad’s Celebration Coat #41. We were not only inspired by          
his Celebration Coat #41 but also a personal connection to him,           
the variety of fiber-art techniques he uses, and our mutual love           
for the country of India. We both have spent time in India            
conducting textile-design research. Although Hillestad’s work is       
not immediately associated with India textiles and clothing, as         
we explored our collaboration, we recognized aesthetic       
similarities between his work and the textiles we each studied          
during our travels in India. 

During the collaborative process, we met to discuss        
color and textural inspirations that emerged from viewing and         
photographing the coat, our own preferred artistic processes,        
and personal aesthetics. Our aesthetic exploration involved: (a)        
sharing and discussing our favorite 10 photos taken in India, (b)           
developing a list of inspirational words based on Celebration         
Coat #41, (c) sharing images and examples from each of our           
own bodies of art and creative scholarship, (d) video         
conferencing with Hillestad about the project and permission to         
use an image of his work, and (e) determining a color palette. 

We decided upon a two-piece work of art, a head piece           
and a dress, based on close-up digital photographs that we took           
of the coat. A series of digital repeat textile designs were           
created and tested on various types of silk fabrications,         
eventually becoming the foundation for the dress. An eclectic         
combination of yarns, threads, cords, and metal bells were color matched to the printed fabric, then                
coiled and manipulated to create the head piece, a reflection of Hillestad’s love of yarn as medium. 

NOTES 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
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DROPPED STITCHES 
Wednesday, March 14th, Juried Innovation Design Showcase, 

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Casey R. Stannard, Ph.D 
Louisiana State University 

In knitting, dropped stitches are often a major problem; they          
create holes and will “run” up a garment. Dropped stitches leave           
a ladder of connected stitches that can be quite beautiful if           
properly placed. The designer has spent three years developing         
“grotesque knitting,” a technique of controlling dropped knit        
stitches. This technique allows for swags of yarn to be created           
on a garment. Previous garments employing this technique have         
lacked a defined shape and did not contour to the body.           
Therefore, the purpose of this design was to develop a garment           
to further the grotesque-knitting technique while remaining       
body conscious. Inspiration for the silhouette and seaming came         
from the body hugging, bias-cut gowns of the 1930s.1 

A pattern was first draped on a dress form and tested for            
fit. Seamlines were carefully planned to enable the designer to          
create the yarn swags in the desired locations. Next, the          
designer made knit swatches to determine the gauge and size of           
the dropped-stitch swags. The swatches were used to calculate         
the final knit patterns. A single flat-bed knitting machine was          
utilized to create the knitted overlays. Cables at the center front           
and back were hand manipulated. Each 100-percent-wool       
knitted piece was flat lined to the corresponding purple taffeta          
pieces, and the garment then was sewn together. Next, the designer strategically unraveled the              
knitted pieces to create swags of yarn along the design. The black wool overlays were added last to                  
highlight the fitted nature of the garment and to control where the side yarn swags would lay. 

The garment was fully lined, and a hand-picked zipper was added along the side-back seam.               
Horse-hair braid and a tulle underskirt created the exaggerated hemline. 

1 Fiell, Charlotte, and Emmanuelle Dirix, eds. 1930s Fashion: The Definitive Sourcebook. London: Goodman 
Fiell, 2015. 

NOTES 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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CARTA MARINA 
Wednesday, March 14th, Juried Innovation Design Showcase, 

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Casey R. Stannard, Ph.D 
Louisiana State University 

The purpose of this design was to utilize subtraction cutting,          
digital textile printing, and inspiration from the Carta Marina,         
which, is a Scandinavian map featuring numerous sea monsters         
(“Map of the Sea”) drafted in 1539. 

The pattern was developed using an experimental       
patternmaking technique, subtraction cutting.1 One of the       
techniques within subtraction cutting is displacement, in which        
the basic upper bodice of a garment is cut inside a cloth            
rectangle and the rest of the fabric drapes down. In this method,            
two rectangles of cloth are sewn together along three sides; the           
feet exit through the fourth side. The current design enhances          
displacement by placing the four pieces of a princess bodice          
along the fabric rectangle. The bodice pieces were arranged         
with the shoulders facing the center of the cloth; the back pieces            
were on one side of center, and the front pieces were on the             
other. The designer cut along the bodice piece perimeters         
except for the waistlines. The pieces were then folded up and           
sewn together. The remainder of the fabric was allowed to          
drape. A bound slit was created in the bottom navy rectangle for            
the feet. The navy fabric then was bustled to create shape. 

The initial design was draped in half-scale; then it was digitized and enlarged. The textile               
design was created using Photoshop and images of the original map, which were digitally printed on                
silk shantung. To incorporate the inspiration, the design utilized the land for the known part of the                 
garment (the princess bodice) and the sea-monster-infested ocean was used for the unknown             
(unique skirt). The garment is fully lined and opens at center back. 

1 Julian Roberts, Free Cutting (2013), https://subtractioncutting.tumblr.com/; “Map of the Sea,” World 
Digital Library, https://www.wdl.org/en/item/3037/. 

NOTES 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
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SIMULTANEOUS OPPOSITION 
Wednesday, March 14th, Juried Innovation Design Showcase, 

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Anthony F. Wilson, Ph.D. 
Appalachian State University 

Human beings often are in situations requiring the exhibition         
of two opposing characteristics simultaneously. In the       
twentieth-first century, the blurring of gender has resulted in         
a cohesion of male and female with humans displaying         
androgynous behavior. The apparel industry demonstrates      
gender merging as companies create clothing that is        
non-gender specific. 

The purpose of this design was to create a chic, elegant           
look that exhibits the soft ease traditionally associated with         
female dress while incorporating the structure traditionally       
associated with male dress. The jumpsuit demonstrates the        
dichotomy between male and female and historically       
originated for traditional male occupations such as       
firefighters, aviators, and race car drivers. It was adopted by          
women during WWI and II for factory work across Europe and           
the United States. The jump suit appears as a futurist garment           
and was the apparel of workers in George Orwell’s 1984.1 

The design process included trend research and the        
creation of sketches. Flat pattern/ draping techniques were        
incorporated to create an original pattern followed by three         
prototypes, which were fit on a model to perfect the pattern.           
The final garment was cut and constructed using soft crinkled sanded satin and fully lined. Black                
trim was deconstructed and pinned in a creative pattern to the bustier to create emphasis/ contrast                
and was attached by hand sewing techniques. 

Simultaneous Opposition demonstrates both male and female characteristics by integrating          
the use of soft draping traditionally identified as feminine into a garment incorporating pants              
traditionally identified as masculine. The bustier emphasizes a femininity silhouette but is            
simultaneously rigid/ structured, which are traditionally masculine characteristics. Additional         
opposition is communicated using black trim providing a contrast in color. 

1 Josh Sims, Icons of Women’s Style. London: Laurence King, 2015. 

NOTES 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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MONASTIC COWL 
Wednesday, March 14th, Juried Innovation Design Showcase, 

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Dr. Eunyoung Yang 
Meredith College 

This design was inspired by the historic monastic cowl from          
the Carolingian period (ca. 750-900 AD). As members of         
monastic society devoted themselves to the beliefs of Christian         
church, the monasteries dressed in the ordinary costume of the          
poor. The cowl of the monk’s clothing was a hood that was            
either attached to the cloak or a separate garment usually in           
plain neutral colors of brown, white, black, or grey.1 The          
monastic cowl was the inspiration for a simple black dress with           
hood and deep-back cowl design. Instead of bright intense         
colors, shaded hues were chosen for the surface design         
application to reflect the reserved sentiment of the inspiration. 

As a fashion designer, my creative practice is        
scholarship initiated from an inspiration. However, I often find         
the historical costume a challenging subject for inspiration        
source because of the risk of the outcome being too          
“costume-like.” Therefore, the main objective of this project        
was to design a modern look incorporating the historical         
inspiration and surface design techniques. This project was        
planned to explore nontraditional usage of textured knitting        
yarns. The dress is made of soft black lyocell/linen blend          
woven fabric accompanied by multi-color bouclé knitting       
yarns. As a result, I had to find a way to apply the yarns without               
distrusting the soft fall of the cowl. 

The hooded deep-back cowl dress was created through        
flat pattern. First, yarn colors were carefully planned to create an ombré pattern on the back-cowl                
surface. However, when yarns were applied using a machine couching technique on the cowl back               
piece, the machine stitching added tension to the fabric that created angular spots on the cowl. To                 
solve this problem, instead of machine stitching, the weft yarns were removed from the main fabric                
on the patterned areas, and the boucle yarns were hand woven through with uneven running               
stitches. Yarns were back tacked at every seven to ten stitches to prevent snagging. To create a                 
continuous yarn pattern on the front of the garment, yarns from the back piece were continued to                 
the front after assembly of the side seam. However, boucle yarns were machine couched on the                
front and hood since there is less concern for rigidities created by machine stitching.  

This design demonstrates the significance of using knitting yarns in unique ways to create              
textiles. Carefully controlled yarn application created through hand manipulation is labor intensive,            
but it gives value to this unique design. 

1 Phyllis G Tortora and Keith Eubank. Survey of Historic Costume. New York: Fairchild, 2010. 
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FELTING AND LOTUS 
Wednesday, March 14th, Juried Innovation Design Showcase, 

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 
 

Dr. Ling Zhang 
Central Michigan University 

 
This design was inspired by the Chinese painting, Chinese Lotus, drawn by the designer’s father who                
is a well-known Chinese painting artist in China. The purposes of this design were to: (1) fuse the                  
techniques of Chinese Xie Yi painting and art philosophy with western garment silhouettes, (2)              
experiment with Chinese painting directly drawn on the garment by the artist using Chinese ink               
with a special solution, and (3) apply the nuno-felting technique to achieve the organic shape of a                 
lotus leaf on the piece. 

Felting and Lotus involved using the piece of lotus leaf to establish a relation between the                
wearer and the wearable art. The shoulder piece (8 mm silk organza) was draped on the dress form                  
to get an estimated round shape, placement, and measurement of the nuno-felting area. The piece               
was wet by water, loosely tied up, and air-dried overnight. Once the piece completely dried, it was                 
opened so the winkles could be released naturally. Black wool fibers were placed at the center of                 
the round shape and nuno felted to gather the fabric naturally. The raw edge of the lotus-leaf piece                  
remained because man-made stitching would destroy the natural beauty of the silk organza. 

The edge of the shoulder piece was painted using black Chinese ink mixed with white               
vinegar to enhance the color fastness. Three sizes of black round beads were sewn on to embellish                 
the nuno-felted area to the outer edge following a radial pattern, emphasize the texture and               
characteristic of lotus leaves. Clear plastic beads were added to represent dewdrops on the lotus               
leaves. To hold the shape around the face, a half-inch-wide boning was attached. 

 

 
NOTES 
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MAKE A PIECED POCKET INSPIRED BY COLONIAL WILLIAMSBURG OBJECT 

1983-371  
Wednesday, March 14th, Hands-On Workshop, 9:00 a.m. – 10:30 a.m. 

 
Christina Westenberger  

The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation  
 
In the 18th and early-19th centuries, women’s gowns did not have pockets. Instead, women wore a                
separate bag under their skirts to carry their personal items for everyday use. These separate               
pockets were made from a variety of available textiles and came in an array of designs from plain to                   
embroidered to pieced together. During this 1.5 hour workshop participants will have the             
opportunity to view a set of patchwork pockets from the Colonial Williamsburg collection. They will               
then begin hand sewing a pieced pocket from reproduction cottons that are currently on exhibit at                
the Art Museums of Colonial Williamsburg. 
 
 

 
NOTES 
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“IT’S ALL THE FASHION NOW”: MAKE A REGENCY-ERA WIRED TURBAN 
Wednesday, March 14th, Hands-On Workshop, 9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

 
Tonya Staggs 

Historic Travellers Rest 
 
In 1799, Jane Austen wrote a letter to her sister Cassandra stating that she was to wear her                  
Mameluke cap to a ball… “It is all the fashion now; worn at the opera and by Lady Mildmays at                    
Hackwood balls.” The “cap” she referred to was indeed a turban, and the fashion for them would                 
continue many years after Jane’s experiment with the new Mameluke style. Turbans remained             
popular throughout the Regency period and into the 1830s, periodically seeing resurgence, but             
perhaps never regaining the unmistakable elegance and flair that defined them in the early 19th               
century. Join us for a workshop to learn how to make a Regency-style wired turban. No turban tying                  
is necessary, as this style is sewn to a wired form so it can be worn with the same ease as a hat. This                        
wired style of “turban” was utilized by Sarah Polk in the 1840s and would continue into the early                  
20th century with only slight modifications. Workshop participants will receive a pre-constructed            
wire and buckram frame and from there will learn how to construct this simple piece into a turban.                  
Along with hands-on instruction, there will be a prezi presentation on the turban in European               
fashion, and discussion about how work turbans, head wraps, and Native American turbans differed              
from those displayed in fashion plates and adorning the heads of upper class white females. 

 

NOTES 
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21ST-CENTURY MILLINERY: FASCINATOR CREATION 
Wednesday, March 14th, Hands-On Workshop, 9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

 
Eia Radosavljevic 

School of the Art Institute of Chicago 
 

As old millinery materials disappear new ones become available, allowing a continuance of             
technique across time. In the past couple of decades woven sinamay straw has become a common                
millinery material, replacing various straw cloths that are no longer produced. Sinamay is             
wonderful to work in the hands—a lightweight sculptural material ideal for headwear as well as               
other design. 

Many types of feathers, another material that was once ubiquitous in millinery, are also no               
longer available. Today’s milliner no longer works with the feathers of endangered birds. Feathers              
that are readily available now are generally a by-product of other uses, such as the French coque                 
feather, otherwise known as a rooster feather. Manipulated by the millinery designer, a plain              
chicken feather becomes a fanciful embellishment.  

Following a brief presentation of the changes in availability of certain millinery materials,             
participants will shape the flexible bias of sheets of sinamay straw, creating whimsical “fascinators,”              
a turn of the twenty-first century term for small headwear, usually embellished with feathers or               
flowers. Proceeding without sketches, the properties of the material itself will guide the design,              
connecting the hands of the creator with the sculptural, wearable object. Hand sewn assembly and               
manipulated feathers will complete the sinamay cocktail hat, or “fascinator.” 
  
Skills learned during the workshop include: 

•   sculpting and edge-finishing woven sinamay straw 
•   stripping, trimming, and curling feathers 
•   hand-sewing stitches for assembly of sinamay hat sculpture & manipulated feather elements 
•   attachment options, including combs or elastic cord 
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SEAMING UP SKINS: THE SKILL BEHIND MAKING LEATHER BREECHES 
Wednesday, March 14th, Hands-On Workshop, 10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

 
Tim Logue, Emma Cross 

 The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation 
 

“The best Fair-stitch hands are wanted…as the best prices are given.”[1] 
 
Leather breeches were among the ubiquitous garments of the last half of the 18 th century.               
Found on legs of men and boys from every economic and social station in the               
English-speaking world, leather breeches, sometimes referred to as buckskin breeches,          
served a role similar to modern blue jeans. Durable for work-a-day wear, casual and              
comfortable for undress, and, under the right circumstances, even fashionable for sporting            
and hunting, this practical yet fashionable garment represented a global network of trade             
and industry. Working with this material provides connections with breeches-makers          
across the centuries and the challenges they faced through daily production demands. This             
workshop will show that, after instruction, working with soft dressed leather can be similar              
to working with fabric and therefore be just as quick. 

This hands-on workshop will focus on the construction techniques of leather           
breeches and the nature of working with soft dressed leather. Participants will be taught              
the various stitches and seaming methods used to create the garment, including the             
Fair-stitch which seems to be used only in creating leather garments. Participants will also              
learn about what skins were used in the 18th and 19th centuries and the global trade that                 
transported those skins into the hands of breeches makers. By working with the leather              
themselves, participants will be able to enter the on-going conversation about           
breeches-makers, the production times, methods of cutting, and the eighteenth-century          
global breeches trade. 

The presenters have learned their skills under Jay Howlett, Journeyman Saddler and            
Military Artificer at Colonial Williamsburg, who has fifteen years of experience studying            
surviving original leather breeches, the patterning, cut, and construction. This workshop           
expands on the theories and processes presented in Corium Cruentadum Non : A Study of              
Industrial Production of Leather Breeches in the 18th Century, a paper which may also be               
presented at this conference. 
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“PRINTED FASHIONS”: MAKING AN EXHIBIT  
Wednesday, March 14th, 1:30 p.m. – 2:00 p.m. 

 
Linda Baumgarten 

 Independent Scholar and Emerita Curator, Colonial Williamsburg 
 

This presentation discusses the many factors that went into creating the “Printed Fashions”             
exhibition on view in the Gilliland Textile Gallery at the Art Museums of Colonial Williamsburg. The                
exhibition tapped the skills of numerous departments and individuals at the Colonial Williamsburg             
Foundation, including fundraisers, administrators, registrars, photographers, museum educators,        
designers, and curators. The Costume Design Center and Historic Trades departments provided            
meticulously accurate garments and wigs for accessorizing mannequins. They also dressed all the             
models for a video fashion show, filmed in-house and shown in a larger-than-life presentation at the                
entrance to the exhibition. Conservators not only did technical analysis and treated antique artifacts              
for condition problems, they also made mounts and dressed mannequins. Women’s gowns, men’s             
suits, and a banyan are shown on fully accessorized rigid mannequins. In some cases, modifications               
had to be made to mannequins, ranging from modest padding to more extreme measures of sawing                
off portions of limbs. Smaller costumes, such as women’s jackets, kerchiefs, and men’s waistcoats,              
were mounted on torsos fabricated from Fosshape©. 
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REIGNING MEN: FASHION IN MENSWEAR 1715-2015 
Wednesday, March 14th, Richard Martin Exhibition Award, 

 2:00 p.m. – 2:45 p.m. 
 

Sharon S. Takeda 
Clarissa M. Esguerra 

Los Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA) 
 

Histories of fashion have tended to focus primarily on womenswear, with menswear often             
appearing as little more than a side note to the main story. Reigning Men: Fashion in Menswear, 1715                  
– 2015, a major exhibition organized by the Los Angeles Museum of Art (LACMA), directly               
challenged the equation of fashion with femininity in a survey that spanned three hundred years of                
fashionable men’s dress. Drawn primarily from LACMA’s collection, the exhibition celebrated a rich             
history of restraint and resplendence in menswear, traced cultural influences over the centuries,             
and illuminated connections between history and high fashion. 

This presentation will discuss the strategies behind Reigning Men; outline how the            
exhibition explored the well-dressed man through five thematic sections, each further divided into             
sub-thematic groupings; address the challenges of properly dressing and styling 200 looks that             
celebrated three centuries of menswear; and summarize educational programing and public           
outreach, including blogs and social media. 

Reigning Men was curated by Sharon S. Takeda, Kaye D. Spilker, and Clarissa M. Esguerra.               
After its debut at LACMA (April 10 - August 21, 2016), the exhibition traveled to the Saint Louis Art                   
Museum (June 25 - September 17, 2017) and will finish its tour at the Powerhouse Museum in                 
Sydney, Australia (May 2 - October 14, 2018).  
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FROM CROWDSOURCING TO GROUP EDITING: ACHIEVING EDUCATIONAL 
OBJECTIVES THROUGH EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING VIA THE EXHIBITION 

“EYEWEAR: FASHION WITH VISION”  
Wednesday, March 14th, Richard Martin Exhibition Award, 

 2:45 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. 
 

Anne Bissonnette, Cybil Cameron, Katelin Karbonik, Naomi Milne,  
Katie Mooney, Danielle Peel, Donnalee Riley 

University of Alberta 
 

The exhibition “Eyewear: Fashion with Vision” focuses on eyeglasses in the University of Alberta’s              
Anne Lambert Clothing and Textiles Collection and explores the topic holistically. The co-curators             
address eyewear as objects that serve a medical purpose and help to improve one’s health and                
well-being; study frames through the lens of science and design to investigate materials and              
sculptural shapes; and reintegrate glasses within the fashion system as a means to convey identity               
and status. The project was created by undergraduate students in the course “Nineteenth,             
Twentieth and Twenty-first Century Dress in the Western World” and their instructor. The             
exhibition aimed to research eyewear following different perspectives that spoke to the co-curators’             
interests in a way that was novel and appropriate to the Collection’s mission to “support discovery,                
dissemination and application of new knowledge through teaching and learning, research and            
creative activity, community outreach and partnerships.” The project allowed students to apply            
knowledge gained in dress history survey courses, use a material culture methodology in their              
research, think critically about their sources, apply ideas that pertained to dress and identity, and               
reach out to community stakeholders to learn more about an element of dress seldom tackled in the                 
literature on fashion. 
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AMERICAN STYLE AND SPIRIT: THE FASHIONS AND LIVES OF THE RODDIS 
FAMILY, 1850-1995 

Wednesday, March 14th, Millia Davenport Publication Award,  
4:00 p.m. – 4:45 p.m. 

Jane Bradbury and Edward Maeder 
V&A Publishing, London 

The Roddis Collection is a uniquely documented collection of clothing dating from 1850–1995 that              
was saved by several generations of an entrepreneurial Midwestern family. It has been called the               
finest and best-documented family collection to have come to light in America. This collection was               
the basis for American Style and Spirit: Fashions and Lives of the Roddis Family 1850–1995, Jane                
Bradbury, Edward Maeder (V&A Publishing, London.) 
The study of this extensive collection of objects, family papers, and ephemera has provided insights               
into the important role of dress for an upper middle class Midwestern family during this period.                
Particularly illuminated was the underlying non-consumerist attitude towards clothes displayed by           
the women of the extended Roddis family. These women were sufficiently well off to be able to shop                  
in the leading department stores of Chicago and even, on occasion, select shops in Paris. Yet they                 
were still happy to wear homemade and altered clothes. They proudly donned a “hand me down”                
dress or outfits that were several years old, and were reluctant to wear the latest fashions “right off                  
the shelf.” A further reflection of their non-consumerist approach was a strongly held view of               
clothes as repositories of family and personal memories. 

This talk, entitled The Roddis Collection 1850–1995: Attitudes to Dress Across Three            
Generations of Midwestern American Women will be illustrated using images of garments,            
photographs, and quotes by the wearers. The evolution of this collection from attic find to book,                
museum collection, and major exhibition will also be explained. 
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"MY SUPERFICIAL LIFE: DRESSING, DANCING, FLIRTING": THE DRESS OF 
ANAÏS NIN IN THE LATE 1920S AND EARLY 1930S 

Wednesday, March 14th, Stella Blum Award Presentation, 4:45 p.m. – 5:30 
p.m. 

 
Gwendolyn M. Michel, Ph.D 

Iowa State University 
 

Late in life, Anaïs Nin (1903-1977) achieved fame for her Parisian diaries of the early 1930s                
(cf., Nin, 1966 & 1967). However, Nin has been overlooked by dress historians (cf., notable               
exceptions, Hermanson, 2010 & Krizan, 2011). This study examined Nin’s diaries and other             
primary sources, including correspondence and unpublished photographs of Nin from the           
1920s and 1930s. Findings include Nin’s dress and appearance, including Spanish dance            
costumes, perfumes, body image, and cosmetic surgery. 

In New York City, Nin worked for her mother’s personal shopping business for             
wealthy Cuban clients, modeled ready-to-wear, and modeled for artists (Fitch, 1993; Nin,            
1982). In Paris, Nin acted as a personal shopper with her mother, studied dance, and               
modeled for artists. In 1931, Nin met June Miller, the wife of American author Henry Miller,                
briefly emulated her theatrical, bohemian style, and the two women exchanged gifts of             
clothing and accessories. In 1932, Nin began an affair with Henry Miller, entered             
psychoanalysis (where she discussed her struggle with body image and use of bohemian             
dress to distinguish herself), and had cosmetic surgery. This study’s findings provide an             
understanding of Nin’s dress and appearance and add to the literature in both Nin and               
dress studies, respectively. 
 
Fitch, Noël Riley. Anaïs Nin: The Erotic Life of Anaïs Nin. Boston: Back Bay 

Books/Little, Brown and Company, 1993. 
 Hermanson, Tove. “The Deforming Mirror: Anaïs Nin’s Fractured Identity as 

Read through Fashion,” in Thread for Thought, a blog by Tove Hermanson,            
September 
29,2010.http://www.threadforthought.net/deforming-mirror-anais-nins-fractured-
identity-read-fashion/  

Krizan, Kim. “Anaïs Style: The Birth of a Lifelong Passion.” A Café in Space: The Anaïs 
Literary Journal 8 (2011): 111-119.  

Nin, Anaïs. The Diary of Anaïs Nin, Volume 1: 1931-1934.  San Diego: Harvest/The 
Swallow Press & Harcourt, Inc., 1966.  

_______. The Diary of Anaïs Nin, Volume 2: 1934-1939. San Diego: Harvest/The 
Swallow Press & Harcourt Brace & Company, 1967.  

_______. The Early Diary of Anaïs Nin, Volume 2: 1920-1923. San Diego: Harcourt 
Brace Jovanovich, Publishers, 1982. 
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“MAKE DO” AND REDESIGN: A HISTORIC AND CREATIVE APPROACH TO 
SUSTAINABILITY 

Thursday, March 15th, Juried Session, 8:30 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. 

Sara Olivia Nelson 
Iowa State University 

During World War II, American and British       
women endured shortages of daily commodities      
including specific clothing rations. These women      
were compelled to use and reuse what they        
already had in new and creative ways. The “Make         
Do and Mend” campaigns that were marketed to        
women at this time offered helpful tips and        
instructions on how to refashion garments with       
wartime restrictions, which required a decent      
knowledge of sewing and knitting skills. In       
contrast to today’s economic and political      
climates, modern women navigate a surplus      
selection of fast-fashion apparel. This     
superfluous amount of low-priced clothing has      
caused overconsumption and excessive textile waste, leading some designers, scholars, and           
manufacturers to explore sustainable design methods. Two such methods, upcycling and           
redesigning, transform pre-existing garments into different apparel items and accessories. These           
processes share similar design philosophies and practices with sustainable techniques from the            
past, yet sustainable fashion design does not embrace or credit its predecessors, such as “Make Do                
and Mend” strategies. Therefore, the purpose of examining redesigned fashion in this study is to               
illustrate the successful sustainable design practices found in history and to justify their             
applications in contemporary and future apparel design. 

As part of this research, a creative component helped to illustrate the practical design              
applications found in historic and modern garment recycling techniques. I redesigned shirt made             
from an unwanted dress and a second-hand skirt using such methods. I recorded the design plan                
and execution using a rigorous process that included the stages of planning and research,              
disassembly, patterning and sewing construction, and reflection. The final design made use of             
ready-to-wear apparel production procedures as well as home-sewing design methods. 

The sustainable design practices found in the “Make Do and Mend” campaigns served as the               
historic component of this project. Guidelines on redesign or upcycling were extracted from two              
significant primary resources: Make and Mend for Victory: Alterations, Make Over, Accessories,            
Mending and Darning, written by The Spool Cotton Company in 1942, and Make Do and Mend,                
originally published by the Ministry of Information in 1943. These booklets thoroughly directed the              
design process for the creative component. 

This project illustrates how “Make Do and Mend” design principles could be applied to              
ready-to-wear apparel. The documentation of the creative component will hopefully serve as a             
teaching tool and inspire new designers, home-sewers, and educators to promote sustainability.            
Also, few researchers have examined how the consumer can personally use upcycled design. This              
study attempts to justify giving design power back to the individual, not to the retailer or                
manufacturer. Allowing an individual to create a unique design can result in a more distinctive and                
personal garment that will less likely be thrown away. With all the garments already in circulation                
today, it seems like a waste to not utilize these materials in some way. After all, “the most                  
sustainable product is one that already exists.”1 
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1 Janet Hethorn and Connie Ulasewicz, Sustainable Fashion: What’s Next? A Conversation about Issues, 
Practices and Possibilities (New York: Fairchild Books, 2015), 97.  
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MAKING SHROUDS: MODE, MEMORY, AND MEMENTO MORI 
Thursday, March 15th, Juried Session, 8:30 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. 

Chris Woodyard 
Independent Scholar 

In the nineteenth-century hierarchy of mourning,      
a shroud was an essential element of a “decent”         
burial. In this paper, I look at shroud-makers and         
their products and describe what meaning the       
creation of a shroud held for those makers. 

From the early to the mid-1800s,      
shroud-making was primarily an individual     
activity. In response to the possibility of death in         
childbirth, brides might make a shroud to include        
in their trousseau or “death drawer,” a       
personalized cache of burial clothing. The act of        
shroud-making also was seen as a meditation       
upon the ephemeral nature of life and the        
importance of being ready to meet one’s Maker. 

Some shroud-makers worked for    
undertaking establishments, serving also as     
layers-out of the dead. Census reports show son        
and daughter shroud-makers living and working with their undertaker fathers. Shroud-making also            
could be a group activity. The charitable of church and synagogue had “shroud committees” to make                
shrouds for the poor. Shrouds also were manufactured in prisons and workhouses for pauper              
burials. 

Beginning in the 1870s, as shrouds were euphemistically transmuted into “burial robes,”            
reflecting Gilded Age fashions, shroud-making became a commercial industry. For someone of the             
right temperament, it was a very desirable occupation; it was unusually well-paid to compensate for               
such macabre work, and the working hours were usually shorter than those of the regular               
dressmaking establishment. 

Information about this occupation is found in a variety of sources such as advertisements,              
interviews, and obituaries; even in sensational news stories, such as the report of a woman who                
woke from her death-trance in time to see her friends sewing her shroud by her coffin. We also find                   
intriguing glimpses into the profession such as the notice that Mrs. Holloway of Washington DC won                
an award for expert shroud-making at the 1907 Jamestown Exposition. The United States Bureau of               
Labor reported on wages for female “robe makers” in the 1890s. Poor-house inquests describe              
shroud procurement and use. Patent sketches furnish construction details, while textile archaeology            
identifies fabrics. 

After the First World War, commercially-made “slumber robes” were popular. These often            
were modelled on live models at funeral trade shows and in trade catalogues. The use of the                 
deceased person’s own clothing also became more widespread. Today, in the twenty-first century,             
there is a revival of shroud-making, both as an artisanal craft and as a way to confront our own                   
mortality. The “Death Positive” movement has inspired a return to families caring for their own               
dead. Families are encouraged to make or commission a burial garment of biodegradable materials,              
trimmed with symbolic embroidery or pockets for grave goods. 

What began as a domestic memento mori, reconciling the shroud-maker to the presence of              
death, became, as the nineteenth century passed, a symbol of conspicuous consumption. Today,             
shrouds have come full circle from the personalized trousseau “death-drawer” to death-positive DIY             
projects—a reminder of the maker’s own death, a memorial for a loved one, and a symbol of caring                  
for the earth and its resources. 

Two burial robes designed to look like tea gowns. 
The Buffalo (NY) Sunday Morning News, January 24, 
1892.
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Davidson, Hilary. "Grave Emotions: Textiles and Clothing from Nineteenth-Century London Cemeteries." 
Textile 14, no. 2 (2016): 226-43. 

Frank, Robin Jaffee. Love and Loss: American Portrait and Mourning Miniatures. New Haven, CT: Yale 
University Art Gallery, 2000. 

Hollander, Stacy C., Gary Laderman, and Anne-Imelda Radice. Securing the Shadow: Posthumous Portraiture in 
America. New York: American Folk Art Museum, 2016. 

Lundy, Patricia. “Shrouds or Lingerie? Traditional Female Burial Garments.” Deadmaidens.com. 
https://deadmaidens.com/2016/03/28/shrouds-or-lingerie-traditional-female-burial-garments/. 

Miles, Adrian, and Brian Connell. New Bunhill Fields Burial Ground, Southwark: Excavations at Globe Academy, 
2008. London: Museum of London Archaeology, 2012. 

Morrill, Susanna. "Relief Society Birth and Death Rituals: Women at the Gates of Mortality." Journal of Mormon 
History 36, no. 2 (2010): 128-59. http://www.jstor.org/stable/23291143. 

Reeve, Jez, and Max Adams. Across the Styx. York, England: Council for British Archaeology, 1993. 
Ruby, Jay. Secure the Shadow: Death and Photography in America. Cambridge, MA: MIT, 1999. 
Somme, Yuli. “Transformative Powers through Making.” Deadmaidens.com. 

https://deadmaidens.com/2015/05/15/transformative-powers-through-making/. 
Wescott, D. J., S. D. Golda, M. Faerman, K. Brinsko, et al. "A Fisk Patent Metallic Burial Case from Western 

Missouri: An Interdisciplinary and Comprehensive Effort to Reconstruct the History of an Early 
Settler of Lexington, Missouri." Archaeological and Anthropological Science 2, no. 4 (2010): 283-305. 
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EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY UP-CYCLING: ALTERING WOMEN’S CLOTHES IN 
PRE-INDUSTRIAL ENGLAND 

Thursday, March 15th, Juried Session, 8:30 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. 

Carolyn Dowdell, Ph.D. 
Independent Scholar 

Within the current trend for “do it yourself” (DIY) is a subgroup            
of home sewers and commercial designers engaging in        
“up-cycled” fashion. Pre-existing clothing is cut-up,      
refashioned, even combined with other clothing to create        
garments that appear fresh, new, and unique. The impetus         
behind this trend is twofold: the gratification derived from         
personal expression; and being part of the sustainable fashion         
movement. While many practitioners and observers reference       
the World War II-era refrain of “make do & mend” that           
proliferated in the face of extensive rationing, the up-cycling         
trend is considered innovative and new. Its scope extends         
beyond mending and maintenance of one’s clothing to creating         
something entirely new from something pre-existing. 

However, this type of remaking practice has a rich         
history that stretches farther back in time. This historical         
practice of altering clothing is methodologically more similar to         
modern up-cycling and efforts towards sustainable fashion       
than its 1940s antecedent. In pre-industrial western societies,        
it was expected that most garments would be, to greater and           
lesser degrees, re-invented, frequently more than once. Such an         
approach to clothing was a way of life for people at all levels of the social hierarchy and was a                    
crucial component of the textile, sewing, and garment trades.  

Building on the pioneering work of scholars such as Linda Baumgarten, Beverly Lemire, and              
Alexandra Palmer, this paper explores the practice of garment modification and re-use, particularly             
as it pertained to women’s clothing and female labour, in eighteenth-century England. Following a              
concise overview of the various circumstances that led to women’s clothing alteration and re-use, I               
examine the ingenious methods by which needlewomen built accommodation for this inevitability            
into garments during initial cutting and construction. From there I proceed to anatomise the              
various forms such alterations took as evidenced by surviving examples. Finally, these ideas are              
linked to a discussion of women’s practical, on-the-ground engagement with fashion in            
eighteenth-century England. In this way, I intend to show that eighteenth-century sartorial attitudes             
and practices may provide an earlier and more relevant precedent to, and possible model for,               
modern concerns over sustainable fashion and attitudes towards clothing than previously           
considered. 

Baumgarten, Linda. What Clothes Reveal: The Language of Clothing in Colonial and Federal America, Colonial 
Williamsburg Collection. New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2002. 

Baumgarten, Linda. “Altered Historical Clothing.” Dress 25, no. 6 (1998): 42-57; Lemire, Beverly. “Peddling 
Fashion: Salesmen, Pawnbrokers, Taylors, Thieves and the Second-Hand Clothes Trade in England, c. 
1700-1800,” Textile History 22, no. 1 (1991): 67-82. 

Lemire, Beverly. "'In the Hands of Workwomen': English Markets, Cheap Clothing and Female Labour, 
1650-1800." Costume 33, no.1 (1999): 23-35. 

Palmer, Alexandra, and Hazel Clark, eds. Old Clothes, New Looks: Second Hand Fashion. Oxford: Berg, 2005.
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EXHIBITING FASHION IN A POST-GENDER WORLD: AN EXAMINATION OF 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CLOTHING, GENDER, AND MANNEQUINS 

Thursday, March 15th, Juried Session, 8:30 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. 

Chloe Chapin, Harvard University 
Samuel Neuberg, Independent Fashion Historian & Archivist 

Denise Nicole Green, Cornell University 

In 2015, Merriam-Webster’s “Word of the Year”       
was the use of “they” as a singular pronoun.         
While individuals have long existed outside of a        
traditional binary division of gender, 2015      
marked a turning point in the cultural       
conversation regarding shifting ideas of gender      
as more fluid and less binary than had previously         
been assumed. College campuses have started      
including “preferred pronouns” in academic     
rosters, and people are embracing this language       
as one of many ways to express their sense of          
self. Fashion is another way in which people who         
identify as transgender, agender, non-binary,     
genderqueer, or genderfluid express and     
perform their particular relationship with     
gender. How people are re-negotiating, producing, and performing gender through the fashioned            
body is what will become fashion history in years to come. As dress historians, design instructors,                
and museum curators, we write about both historical and modern moments, represent fashion in              
display, and teach the designers of the future. These roles require us to be on the forefront of the                   
gender revolution . . . but are we? How do we engage with the gender revolution right now, so that                    
we will be able to display the present, in the future? 

This project involves a three-person collaboration, bringing experiences in design,          
mannequin dressing, fashion history and curation, and gender theory and anthropology to the task              
at hand: We examine the current gender revolution and its impact on the dressed form through the                 
life of a garment. By focusing on mannequins, we ask: How is museum display engaging with and                 
representing different gender presentations? 

This project is exploratory: our preliminary research is intended to open dialogue about this              
topic (as opposed to a presentation of definitive conclusions). We use a multi-method approach that               
begins with (1) a historical framework to map previous approaches to gender and representation              
through display, followed by (2) an assessment of display mannequins currently on the market, (3)               
surveys and interviews with curators, mannequin-makers, and designers creating fashions for the            
gender-non-conforming market, and lastly, (4) an analysis of recent case studies. We briefly             
examine developments (or lack thereof) in the mannequin industry in creating a range of              
pre-fabricated models that reflect a wider diversity of identities, opportunities presented by new             
technologies like body scanning and 3-D printing, and innovative solutions using low-budget, DIY             
techniques. 

Re-thinking gender is only one way that the relationship between fashion and the body has               
shifted in past decades. Gender cannot be isolated from other intersecting identities (e.g., class, race,               
ethnicity, sexuality, ability, age, religion, nationality, etc.), and this presentation will open space for              
discussion and consideration of how fashion museums continue to represent diverse bodies and             
their individual and collective relationships to dress. The various roles within the community of              
dress practitioners occupy a unique position between interpreting and presenting the current            
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moment. We are perfectly poised to be conduits in this conversation about objects and identity, and                
how these things make us human. 
 

Flecker, Lara. A Practical Guide to Costume Mounting. Burlington, MA: Routledge, 2015. 
Geczy, Adam. The Artificial Body in Fashion and Art: Marionettes, Models and Mannequins. New York: 

Bloomsbury Academic, 2016. 
“Special Issue: The Gender Revolution.” National Geographic Magazine, January 2017. 

http://www.nationalgeographic.com/magazine/2017/01/. 
“Gender-Revolution-Guide.Pdf.” http://www.nationalgeographic.com/pdf/gender-revolution-guide.pdf. 
Steinmetz, Katy. “Beyond ‘He’ or ‘She’: The Changing Meaning of Gender.” Time Magazine, March 2017. 

http://time.com/4703309/gender-sexuality-changing/. 
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MISTAKEN IDENTITY: CROSS-CULTURAL APPROPRIATION IN 
CONTEMPORARY FASHION 

Thursday, March 15th, Juried Session, 8:30 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. 
 

Dr. Jooyoung Shin 
Cornell University 

  
Many fashion designers have been fascinated by “something considered to be culturally alien” to              
their own backgrounds and represented these foreign elements through their own creations in             
various imaginative ways.1 Numerous examples of brilliant marriages between cultures in fashion            
can be found, from chinoiserie style that appeared in eighteenth-century Europe to the Chanel              
Cruise Collection of 2016 in which French aesthetics met Korean traditions. 

In recent years, most fashion brands that took creative license with various aspects of other               
cultures have been caught in a controversy involving cultural appropriation, kindling a heated             
debate in various social media platforms. In many cases, the brands were accused of              
misrepresenting one culture, becoming the focus of intense criticism by the members of that culture               
who possess deep knowledge of their own cultural heritage and the pride of rightful ownership.               
However, a noteworthy different view is that cultural appropriation should be seen as an              
innovation or a tool for the expanding creative spectrum for fashion designers. How do outsiders               
who do not belong to the brand or the culture view such act of cultural appropriation? 

This study aims to explore the concept of cross-cultural appropriation and to define its              
spectrum in the field of fashion design through an in-depth analysis of both the recent controversial                
examples that created debates (e.g., Valentino’s 2016 Spring/Summer Collection and Marc Jacobs’            
2017 Spring/Summer Collection) and the positive cases that demonstrated appreciation of the            
culture (e.g., Givenchy’s 2014 Spring/Summer Collection). The author will first examine each            
selected case from three different standpoints: that of the fashion designer and that of the two                
audiences—the members of the culture that is represented by the design and outsiders. Second, she               
will analyze the examples with regard to such subjects as morality, misrepresentation, authenticity,             
and aesthetic values to explore why cultural appropriation in fashion generally incites negative             
criticism related to such as social, cultural, and political factors, while at the same time it cannot be                  
dismissed as a creative force. Finally, positive and negative aspects of cross-cultural appropriation             
in fashion will be presented. 

To achieve the aim of this study, the author will employ diverse research methods. First,               
various media reports on the selected cases will be analyzed to gain insight into the general                
response to the cross-culturally appropriated collections. Designers’ or the brands’ social media            
(e.g., Twitter and Instagram), especially, will provide valuable resources for interpreting the            
viewpoint of the appropriators and the intention behind their creations. Second, a wide range of               
current publications on the subject of cultural appropriation, irrespective of fields, will be explored.              
Lastly, a survey using two types of questionnaires will be conducted to obtain data from the general                 
public: the first questionnaire directed to the members of the culture that is appropriated by the                
design and the second to a more general and prospective consumers for the products of these                
brands. 
 
1 Christian Huck, “Introduction: Mobility, Transfers, and Cultural Appropriation,” Transfers 2, no. 3            
(Winter 2012): 76. 
  
Alexander Fury. “Marc Jacobs and the Appropriateness of Appropriation,” New York Times, September 21,              
2016. 
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/21/t-magazine/fashion/marc-jacobs-dreadlocks-appropriation.html?_r
=0. 
Coombe, Rosemary J. “The Properties of Culture and the Politics of Possessing Identity: Native Claims in the                 
Cultural Appropriation Controversy.” Canadian Journal of Law and Jurisprudence 6, no. 2 (July 1993): 249-85. 
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“Cultural Appropriation: Theft or Innovation?” Business of Fashion, July 14, 2017.           
https://www.businessoffashion.com/community/voices/discussions/cultural-appropriation-theft-or-innova
tion. 
Huck, Christian. “Introduction: Mobility, Transfers, and Cultural Appropriation.” Transfers 2, no. 3 (Winter             
2012): 76-80. 
Roberts, Elizabeth, “Chanel’s $1,325 boomerang condemned as ‘cultural appropriation.’” CNN, May 16, 2017.             
http://www.cnn.com/2017/05/16/europe/chanel-boomerang/index.html. 
Young, James O., and Haley, Susan. “‘Nothing Comes for Nowhere’: Reflections of Cultural Appropriation as the                
Representation of Other Cultures.” In The Ethics of Cultural Appropriation, edited by James O. Young and                
Conrad G. Brunk, 268-89. Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishing, 2009. 
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GO BIG OR GO HOME: PLUS SIZE DESIGN IN THE FASHION DESIGN 
CLASSROOM 

Thursday, March 15th, Juried Session, 8:30 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. 

Rebecca Robinson 
Columbus College of Art and Design 

The average American woman is 63-inches tall, weighs 168         
pounds, sports a 38-inch waist,1 currently wears a size 16, and           
“possesses 28% of the apparel purchasing power in the US,”2 but           
plus-size women’s fashion makes up only 9% of the $190 billion           
spent every year on clothing.3 Because of these and other          
observations, a junior-level advanced-pattern-making course     
engaged in a corporate partnership project with the plus-size         
brand Eloquii Design, Inc. to introduce students to plus-size         
design. Even with substantial consumer interest in plus-size        
fashion, there is an obvious lack of plus-size designs in college           
fashion shows and fashion design curriculum. The question for the          
academic is how can we meet the skill and employment needs of            
the plus-size apparel industry? 

The deficiency of plus-size design instruction starts with a         
curriculum and professors who promote straight-size designs,       
schools that fail to provide plus-size dress forms and models for           
classroom instruction, and illustration instructors who continue to        
demonstrate the exaggerated, willowy fashion silhouette. Student       
designers perceive the plus-size customer as less stylish, less         
fashionable, and less concerned about fashion than the        
straight-size customer; therefore, design programming fails to       
incorporate plus-size design into the curriculum, yet student        
designers believe the healthy, curvy figure is something to be          
celebrated and are sympathetic to the plus-size customer’s        
frustrations with the fashion market. 

Students believe that “plus size design limits their creativity but also believe they should be               
taught to design for any size.”4 This has led to negative attitudes toward the plus-size customer that                 
carries over into design careers: senior collections have few, if any, plus-size designs; graduates are               
ill-prepared to design for the plus-size market; and recruiters have few options when hiring young               
designers with plus-size experience. 

This paper summarizes the results of a 10-week classroom experience conducted during fall             
of 2017 that teamed fashion-design students with the marketing and design staff from Eloquii              
Design, Inc. Students designed and produced plus-size garments for the Eloquii customer while             
learning plus-size design and pattern making and collaborating with technical designers,           
merchants, and production managers experienced in plus-size design. 

The paper summarizes the empirical research conducted at the conclusion of the project in              
the form of student surveys. The surveys explored the student’s attitudes and values regarding the               
plus-size customer, the challenges of plus-size design and career options in the plus-size market.              
Students were exposed to the creative and technical design requirements for successfully producing             
sportswear for the contemporary customer. Long term goals for the project are to increase the               
number of students presenting plus-size designs and/or collections in the senior fashion show. The              
results include the post-project data, supporting research on plus-size design, and techniques for             
incorporating plus-size design into collegiate design programming. 

Winning Design by Peach Tao for Eloquii 
Design, Inc. 
Photograph by Rebecca Robinson.
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1 Centers for Disease Control, National Center for Health Statistics, FastStats. 
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/fastats/body-measurements.htm. 

2 Marianne C. Bickle, Katherine Annette Burnsed, and Karen Lear Edwards, “Are US Plus-Size Women 
Satisfied with Retail Clothing Store Environments?” Journal of Consumer Satisfaction/Dissatisfaction and 
Complaining Behavior 28 (2015): 45-60. 

3 “Plus Size Models Who Walked at Fall 2017 New York Fashion Week,” Glamour, 
https://www.glamour.com/gallery/plus-size-models-who-walked-at-fall-2017-new-york-fashion-week. 

4 Kevin Almond, “Fashionably Voluptuous: Repackaging the Fuller-Sized Figure,” Fashion Theory 4, no. 2 
(2013):197-222. 

Associated Press. “The plus-size market is one of the most neglected sectors in fashion. So why are brands still 
failing larger women?” Daily Mail (October 21, 2013,), http.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2470139. 

Halzak, Sarah. “Plus-Size Clothes are Having a Moment.” Washington Post, April 13, 2016. 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/business/wp/2016/04/13/plus-size-clothes-are-having-a-
moment/?utm_term=.9ac99ba7b03a. 
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BEYOND THE DRESS FORM, MUSEUMS AND ACADEMIA: UNDERSTANDING 
THE MARKET VALUE OF HISTORIC ESSENTIAL TOOL CONNECTING 

HISTORICAL COSTUME PROFESSIONALS TO SUCCESS AND SURVIVAL IN THE 
21st CENTURY 

Thursday, March 15th, Professional Development, 8:30 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. 
 

Patricia M. Dillon 
New York University, College of Charleston, SC 

 
If “we manufacture knowledge by making intellectual connections with other disciplines”, it is             
implied that there are various levels of connections that enhance the study of historic costume,               
broadening the oeuvre and expanding the capabilities of its professionals. Some of these             
connections are complimentary. Others are essential to the social and economic structure of the              
twentieth-first century. 

For those who have dedicated their lives to the preservation and understanding of historic              
costumes, there is no doubt that their scholarship and dedication bring appreciation of these              
important aspects of material culture and international history. Traditionally, historic costume           
professionals have a keen understanding and ability to value their costumes or textiles. They              
understand the important connection to the past as well as the remarkable achievements in              
construction and aesthetic design. Most of these professionals are well-educated in the arts but lack               
any basics in finance or economics. Stereotypically, arts- oriented persons run from any math              
beyond counting knots. Veterans recount highly successful careers without ever reading the            
financial pages. 

It is essential for success in the twenty-first century, that museum professionals, curators             
and academics have current and constantly updated information as to the monetary worth of their               
collections. Today’s savvy collectors, donors, and boards are well versed in finance and expect              
costume professionals to be able to engage in knowledgeable conversations about the financial             
aspects of collecting. It is the responsibility of anyone who cares for historical collections to               
properly care for, conserve, and protect each of their objects. Without an understanding of              
monetary worth, none of these are possible. There is a well understood but under- reported               
competition among museums and among universities for donations of objects to collections,            
financial support, and writing /research opportunities. Donors and grant makers look to            
institutions that are more sophisticated with a professional staff that fully comprehends the             
implications of today’s economy. Accordingly, institutions have both an interest and a responsibility             
to ensure their staff is conversant in market forces. 

This unconventional approach to the study of historic costume is not meant to be a               
replacement for the traditional canon but one necessary component to ensure that responsible             
professionals and their institutions may participate in the new economy. In what other profession              
would it be acceptable to be expert in most but not all aspects of your specialty? 

 
Appraisers Association of America. Appraising Art: The Definitive Guide to Appraising the Fine and Decorative 

Arts. New York: Appraisers Association of America, 2014. 
McNulty, Tom. Art Market Research: A Guide to Sources and Research. Jefferson, NC: McFarland, 2013. 
Pownall, Rachel. TEFAF Art Market Report. Broekwal, Netherlands: European Fine Arts Foundation, 2017. 
US Internal Revenue Service. Internal Revenue Code. §170(f) (11)—Noncash Charitable Contributions. 
US Internal Revenue Service. Internal Revenue Procedure § 96-15. 
Velthuis, Olav. Symbolic Meanings of Prices on the Market for Contemporary Art. Princeton, NJ: Princeton 

University Press, 2007. 
Winkleman, Edward. Selling Contemporary Art: How to Navigate the Evolving Market. New York: Allworth 

Press, 2015. 
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CONTEXTUALIZING WERTMÜLLER’S 1785 PORTRAIT OF 
MARIE-ANTOINETTE THROUGH DRESS 

Thursday, March 15th, Juried Session, 10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Kendra Van Cleave 
San Francisco State University 

The story of the immensely negative public reaction to Elisabeth          
Vigée Le Brun’s portrait of Marie-Antoinette (1783), in which         
she wears a robe en chemise, is nearly infamous. However,          
scholars have not examined the French queen’s clothing in         
subsequent portraits as closely. Adolf Ulrik Wertmüller’s Queen        
Marie Antoinette of France and Two of her Children Walking in           
the Park of Trianon (1785) did not generate the same level of            
public ire as the Vigée Le Brun portrait, however, and there was            
a palpable sense of disappointment amongst critics and the         
subject herself. Most reviewers disregarded the painting as        
lifeless and too informal, and sources suggest that the queen          
herself found it a terrible likeness. The few scholars who have           
discussed the portrait have reached mixed conclusions about        
the queen’s ensemble, and none have approached the painting         
from a dress-history perspective or delved fully into the context          
of the specific style shown. 

In this paper, I will situate the Wertmüller portrait of          
Marie-Antoinette by examining the specific style of dress worn         
by the queen: the robe à la turque. This was a high-fashion style             
that was part of a larger trend for French modes inspired by            
Ottoman clothing, which was very fashionable from the late         
1760s through the early 1790s. Using wardrobe and dressmakers’ records, personal           
correspondence, published writings, and portraiture, I will examine the role of Turkish-inspired            
dress in Marie-Antoinette’s ever changing wardrobe, including the making of the specific dress and              
headdress depicted in the painting. A number of these styles were amongst the queen’s gowns               
despite their ensuing negative political ramifications due to concerns about luxury and the             
economics of the French textile industry. Finally, I will examine French fashion magazines and the               
writings of cultural critics to demonstrate that in the late eighteenth century, Turkish-inspired             
fashions represented progressive Enlightenment precepts of naturalism and healthfulness, while          
simultaneously conjuring negative images of decadence, licentiousness, and unofficial feminine          
influence in politics. The robe à la turque’s conflicting associations help to explain the public               
reaction to the Wertmüller portrait: instead of depicting Marie-Antoinette in the regal, timeless role              
to which she aspired, she and the viewing public were reminded of the frivolous, seductive schemer                
that she had long been presumed to be. 

Ellison, Charles E. “Rousseau and the Modern City: The Politics of Speech and 
Dress.” Political Theory 13, no. 4 (November 1985): 497-533. 

Geczy, Adam. Fashion and Orientalism: Dress, Textiles and Culture from the 17th to 
the 21st Century. London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2013. 

Hyde, Melissa. “Marie-Antoinette and Scandal of the Garden-Variety: Portraying the 
Queen at Petit Trianon.” In Disciples of Flora, edited by Victoria Emma 
Pagan, Judith W. Page, and Brigitte Weltman-Aron, 68-91. Newcastle upon 
Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2015. 

Jones, Jennifer M. “Repackaging Rousseau: Femininity and Fashion in Old Regime 
France.” French Historical Studies 18, no. 4: 939-67. 
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Larkin, Todd. “Marie-Antoinette and her Portraits: The Politics of Queenly Self-Imaging in Late 
Eighteenth-Century France.” PhD diss., University of California, Santa Barbara, 2000. 

Sheriff, Mary D. “The Portrait of the Queen.” In Marie-Antoinette: Writings on the Body of a Queen, edited by 
Dena Goodman, 45-71. New York: Routledge, 2003. 

Weber, Caroline. Queen of Fashion: What Marie Antoinette Wore to the Revolution. New York: H. Holt, 2006. 
Williams, Haydn. Turquerie: An Eighteenth-Century European Fantasy. New York: Thames & Hudson, 2014. 
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THE REAL HAIRDRESSERS OF EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY PARIS 
Thursday, March 15th, Juried Session, 10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

 
Kimberly Chrisman-Campbell 

Independent Scholar 
 
The foppish French hairdresser was a frequent subject of ridicule in the            
eighteenth century. With his scissors, apron, and outlandish wig, he was           
instantly recognizable in caricatures, theatrical productions, and satirical        
texts mocking the pretensions of this vain and effeminate creature. 

My paper delves beneath the familiar comic iconography to look at           
some real-life male hairdressers (or coiffeurs) in an era distinguished by           
the most elaborate and expressive hairstyles in history, including         
Messieurs Legros, La Garde, Lefèvre, Dagé, Depain, Frison, and Léonard. By           
making (as well as debunking) connections between the familiar visual          
and literary jokes and historical reality, I will re-evaluate the hairdresser’s           
role in French society and historical constructions of masculinity and femininity, as well as his               
contribution to fashion. 

While women’s hair had previously been dressed by lady’s maids or female coiffeuses, the              
new coiffeurs of the eighteenth century challenged traditional gender boundaries. In pursuit of             
economic mobility and creative freedom, they sought employment outside the restrictive           
commercial environment of the Parisian guild of barbers and wigmakers. Their access to the bodies               
and boudoirs of women of superior social standing made male hairdressers problematic symbols of              
social and sexuality mores. 

Although elaborate hairstyles are among most conspicuous features of eighteenth-century          
fashion, they are surprisingly under-researched. Much of the existing literature on hair in general              
highlights its natural, anthropological properties. In the eighteenth century, hair was never natural;             
in many cases, it was not hair at all, but wigs, hairpieces, or horsehair pads. Women’s hairdressers                 
created this understructure, then augmented it with pomade, powder, pompoms, ribbons, feathers,            
flowers, and other ornaments. 

Increasingly, hairdressing was considered not just a craft but an art and even a science.               
Legros, La Garde, and Depain published hairdressing manuals; Lefèvre contributed to the            
Encyclopédie. Legros and La Garde opened schools—or academies de coiffure—to train hairdressers            
and lady’s maids. Though their attempts to professionalize and legitimize their trade often were              
mocked in turn, many Parisian hairdressers achieved fame and fortune. Using fashion plates and              
satirical images as well as rare hairdressing manuals, fashion magazines, and archival material, my              
paper will recreate the ephemeral lives and works of these male makers of female fashion. 
 
Anon. Souvenirs de Léonard, coiffeur de la reine Marie-Anoinette, 2 vols. Paris: 1838. 
Depain. Coeffures de dames. Paris: 1780. 
Desnos, Louis-Charles, Souvenir la Hollandoise, enrichi de nouvelles Coëffures les plus galantes. Paris: 1780. 
Diderot, Denis, and Jean d’Alembert, eds. Encyclopédie, ou Dictionnaire raisonné des sciences, des arts et des 

métiers. Lausanne and Berne, 1781. 
Galerie des modes et costumes français. Paris: 1778-1785. 
Grimm, Friedrich Melchior, et al., Correspondance litteraire, philosophique et critique, 16 vols. Paris: Garnier 

frères, 1877-1882. 
La Garde. Le Coeffeur d’hommes et de femmes. Paris: Chez l’auteur, 1770. 
Lefèvre. Traité des principes et de l’art de la coiffure. Paris: 1778. 
Legros. L’Art de la coiffure des dames françoises, avec des estampes où sont représentées les têtes coiffées. Paris: 

A. Boudet, 1768. 
Les Coiffeurs des dames contre ceux des messieurs. Paris: 1769. 
Vermeil. Mémoire pour les coiffeurs des dames de Paris. In Robert Estienne, Causes amusanteset connues. Berlin, 

1769.  
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UNDERSTANDING MARIE LOUISE RENÉE DE CHARNAY, CO-SEIGNEURESSE 

DE KAMOURASKA, THROUGH DRESS 
Thursday, March 15th, Juried Session, 10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

 
 Anne Bissonnette, Ph.D. 

University of Alberta 
 

This research examines the dress behavior of Marie Louise Renée de Charnay (1756-1813),             
co-seigneuresse de Kamouraska, to better understand late eighteenth-century neoclassical fashions          
and to consider the influence of British styles on the French Canadian elite.1 The study is based on a                   
portrait by sculptor, architect, and painter François Baillairgé (1759-1830) in the National Gallery             
of Canada.2 As for many portraits of women in white dresses with below-the-bust cinching, this               
unsigned and undated canvas was given a ca. 1800-1802 assessment based, in part, on the sitter’s                
dress behavior. Alas, such garments emerged before this date, and attention to the gown’s cut, the                
way it is worn, and Madame’s head can allow a reassessment of the piece and contextualize the                 
co-seigneuresse’s place in the rising bourgeoisie of Quebec post-British conquest. 

Other works by Baillairgé, 1790-1802 French and English fashion plates, journals, visual            
sources, and surviving clothing artifacts constitute the primary sources used, while secondary            
sources consist of comments on the diary of the artist, information on the Taché family that the                 
sitter joined upon her second nuptials in 1785, and art historical works on Baillairgé. Gowns were                
found with a series of components seen in the portrait, and patterns were produced to better                
understand the gown depicted and the type of underpinnings that might have been worn.3 

What de Charnay wears helps address “white dress reductionism,” broadens the date of             
production to 1794 at the earliest, and suggests the ascendancy of English styles. As the French                
Revolution interrupts fashion dissemination and halts the production of fashion journals from 1793             
to 1796, other nations that might have turned to France for leadership evolved independently.              
When French periodicals return in 1797, the hairstyle of light grey curls at the toupee (likely                
pomaded and powdered), buckle over the ears, and ringlets in back is more English than French.                
The “chiffonet” headdress with gold ribbon and foliage and imposing ostrich feathers is also              
plentiful in mid-decade English sources.4 If the chemise dress is present in pre-1794 English              
periodicals, the elevated waistline is not. Nonetheless, even with a narrower 1794-1798            
reassessment, exactly when the portrait was produced could still signal personal, social, and/or             
political identity constructions on the part of the Co-seigneuresse. 

 
1 Based on feudalism, the seigneurial system of land distribution to seigneurs and their censitaires (tenants) 

was active in New France in 1627 and lasted beyond the British conquest into 1854. Canadian 
Encyclopedia (Historica Canada Foundation online), s.v. “Seigneurial System,” by Jacques Mathieu, 
http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/seigneurial-system/. 

2 National Gallery of Canada Website, Marie Louise Renée de Charnay, Co-seigneur de Kamouraska, 
https://www.gallery.ca/collection/artwork/marie-louise-renee-de-charnay-co-seigneur-of-kamouraska. 

3 Several 1790s surviving gowns were found with linings following earlier eighteenth-century styles that 
help explain the flattened chest of the wearer who is likely wearing conical stays. An ivory high-waisted 
(5-cm front neckline to elevated waist level), tambour embroidered, below-the-elbow sleeve, cotton 
muslin dress with a much longer lining (22-cm front neckline to waist level) is a good example. Gown 
#H.TM 8 (1948.269), National Museums of Scotland, 
http://www.nms.ac.uk/explore/collection-search-results/?item_id=23922.  

4 The English Gallery of Fashion has numerous head wraps, often described a “chiffonet,” not exposing the 
hair at the crown from 1794 to the last year explored, 1802, that are worn with one or multiple imposing 
ostrich feathers. They are more plentiful early on but remain present at the later date. 

 
Bruchési, Jean. Le journal de François Baillairgé. s.I., n.p., 1954. 
Canadian Encyclopedia. Historica Canada Foundation online. s.v. “Seigneurial System,” by Jacques Mathieu. 
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FASHIONING EXPO 67 HOSTESSES 
Thursday, March 15th, Juried Session, 10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Cynthia Cooper 
McCord Museum 

Expo 67, Canada’s first universal and international       
exhibition, is remembered as a high point in the history of           
world’s fairs, and of Montreal, Quebec, and Canada. Its         
distinctions include its man-made site, accelerated      
construction schedule, futuristic architecture, and     
attendance of over 50 million in its six-month run from          
April through October 1967. Expo promoted an optimistic        
and forward-looking world view, emphasizing modernity      
and harmony amongst nations. 

Expo 67 conveyed its message through its       
architecture, exhibits, and emphasis on visual spectacle       
but also a human element. On any given day, some 1500           
young women, most in their early twenties, provided the         
interface between the public and the ninety pavilions and         
sites. Hostesses wore distinct uniforms to identify them        
with their nations or thematic pavilions and added to the          
visual experience of Expo. 

This paper is based on original research done for         
the McCord Museum’s exhibition Fashioning Expo 67       
(March to October 2017) that included a thematic section         
on hostess uniforms. The research drew from       
object-based analysis, oral history from hostesses and       
designers, and extensive archival work to develop an understanding of the way selected uniform              
concepts were created, how they functioned on the Expo site, and their wearers’ agency in               
negotiating their self-presentation. This paper adds to the body of work on the functions of               
uniforms, negotiations around professional and fashionable dress at the historical turning point of             
the late 1960s, women and dress as embodiment of nation, and the roles and functions of fashion at                  
world’s fairs. 

Designers chosen to create these uniforms recalled the pressures of trying to meet a variety               
of expectations, while enjoying a chance to shine on a world stage. Many strove to propose                
fashion-forward reinventions of the uniform genre, with bright colours, sleeveless styles, and            
architectural or futuristic accessories, yet this research showed that few had leave to challenge              
long-established conventions of women’s professional dress. Hats were compulsory to identify           
hostesses at a distance. Conservative knee-skimming skirts were chosen over minis at most             
pavilions. Former hostesses recalled feeling conflicted over requirements that they wear gloves,            
specific hairstyles and makeup, and the inconveniences the uniform created in variable weather and              
on twelve-hour shifts. Uniforms that incorporated square-toed—not pointed shoes—were the envy           
of all. 

This research also uncovered ways in which hostess attire functioned within far more             
broad-reaching agendas, however. Uniforms embodied the nationalist ideologies and modernist          
projects of their pavilions. Promoted to the press in advance, they conveyed Expo’s promise long               
before completion of the site. The designer-clad hostesses also served as a focus for public               
attention, making women one of the sights to see at Expo. In their attempts to essentialize ideas of                  
nation or particular cultures on women’s bodies, some uniforms stereotyped racial categories, or             
discriminated in other ways. Across the site, the varied uniforms provided a common visual              
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language that conveyed Expo’s humanistic message of many nations brought together in a utopic              
vision. 
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MAKING THE BODY STOUT: BRIDGING DISCOURSE AND PRACTICE IN THE 
STUDY OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DRESS AND 

THE HISTORICAL BODY 
Thursday, March 15th, Juried Session, 10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

 
Lauren Downing Peters 

Centre for Fashion Studies, Stockholm University 
 
The first mentions of a “stoutwear industry”—the historical predecessor to plus-size           
fashion—appeared within the pages of Women’s Wear in 1915.1 These early calls by industry              
professionals to pool the collective knowledge of large-size-garment manufacturers in the creation            
of a specialized sector of the burgeoning ready-to-wear industry emerged from the observation that              
nascent ready-to-wear sizing systems, which privileged standard bodies, had rendered the so-called            
“stout” woman fashion’s other. The modernist goal of a stoutwear industry, therefore, would be to               
provide stout women with well-fitting garments off-the-rack. Beyond the issue of good fit, however,              
these early discussions of the potentialities of stoutwear were bolstered by a secondary, perhaps              
more curious concern—that of how to make the stout body appear more slender. Indeed, as Albert                
Malsin, husband to Lena Bryant, founder of Lane Bryant, told the Richmond Times Dispatch in April                
1916, the primary goal of stoutwear makers should be to “conceal the defects of their too generous                 
figures and accentuate the good points.”2 Thus embedded within the discourses of the stoutwear              
industry was the desire to bring order to the disorderly fat, female body, so to speak. Herein, the                  
“stout” body, therefore, may be framed as a historically-situated product of fashion discourse;             
however, the question still remains: How did discourse actually translate onto the body? 

In an attempt to answer this question, this presentation will draw upon the notion that the                
discourse of stoutwear—and specifically what I deem its “slenderness imperative”—was          
systematically applied to various fashion practices, and namely to advertising and garment design.             
In doing so, I will employ Michel Foucault’s preoccupation with how power is “productive.”3              
Bridging the ontological divide between discourse and practice, I will consider how the discourse of               
stoutwear was productive of its material output but also will show the role these practices played in                 
“making” the stout body. From the seemingly trivial (such as the way the stout body was illustrated                 
within advertisements for stoutwear) to the more obviously enduring and far-reaching (as in the              
deeply entrenched notion that garments for larger women should slenderize), I will examine the              
ways discourse materialized outside of the rarefied spaces of the professional print media. 

Beyond tracing the historical trajectory of the stoutwear industry, this paper therefore            
critiques and presents an addendum to discourse analytical methods—which have recently become            
popular in the field of fashion studies for studying the relationship between dress and bodies but                
take for granted the mechanisms through which dress disciplines bodies, especially through the lens              
of history—by pragmatically demonstrating how discourse manifests “off the page.” Although           
historical in scope, paper will conclude with reflections on how the legacies of stoutwear endure               
through the plus-size fashion industry’s preoccupation with “figure flattery.” 
 

1 “How Many Fat Women in Your Town?” Women’s Wear, June 11, 1915, 3. 
2 “Science at Last Turns its Attention to Stout People,” Richmond Times-Dispatch, April 2, 1916, 54. 
3 Michel Foucault, Discipline & Punish: The Birth of the Prison (New York: Vintage Books, 1995), 194. 
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“DRESSING ALIKE AND DOING THINGS TOGETHER”: THE MAKING OF 
MID-TWENTIETH CENTURY MOTHER-DAUGHTER FASHIONS 
Thursday, March 15th, Juried Session, 10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Jennifer Farley Gordon 
Independent Scholar 

Matching mother-daughter fashions experienced a surge of       
popularity during the mid-twentieth century, taking the form of         
full ensembles, single matching garments—such as swimsuits or        
aprons, or identical accessories. Mother-daughter fashions were       
often positioned as a training tool for fashion, beauty, and          
behavior, but they also gave mothers a way to bond with young            
daughters. The mother-daughter idea inspired textile designers,       
clothing producers, advertisers, magazine editors, and      
manufacturers of a wide range of products, including those         
related to the making of clothing at home, such as purveyors of            
sewing machines and commercial patterns. Mother-daughter      
garments were considered an ideal way to “launch your child on           
her first sewing venture.”1 

Using historical method, this paper will present an        
analysis of the mother-daughter fashions and patterns featured        
in the popular press, women’s magazines, and sewing manuals         
from the 1930s through the 1960s. The growing prosperity of          
the middle class and the focus on home and family during the            
mid-twentieth century buttressed the popularity of these styles, and I argue that mother-daughter             
fashion patterns offered a way to strengthen the familial bond through the act of making and                
wearing garments together. 

Mother-daughter patterns were sold by many of the large pattern companies, including            
Butterick, Simplicity, and McCall’s. Popular periodicals, such as the New York Times also showcased              
mother-daughter fashions and offered accompanying patterns. Women’s magazine Ladies’ Home          
Journal was a particularly strong advocate of mother-daughter garments, featuring examples within            
the editorial pages and on the cover. For example, in 1942, the Ladies’ Home Journal translated the                 
illustrated fashions on the May cover into patterns for the reader, offering fabric and trim               
suggestions for mimicking the look.2 

Mother-daughter fashions were promoted as a way to encourage a mother and daughter to              
spend quality time together—to bridge the age gap through recreation. The Ladies’ Home Journal              
described the styles as a “charming fashion of dressing alike and doing things together,” which               
could extend not only to the wearing, but also the crafting, of the matching garments.3 One reader of                  
Ladies’ Home Journal expressed her gratitude for the publication’s introduction to the matching             
fashions: “Following your fashion series emphasizing harmonizing styles for mother and daughter, I             
put the idea into practice and found that clothes can foster comradeship between my eight-year-old               
daughter and me.”4 Mother-daughter fashions were a method for teaching future generations of             
fashionable women and home sewers and also a reinforcement for the complex yet constant familial               
bond between a mother and her child. 

1 Nora O’Leary, “Mother & Daughter Look-Alike Patterns,” Ladies’ Home Journal, July 1950, 116. 
2 “Mother-and-Daughter Suspender Dirndls: Make Them or Buy Them,” Ladies’ Home Journal, June 1942, 

66. 
3 Louise Paine Benjamin, “Pair Off in Summer,” Ladies’ Home Journal, August 1940, 20. 
4 Amelia Nabel, “Our Readers Write Us,” Ladies’ Home Journal, October 1941, 3.
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SEWING FOR FAMILY AND FREEDOM IN ANTE-BELLUM NEW YORK: 
CONSTRUCTING A FASHION NARRATIVE FROM 

MARY MORGAN’S ACCOUNT BOOK 
Thursday, March 15th, Juried Session, 10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

 
Emily Bach 

Shippensburg University 
 

Mary Elizabeth Steele Morgan (1820-1883), the wife of well-known sociologist Henry Lewis Morgan             
(1818-1881), would be relegated to the status of devoted spouse living only for her husband were it                 
not for the chance survival of her expense account book. While Rochester University reverently              
houses his papers, Mary’s seem to have been disbursed, and by chance her account book survives in                 
the collection of the Fashion Archives & Museum of Shippensburg University. Between 1851 and              
1860, Mary carefully recorded all of her expenses, and close analysis reveals a meticulous woman               
who noted every purchase related to fashion and clothing alterations. Not only does this attention               
to detail showcase Mary’s control of all aspects of domestic management, it also demonstrates her               
use of accessories and costume to display the family’s wealth and social status through the               
controlled combination of thrift, investment purchases, and the occasional self-indulgence.  

Additionally, Mary strategically utilized her sewing abilities, a skill often connected to the             
concept of femininity and domesticity, to enter the public sphere as an advocate for the Abolitionist                
movement. Mary joined the Rochester Ladies’ Anti-Slavery Sewing Society in 1852, a membership             
previously unrecognized due to a lack of surviving documentation. This organization raised funds at              
public bazaars by selling the members’ fancy work and used the money to spread the ideals of                 
abolitionism and assist freedom seekers fleeing to Canada, as evidenced in 1854 when the society               
secured safe passage for fifty-eight freedmen.1 This paper will provide a new perspective of Mary               
Morgan through the study of her dress accounts that depict her as both a woman dedicated to                 
implementing social change, as well as adhering to established fashion protocol and domestic             
responsibilities 

 
1 “Fourth Annual Report of the Rochester Ladies’ Anti-Slavery Society,” in Frederick Douglass’ Paper. 

January 19, 1855. www.accessible-archives.com. 
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WORDS THAT STITCH THE “THREAD OF MY LIFE”: MARGARET OLIPHANT 
AND THE (SELF-)FASHIONING OF A LITERARY CAREER 

Thursday, March 15th, Juried Session, 10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Rebecca Hilja Starkins 
Colonial Williamsburg, New York University 

In the extraordinary opening scene of Margaret Oliphant’s novel Kirsteen (1890), the eponymous             
heroine uses strands of her own golden-red hair to mark a set of cambric handkerchiefs with the                 
initials of her lover. In doing so, she lays personal claim not only to the work of her hands but also to                      
her unique right to “write” her own life’s story through that work. Body, text, and thread all become                  
one in this moment, inextricably stitching together maker and product, the creative mind and the               
material manifestation of it, personal identity and the physical and intellectual labor that are              
essential to its definition. Kirsteen, we are told, is “one of those who make a story for themselves.”1                  
Just as she uses the handkerchief to assert her choice of marriage partner at the beginning, Kirsteen                 
continues very literally to manufacture her own future as she stitches a life’s story for herself,                
working her way from dependent daughter, subserviently sewing her father’s shirts in anonymity,             
to successful society dressmaker with her name proudly marking a London shop. 

This paper argues that Oliphant’s textual engagement with needlework and the concept of             
the “maker” are crucial to understanding how and why the author’s narrative techniques and her               
attitudes towards her work as a woman writer changed and developed over the course of her                
forty-year career. I suggest that Kirsteen, one of her final novels, functions as an intentional               
culmination of the author’s life’s work, the single key that unlocks the depths and nuances of the                 
whole. Asserting, like Kirsteen does, her prerogative to “make a story” for herself, Oliphant uses the                
novel as an act of self-creation, through which she can construct a retrospective framework to               
control the terms by which her life is understood and the contexts in which her work is valued.                  
Through the connections she forges between sewing, writing, and “making,” she confronts wider             
contemporary cultural anxieties and ambivalences surrounding women’s labor, engages in the           
ongoing debate over the intellectual and commercial values of art, and argues for a more inclusive                
definition of the “literature.” 

The choice to focus on the “trade” (192) of the mantua-maker strategically serves to              
structure not only Kirsteen’s plot, but also its innovative form and narrative mode. From piecework               
and patterns to bespoke “compositions” (77) of “art” (76) and “genius” (262), the novel cultivates a                
shared vocabulary of sewing and literature. Arranged into parallel hierarchies of skill, each trade              
effectively contextualizes the other within a framework that privileges creativity and rewards            
uniqueness with financial success and public recognition. To be a “maker” implies not simply              
creation, but also control over the final product; it invests the work of the hands with a spiritual                  
essence that is an extension of the singular body and mind that nurtures it into being. Though God                  
“her Maker” (190) is peripherally present for Kirsteen in the text, it is ultimately the female act of                  
creation—the author as literal “Maker” of the text and Kirsteen’s ability to dictate her own               
story—that wields the most power. 

1 Margaret Oliphant, Kirsteen (1890; reprint, Glasgow: ASLS, 2010), 56.  All other references to this edition 
are provided parenthetically in the text. 
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THE MAKING OF MILLIA DAVENPORT AND THE BOOK OF COSTUME 
Thursday, March 15th, Juried Session, 10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Marlise Schoeny and Gayle Strege 
Ohio State Historic Costume & Textiles Collection 

Millia Davenport’s seminal work, The Book of Costume, demonstrates the type of exacting research              
that the Costume Society of America (CSA) recognizes with a publication award created in her               
honor. Davenport identified a need in the existing body of knowledge and created a comprehensive               
reference work to fill the void. Her career as a maker of costume gave her an understanding of what                   
was needed in the field. The New York Times Book Review of 1949 stated, “Nothing like it has ever                   
been published. This chronological study of dress through the ages is an indispensable guide and               
inspiration to designers, historians, costumers.” While CSA members are well acquainted with this             
award and the associated manuscript, what do we know of the woman behind it? This paper delves                 
into the creation of The Book of Costume by investigating Davenport’s life leading up to the book’s                 
publication. While her book is worthy of recognition, the life of the woman behind the manuscript is                 
equally valuable and worth study. 

Surprisingly little has been written about Millia Davenport outside of a few advertisements             
and press pieces published around the time of her book’s publication. Only a few of her original                 
design sketches for the theater survive. The only written item of any significant length was an entry                 
in Notable Women in American Theater: A Biographical Dictionary published in 1989. This short              
entry, a scant 870 words, briefly describes her career as a theatrical costumer and author. Her early                 
life is best described in a biography of her father Charles Davenport, published in 2006. Excerpts                
from Millia’s letters to her family are included in the biography, and they help paint a more vivid                  
picture of Davenport’s personality and the beginning of her career as a theatrical costumer in               
Greenwich Village. This, the New York Times reviews of her productions, and transcripts of              
interviews with Davenport about her time working in theater are the sources for this paper. 

Millia Davenport did not set out from Barnard College in 1917 with aspirations of becoming               
a historic-costume scholar. She first worked as a writer, editor, and illustrator for The Quill in                
Greenwich Village before working as a costume designer for the Mercury Theater Company and              
Provincetown Players. She collaborated with some of the pioneers of the theater and film industry               
such as Eugene O’Neill and Orson Welles, all while defying her father’s expectations. While Millia               
did not adopt her parents’ conservative values, their influence as professional academics can be              
seen in her comprehensive research. Millia’s copious notes, as seen in her personal annotated copy               
of her book, demonstrate that she spent countless hours producing a work that she intended to be                 
as thorough and illustrative as possible. Millia Davenport was a maker of costume who saw the need                 
to assist other designers, as well as other scholars, who were interested in the history of dress and                  
succeeded in making one of the premier references in the field. 

Barranger, Milly S., Vera Mowry Roberts, and Alice M. Robinson, eds. Notable Women in American Theater: A 
Biographical Dictionary. New York: Greenwood Press, 1989. 

Bruinius, Harry. Better for All the World: The Secret History of Forced Sterilization and America’s Quest for 
Racial Purity. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2006. 

Davenport, Millia. The Book of Costume. New York: Crown Publishers, 1948. 
Leaming, Barbara. Orson Welles: A Biography by Barbara Leaming. New York: Proscenium Publishers, 1995. 
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MAKING INTERDISCIPLINARY FASHION CLASSROOMS 
Thursday, March 15th, 1:45 p.m. – 3:15 p.m. 

Jody Aultman, Iowa State University 
Sara Marcketti, Iowa State University 

Laura Snelgrove, Independent Scholar 
Holly M. Kent, University of Illinois-Springfield 

Catherine Howey Stearn, Eastern Kentucky University 

In the twenty-first century, costume and fashion are taught in a wide variety of classrooms and 
contexts. But what exactly does it mean to “make” an engaging, interdisciplinary costume and fashion 
studies classroom? How do we as educators make exercises and assignments that will help our 
students become “makers” (of new objects, new projects, and new ways of understanding)? Our panel 
tackles these questions, reflecting on specific assignments we have made to enable our students 
approach costume and fashion studies from new angles and become creators of new knowledge. We 
consider the challenges involved in developing and implementing our exercises and new 
contributions to the overall field of costume and fashion studies these assignments have enabled our 
students to make. All panelists in this session are contributors to Teaching Fashion Studies, a volume 
featuring thirty-two different interdisciplinary fashion exercises, which will be published by 
Bloomsbury Press in August 2018. 

Presentation 1: “Fashion and STEM” 
Jody Aultman, Iowa State University, and Sara Marcketti, Iowa State University 

Fashion, both historically and contemporarily, has been influenced by and contributed to advances 
in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM). The panelists will provide information 
regarding these intersections as well as introduce hands-on activities related to fashion and STEM 
that can be scaled from the youngest to the most advanced learners. For example, science has always 
played a part in the production of new materials for fashion and textiles, whether creating 
manufactured or synthetic fibers, re-engineering natural ones, or providing finishes, treatments, or 
coloration. In the next wave of innovation, companies such as Biocouture seek ways to free our 
petrochemical dependence and experiment with microorganisms including bacteria, fungi, and algae 
to create smarter, more sustainable additions to our fashion system. The activity that the panelists 
will provide is the use of kitchen-available materials to create a bioplastic fiber. Technology, or the 
science of applying knowledge to practical purposes, is incredibly important in fashion applications. 
For centuries, clothing wrapped around or went on to the body. However, in the Middle Ages, 
coinciding with the introduction of buttons, pattern-making and the tailoring-apprenticeship system 
were not so incidentally the start of the concept of fashion or the rapid obsolesce of one style in place 
of another. Today, technological innovations in fashion include those on a spectrum from 
expressiveness (i.e., Iris Van Herpen’s use of 3D printing) to fully functional (astronaut suit) to 
somewhere in between (fitness tracking devices) (Seymour, 2008). The creative thinking activity 
presented will include brainstorming textile products from the expressive to the functional in which 
to identify heat stroke in individuals most susceptible–infants, the elderly, athletes, and outdoor 
workers. 

Presentation 2: “Making A Fashion History Blog” 
Holly M. Kent, Panel Chair, University of Illinois-Springfield 

Fashion blogs are a dynamic, significant space for many fashion writers, journalists, designers, and 
fans in the twenty-first century United States. Drawn on by fashion businesses and marketers, blogs 
also are written by those outside of the professional fashion world, used as a means of creative 
expression of and reflection about their authors’ fashion practices and preferences. For my course on 
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fashion history in the United States, I wanted my students to participate in this lively part of fashion 
culture and become makers within that culture. 

In my presentation, I will reflect on my experiences developing and implementing a blogging 
assignment in my fashion history course, having now used this assignment three times, twice in an 
on-ground class and once in an online class. I will discuss what has worked especially well in this 
assignment, what some of the limitations and challenges of the assignment have been, and what 
directions I will be taking this assignment in future. 

Running a course blog certainly has challenges, both logistical and topical. Turning students 
into blog makers necessitates a certain level of skill and comfort with digital tools and technologies 
that students need time to master. Publishing a public-facing course blog also raises challenging 
questions for students about what kinds of information and images they are comfortable sharing with 
readers, often asking them to engage in difficult reflections about their own lived, bodily experiences 
in fashion culture. 

While certainly challenges are involved in this assignment, blogging about fashion and dress 
also has been tremendously rewarding for students, enabling them to more readily draw connections 
between our course readings and their lived experiences, building students’ confidence in their 
voices and opinions, and empowering them to become, not just consumers, but also makers of 
contemporary fashion media. 

Presentation 3: A Flâneurie Assignment 
Laura Snelgrove, Independent Scholar 

The figure of the flâneur is familiar as a symbol of modern urban life, defining the experience of 
walking in public space, engaging with the landscape of the city. Though initially conceived as male, 
this strolling city dweller can now be understood as a universal archetype for people of all identities 
who occupy, and thereby create and shape, the urban environment with their bodies. 

This presentation introduces a flâneurie assignment that I used in two separate fashion 
studies courses (one a seminar on Fashion and Violence, the other an introductory survey course on 
the field in general) for undergraduates at Parsons School of Design that asked students to undertake 
a walking adventure in New York City and report back on how their dress choices impacted their 
experience. 

The students were all design majors, accustomed to the process of making garments, images, 
or objects of various kinds. For very few of them was writing their primary medium of creation. The 
initial creative aspect of the assignment (thoughtfully selecting an outfit to accompany them on their 
excursion) needed the least explanation, as the process of dressing the body with specific intent and 
visual impact was a well-practiced skill for most. The challenge resulted most often from reflecting 
upon how their dressed body created their embodied spatial experience and expressing as much in 
language. 

Students were instructed to use two particular source texts, which I will cover briefly, from 
Joanne Entwistle and feminist geographer Hille Koskela to guide their reflections. The ultimate goal 
was to encourage them towards a new understanding and awareness of the interaction between their 
bodies, clothing, and public space (i.e. natural and built environments, as well as other people). This 
presentation will cover the process of developing the assignment, adjusting it for different contexts, 
and the range of results. 

Presentation 4: How Clothes Make History 
Catherine Howey Stearn, Eastern Kentucky University 

Although most of the history courses I teach do not focus on fashion, I can sometimes integrate dress 
history into them through creative assignments. Such assignments invite students to apply what they 
have learned and allow them to take ownership of the course material. Dress history is, by its very 
nature, interdisciplinary and utilizes a wide array of historical artifacts: written records, published 
texts, art, and sometimes actual pieces of historical dress, further honing students’ skills in 
interpreting a broad range of historical sources and making important connections between them. 
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In this presentation, I will share one of the creative projects that I use in my history class on 
the reign of Elizabeth I. One of the goals of this class is to teach students how Elizabeth I successfully 
crafted a positive, political persona as queen through a number of visual media including dress and 
its accessories. This creative project requires students to pretend to be an Elizabethan courtier/artist 
who makes an image of the queen or a sartorial gift that would help Elizabeth in fashioning her public 
image. Students must also write a short paper that identifies and analyzes the symbols and themes 
found in “their” portraits or artifacts. The paper includes a backstory illustrating the student’s 
understanding of who tended to commission these images/objects and why by incorporating the 
assigned primary and secondary sources. Dress is the historical lens that allows students to see the 
connections between art, politics, gender, foreign relations, and many other aspects of the period. 

This project’s success in getting students invested in the course’s assigned readings and 
lectures has inspired me to find other ways to include fashion history into some of my other history 
classes. Clothes may not make history a fashionable subject, but they help teach it effectively. 
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THE LACEMAKER’S WEB: CONNECTING THREADS OF UNDERSTANDING 
Thursday, March 15th, Juried Session, 1:45 p.m. – 3:15 p.m. 

 
Elena Kanagy-Loux 

New York University, Metropolitan Museum of Art 
 
Lace is perhaps the most misunderstood and yet ubiquitous textile in fashion today. Few stop to                
consider the origins of this delicate textile beyond its associations with bridal veils, seductive              
lingerie, and grandmotherly doilies. Lace is an umbrella term encompassing a myriad of techniques,              
with incredible aesthetic variety depending on the period or region. I study lace through making,               
and my aim with this paper is to examine the benefits and discoveries that embodied learning has                 
brought to my study of lace, past and present. 

My lace studies began in 2012, when, unable to find a local instructor, I traveled to Idrija,                 
Slovenia, to learn bobbin lacemaking. In 2015, I was awarded a grant that allowed me to travel for                  
four months to study lace in schools, archives, and museums across seven European countries. An               
identification course with expert lace historian Thessy Schoenholzer in Florence, Italy left me             
feeling overwhelmed by the incredibly vast universe of lace, after which my experiences in trying               
out various techniques by hand were an invaluable contribution to my understanding. 

In most textile and fashion history books, lace is mentioned only briefly. Lace-specific             
studies often are centered on identification of types rather than the practice of making. Embodied               
learning offers a multitude of benefits. As this is a textile in which a single twist in the ground can be                     
the only distinction between two different types of lace, careful study is necessary for accurate               
identification. Using specific experiences and photographs from my research, I will argue that             
hands-on learning is imperative in properly understanding and identifying lace. 

In today’s world of commodity, technology, and fast fashion, embodied learning experiences            
are especially important. We may be connected with the entire world via the internet, but most of                 
us are completely disconnected with the stages of harvesting fibers, processing them, spinning them              
into yarn, dyeing them, interlacing them into fabric, and sewing them into a garment. 

Making lace by hand has allowed me to understand it not only theoretically, but on a deeper,                 
physical level. More understanding can be gained from making lace than just the structural              
differences between lace types. Long days of making this labor-intensive craft have given me a               
greater appreciation for what the lives of past lacemakers would have been like. It also concretes                
my understanding of how absolutely precious lace was to the fashionable elite and how it fit into a                  
hierarchy of value. My passion for spreading awareness of the incredible history of lace is an effort                 
to re-align present values and enliven an interest in lace that too often languishes in basement                
archives. 
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CORIUM CRUENTADUM NON: A STUDY OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION OF 
LEATHER BREECHES IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY 

Thursday, March 15th, Juried Session, 1:45 p.m. – 3:15 p.m. 

Emma Cross and Timothy Logue 
Colonial Williamsburg Foundation 

This presentation presents the results of a project that explored the           
production time, output potential, and material economy of leather         
breeches-makers in eighteenth-century Britain and America. The project        
was undertaken by three skilled breeches-makers, working in a recreated          
eighteenth-century shop, using only period-appropriate construction      
techniques. This paper discusses the history and development of leather          
breeches during the eighteenth century; addresses some commonly-held        
assumptions about the garment’s utility, ease of wear, and manufacturing;          
and presents data regarding speed and productivity collected during the          
twelve-week project. 

Leather breeches were among the ubiquitous garments of the last half of the eighteenth              
century. Found on legs of men and boys from every economic and social station in the                
English-speaking world, leather breeches, sometimes referred to as buckskin breeches, served a            
role similar to modern blue jeans. Durable for work-a-day wear, casual and comfortable for undress,               
and, under the right circumstances, even fashionable for sporting and hunting, this practical yet              
fashionable garment represented a global network of trade and industry. Deer were hunted en mass               
by professional market hunters, fleshed, salted, and shipped to English leather-dressing and            
breeches-making firms of London and Dublin; breeches made in these factory-style production            
shops were exported to a global market. Commonly made from deerskin but also other Cervidae,               
leather breeches could be found even cheaper in sheepskin and beaver. 

In the summer of 2015, Jay Howlett, Journeyman Saddler and Military Artificer at Colonial              
Williamsburg, along with two interns undertook a three-month-long project to produce six pairs of              
leather breeches to clothe the working tradesmen at the Anderson Armoury site. The team was               
given workspace, skins, and a twelve-week timeframe, and was tasked with making leather             
breeches while simultaneously interpreting their work and product to the public. 

Using techniques developed during Jay Howlett’s fifteen-year study of the trade, including            
the study of surviving pairs of breeches, the team members strived to match the quality of                
workmanship found in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century leather breeches. The team members           
recorded the time spent making each pair, the particular methods used, and the increased efficiency               
in time from one pair to the next. Ultimately, the project not only succeeded in producing the                 
planned number of breeches, but exceeded production goals by fifty percent, in the end producing               
ten pairs of leather breeches. The data collected, more than one hundred pages, allowed the team to                 
hypothesize about eighteenth-century breeches-making methods and production time-tables. 

The hands-on nature of the project allowed the team members to address assumptions             
about the garment, its utility, and the materials used, as well as shed new light and theorize on                  
potential mass-production techniques of breeches-makers in the eighteenth century, to wit: that            
division of labor within large-scale production settings can be maximized through the            
compartmentalization of the work and that greater economy of materials can be achieved during              
mass-production given the varying quality and properties of the skins themselves. The project             
allowed the team to compare and contrast modern average production times with those of              
breeches-makers in the eighteenth century. 

Baker, Mark A. Sons of a Trackless Forest: The Cumberland Long Hunters of the Eighteenth Century. Franklin, 
TN: Baker's Trace Publishing, 1999. 

Braund, Kathryn E. Deerskins and Duffels: Creek Indian Trade with Anglo-America, 1685-1815. Lincoln: 
University of Nebraska Press, 1996. 
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Diderot, Denis, Encyclopédie : ou Dictionnaire raisonné des sciences, des arts et des métiers / par une société de 
gens de lettres. Mis en ordre & publié par m.Diderot . . . & quant à la partie mathématique, par m. 
d'Alembert . . . Nouveau dictionnaire, pour servir de suppld́ement aux dictionnaires des sciences Recueil 
de planches, sur les sciences, les arts libéraux, et les arts méchaniques, Swem Library Rare Book–Folio 
(034 En1), John D. Rockefeller Library, Colonial Willamsburg Foundation, Williamsburg, VA. 

Papers of Casper Reel, 1769-1835. MSS#104, Historical Society of Western Pennsylvania, Senator John Heinz 
Pittsburgh Regional History Center, Pittsburgh, PA. 

Pennsylvania Gazette, 1728-1800. Accessible Archives, Inc., Malvern, PA. 
Pennsylvania Packet, 1771-1800. Accessible Archives, Inc., Malvern, PA. 
South Carolina Gazette, 1732–1775. Accessible Archives, Inc., Malvern, PA. 
Virginia Gazette, 1736-1780. Digital Collections, Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, Williamsburg, VA. 
York County Estate Inventories, 1637-1800, Digital Collections, Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, 

Williamsburg, VA 
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MAKING AS A DESIGN PHILOSOPHY: PHELPS ASSOCIATES LEATHER GOODS, 
1940–1969 

Thursday, March 15th, Juried Session, 1:45 p.m. – 3:15 p.m. 

Rebecca Jumper Matheson 
FIT, Bard Graduate Center 

In the 1940 United States census, husband and wife William          
and Elizabeth Phelps both listed their occupation as        
“artist–freelance.” Within the next four years, following the        
encouragement of Clare Potter, they would build William’s        
hobby of leather-working into a business of custom-made        
leather belts and handbags under the Phelps Associates brand,         
winning a 1943 Coty Award. A 1950 Vogue editorial chose a           
Phelps shoulder bag as representative look of the war years.1          
What was it about the Phelps’s work that transformed them          
from freelance artists to critically acclaimed leather goods        
designers, with a label that would meet wartime challenges and          
continue through the 1960s? The answer lies in their design          
philosophy of making and in their resulting products. 

The Phelps’s design philosophy was influenced by both        
the workshop ideal championed by William Morris and by         
principles of modernism. Like Morris, the Phelpses believed in         
the value of hand craftsmanship for creating a beautiful and          
useful product and for improving the quality of life of the           
maker. In contrast to the assembly-line approach of the major          
American handbag producers, Elizabeth Phelps applauded the       
artisan worker who is not alienated from his labor: “I think           
people are happier making a whole thing, whether it’s a whole           
stove lid or a handbag, than a piece of a thing.”2 The Phelpses also embraced principles of                 
modernism, such as truth to materials, and were quoted as saying they used “honest pieces of                
leather.”3 

Within the industry, there was a clear hierarchy of designer above craftsman/maker,            
sometimes creating conflict between the dictates of the designer and the hands-on practical             
knowledge of the maker. For example, Elizabeth Hawes described this type of conflict when she               
pushed handbag craftsmen to try a new folded form.4 Inverting this hierarchy, William Phelps              
believed that design ideas should flow from craft, from craftsman to designer, with the designer’s               
role as an editor, determining the best way to incorporate the ideas to appeal to consumers. 

This design philosophy helped Phelps Associates rise to the challenges that World War II              
presented, beginning with the metal shortage. The firm designed soft leather bags that did not rely                
on the usual metal frame. For decorative elements, Phelps recycled vintage metal pieces, especially              
military insignia. Phelps became best known for beginning the fashion for shoulder bags in the               
United States, in forms inspired by American military history. 

Shoulder bags’ popularity waned in the 1950s, and Phelps expanded into womenswear            
separates. Elizabeth continued running the business when her husband retired in the 1950s, and              
after his death in 1962. She capitalized on the resurgence of the shoulder bag in the 1960s. Making                  
connections between business history and design history, extant objects, and documentary sources,            
a picture emerges of Phelps Associates as an artisanal American leather goods firm in which               
craftsmanship was esteemed as key to design. 

1 “This Half Century.” Vogue, January 1950, 86–94. 
2 Mary Braggiotti, “Leather-Bound Love,” New York Post, 20 September 1947, 3. 
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3 Gertrude McAllister, “Fashion Jury Names Leading American Designers,” Brooklyn Eagle, 4 February 
1944, 8. 

4 Hawes, Elizabeth. Fashion Is Spinach. New York: Random House, 1938 
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SURVIVANCE OF OMAHA TRIBAL TRADITION THROUGH A POWWOW 
DANCE BUSTLE 

Thursday, March 15th, Juried Session, 1:45 p.m. – 3:15 p.m. 

Molly J. McPherson 
Dr. Claire Nicholas 

University of Nebraska-Lincoln 

The meanings of Omaha-tribal regalia can live buried under layers of           
indigenous history, colonization, nomenclature, personal-living history, and       
museum curatorial practice. By examining a dance bustle made and used by            
an Omaha tribal craftsman, scholars at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln          
were able to document the object’s history and some of its meanings,            
including the making of the bustle in 1951 and construction of the Powwow             
Regalia Project in the late 1990s. The garment served a ceremonial and            
decorative function in the Omaha tribal community for over forty years and            
now is a representation of those ceremonial and decorative ideals of the Omaha tribe within the                
context of the University of Nebraska State Museum. The Omaha tribe historically has resided in the                
Great Plains area and originated the Omaha-style dance that is now practiced at powwows of many                
different tribes. 

An in-depth-object survey was conducted in the Fall of 2016, using the object file and               
project diary of Powwow Regalia Project organizer Deborah Confer as additional primary sources.             
Confer used the diary to document her interaction and communication with tribe members and              
specifically, the dance bustle’s maker and owner Howard Wolf (1925-2004). The continued            
discussion specifically regarding the bustle acquisition throughout Confer’s journal indicates the           
emotional and ceremonial value the bustle had within the Omaha tribal society. 

During the artifact analysis of the object’s physical and historic properties, the semiotic             
nature of the dance bustle was established. A dance bustle, worn on the back of a powwow dancer,                  
symbolizes various aspects of the tribe’s traditions and stories. This bustle is unusual in its               
inclusion of feather “cones,” a taxidermized crow, a preserved wolf tail, trailing feather pendants,              
and hair-tipped arrow projections. Each element of decoration or embellishment serves to            
symbolize part of Omaha cultural heritage. The stories from which the symbols are derived are               
documented in interviews with the maker and in other Great Plains written and oral histories. 

Additional research involved comparing this regalia component to other like-objects.          
Variances in the terminology surrounding the dance bustle provided an interesting challenge,            
suggesting a flexibility in regalia nomenclature among tribes or between First Nations people and              
white Americans. Surveyed institutions and individuals list such an item as “dance apron,” “dance              
bustle,” “crow bustle,” or, even simply, “crow.” 

The single object history of the Omaha dance bustle also makes larger connections to              
academic inquiry, including the investigations of indigenous history and decolonizing actions like            
the object acquisition. Semiotics surrounding the unique dance bustle support scholar Gerald            
Vizenor’s removal of a “narrative of dominance” that reveals a specific tribal identity for the Omaha,                
as opposed to the more general “Indian” signifier.1 The object encompasses the coined term              
“survivance” for indigenous groups;2 survival through making and continued use of objects, and             
resistance and evolution through the gift/sale to the university to document Omaha tribal history. 

1 Gerald Vizenor is an Anishinaabe writer and scholar and member of the Minnesota Chippewa tribe. 
2 Survivance is a term promoted by Vizenor for change as a process for indigenous people. 

Kérisit, Michèle. "Feathers and Fringes: A Semiotic Approach to Powwow Dancers’ Regalia." In The Socialness of Things: 
Essays on the Socio-Semiotics of Objects , 363-92. New York: Mouton de Gruyter, 1994. 

Madsen, Deborah L. Gerald Vizenor: Texts and Contexts. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2011. 
Vizenor, Gerald Robert. Manifest Manners: Narratives on Postindian Survivance . Lincoln: University of Nebraska 

Press, 2010. 
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FUNCTIONAL FASHIONS FOR THE PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED: 
CLOTHING AS REHABILITATION, 1955-1965 

Thursday, March 15th, Juried Session, 1:45 p.m. – 3:15 p.m. 

Natalie Wright 
The Chipstone Foundation 

This paper sheds light on the little-known Functional        
Fashions brand, the first collaborative ready-to-wear      
clothing line for persons with physical disabilities.       
Designer Helen Cookman presented her Functional      
Fashions samples in 1955, and a staggering number of         
people expressed interest: over thirty thousand      
individuals and organizations requested information on      
how to purchase the garments. Functional Fashions       
menswear, womenswear, and childrenswear were     
beautiful, well-constructed pieces with special adaptive      
features for persons with disabilities developed at the        
Institute of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, New       
York University Medical Center. After recognizing both a        
need and an opportunity, Cookman recruited top       
American designers Vera Maxwell, Davidow, Bonnie Cashin, and Florence Eiseman (amongst           
others) as contributors to the line. Where Cookman and medical professionals devised construction             
solutions to assist persons dressing themselves, collaborators then incorporated these features into            
their designs and added a “Functional Fashions” label to their own. At a time when women were                 
expected to adapt disabled family members’ clothes, or indeed their own wardrobe, to suit special               
needs, this paper explores the significance of not making clothing, but buying it ready-made. 

This paper unpacks the relationships between independence, self-confidence, dignity, and          
clothing that Cookman and her collaborators constructed in their garments. Functional Fashions            
were part of the “self-help” era of adaptive clothing. They were sold with the promise that dressing                 
oneself was the first step toward a life of independence outside of institutional or familial care and                 
that both independence and beautiful clothing had the power to lift self-confidence. Instead of              
hiding a person’s disability/medical equipment, the line prioritized the beauty of the garment to              
emphasize personal style. As a result, Functional Fashions seriously took the capacity for clothing to               
be a therapeutic treatment for the physical and mental challenges associated with disability.  

Bare, Clari, Eleanor Boettke, and Neva Waggoner. Self-Help Clothing for Handicapped Children. Chicago: 
National Society for Crippled Children and Adults, 1962. 

Cookman, Helen, and Muriel E. Zimmerman. Functional Fashions for the Physically Handicapped. New York: 
Institute of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, 1961. 

New York University Bellevue Medical Center Institute of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation. Self-Help 
Devices for Rehabilitation. New York: National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, 1958. 

Nielsen, Kim E. A Disability History of the United States. Boston: Beacon Press, 2012. 
Pullin, Graham. Design Meets Disability. Cambridge: MIT Press, 2009. 
Rembis, Michael, ed. Disabling Domesticity. Buffalo: Palgrave Macmillan, 2017. 
Today’s Homemaker. “Clothes for the Handicapped.” Part II. WOI-TV, April 13, 1965. 
Wagner, Elizabeth M. “Clothing for the Physically Handicapped 1937-1962.” In Rehabilitation of the Physically 

Handicapped in Homemaking Activities: Proceedings of a Workshop by the Home Economics 
Association, 57-69. Highland Park: US Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Vocational 
Rehabilitation Association, 1963. 

Ward, Moira M. “Self-Help Fashions for the Physically Disabled Child.” American Journal of Nursing 58 (1958): 
526-27.
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Williamson, Bess. “Getting a Grip: Disability in American Industrial Design of the Late Twentieth Century.” 
Winterthur Portfolio 46 (2012): 213-36. 
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CLOSET COSPLAY: EVERYDAY EXPRESSIONS OF SCIENCE FICTION AND 
FANTASY FANDOM AMONG WOMEN 

Thursday, March 15th, Juried Session, 1:45 p.m. – 3:15 p.m. 

Dina Cherise Smith, Ph.D, Auburn University 
Casey R. Stannard, Ph.D, Louisiana State University 

Jenna Tedrick Kuttruff, Ph.D, Louisiana State University 

Thousands of female science-fiction and fantasy fans live in         
the U.S. These women may choose to take part in cosplay, an            
activity in which fans dress up in costumes based on the           
dress of favorite characters. 1 Cosplay is typically only         
socially sanctioned at conventions, leaving fans searching       
for new ways to express their fandom in everyday life.          
Closet cosplay is one solution in which everyday clothing         
and accessories can be worn that reference the wearer’s         
preferred fandoms. Although motivations for taking part in        
cosplay have been well-documented, motivations for      
wearing everyday fandom dress by female science-fiction       
and fantasy fans have been understudied. The motivations        
for wearing everyday fandom dress have been only briefly         
mentioned by other authors.2 

While one researcher has shown that female fans        
wear everyday fandom dress at conventions, she did not         
provide information regarding motivations behind wearing      
fandom clothing in other social settings and contexts.3        
Therefore, the purpose of this research was to explore the motivations of female fans for               
participating in closet cosplay in various social settings and contexts. 

An exploratory qualitative study was conducted using a combined framework consisting of            
Erving Goffman’s dramaturgy and the concept of brand community.4 Semi-structured, online           
interviews were conducted with fifteen participants who wore closet cosplay related to science             
fiction and fantasy films and/or television series, which included Star Wars, Marvel Comics, DC              
Comics, Disney films, Harry Potter, and anime fandoms like Sailor Moon. The interview data were               
analyzed using NVivo qualitative analysis software and the constant comparison method. 

Three themes that emerged from the data included the definition of closet cosplay,             
motivations, and impression management. Closet cosplay is defined as wearing fashionable           
combinations of garments and accessories that either directly reference a character, film, or             
television series through the use of a graphic, such as a logo, symbol, figure, or text, or indirectly                  
reference a character, film, or television series through design (i.e., shape, color, etc.). Motivations              
included: ) identification with a character, group of characters, or series; 2) experiencing emotions              
derived from special meanings assigned to the source of media; 3) self-expression and creative              
self-expression, which allowed participants to communicate their creative skills through styling,           
designing, and sewing ensembles; and 4) communication and identification with other fans. By             
exploring these motivations, it was evident that closet cosplay contributed to the science fiction and               
fantasy female fans’ personal identities, as well as the attainment of cultural capital and distinction               
within their fan cultures. Participants engaged in impression management by choosing to wear             
closet cosplay over other more visible and recognizable forms of fandom dress within certain              
situations and settings to subvert fan and fangirl stereotypes and to be perceived positively by               
dressing appropriately for the situation.5 By engaging in impression management, female science            
fiction and fantasy fans were able to achieve cultural capital in mainstream culture, in addition to                
fan culture.6 
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1 Jin-Shiow Chen, “A Study of Fan Culture: Adolescent Experiences with Animé/Manga Doujinshi and 
Cosplay in Taiwan,” Visual Arts Research (2007):14–24; Jayme Rebecca Taylor, “Convention Cosplay: 
Subversive Potential in Anime Fandom” (PhD diss., University of British Columbia, 2009). 

2 Chen, “A Study of Fan Culture,” 14–24; Brigid Cherry, “Extermi . . . Knit!: Female Fans and Feminine 
Handicrafting,” in Fan Phenomena, ed. Paul Booth (Bristol, UK: Intellect Books, 2013), 106–15; Robert V. 
Kozinets, “Utopian Enterprise: Articulating the Meanings of Star Trek’s Culture of Consumption,” Journal 
of Consumer Research 28, no. 1 (2001): 67–88; Hope J. Schau, Albert M. Muniz, and Eric J. Arnould, “How 
Brand Community Practices Create Value,” Journal of Marketing 73, no. 5 (2009):30–51; Marisa Shipley, 
“Dressing the Part: How Twilight Fans Self-Identify through Dress at an Official Twilight Convention,” 
(honor’s thesis, Trinity University, 2010); Taylor “Convention Cosplay. 

3 Shipley, “Dressing the Part.” 
4 Erving Goffman, The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life (New York: Doubleday, 1959). 
5 Alison Guy and Maura Banim, “Personal Collections: Women’s Clothing Use and Identity,” Journal of 

Gender Studies 9, no. 3 (2000): 324. 
6 Guy and Banim, “Personal Collections,” 317. 
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MUG SHOTS: CONNECTIONS AMONG CRIMINOLOGY, VISUAL CULTURE, AND 
DRESS STUDIES 

Thursday, March 15th, Juried Session, 3:45 p.m. – 5:15 p.m. 

Tina Bates 
Curator Emerita, Canadian Museum of History 

Photographic portraits are often our stock in       
trade as dress scholars. They reveal how       
subjects have decided to portray     
themselves—their gender, status, even    
values—through their choice of dress,     
accouterments, and posture. Individuals who     
have had their picture taken when arrested for        
a crime, however, do not get to choose. Mug         
shots—introduced in the late nineteenth     
century—reveal the everyday clothing the     
accused was wearing at the time of arrest or         
conviction. Young and impoverished vagrants     
wear knitted turtleneck pullovers and worn-out      
jackets, the type of garments we rarely get to         
see in portraits. Pickpockets and confidence      
men and women are most fashionably dressed       
in their bowler hats and millinery since they had to disguise themselves in respectable society. 

In this methodology paper, I hope to show how interdisciplinary connections can contribute             
to our understanding of the forensic photograph. Mug shots have been studied by criminologists              
and visual culture scholars. Cultural criminology traces visual identification practices in the field of              
law enforcement and is concerned with the mug shot as a means of control of prisoners’ bodies                 
through enforced observation (as in Foucault’s prison panopticon).1 Criminologists are indeed           
interested in embodiment, but there is almost no discussion of how the clothing of the arrested, the                 
accused, and the incarcerated can shed light on forensic surveillance and social control. Visual              
studies problematize the mug shot image as the dark flipside of the elite photographic family               
portrait, the cultural “other.”2 But to my knowledge, no one has approached the mug shot from the                 
point of view of dress, and this paper connects dress studies to these other academic disciplines.3 

The database that I am exploring for the potential of the forensic photograph is a rare                
holding of 474 mug shots dating from 1886 to 1908 in the Ontario (Canada) Provincial Police                
Museum. The mug shot, as it is colloquially called, is part of the Bertillon Signaletic System, adopted                 
by the Paris police in 1882, and agencies across Europe, Russia, and North America shortly               
thereafter. Police clerk Alphonse Bertillon applied anthropometry, the study of human physical            
variation, to create a method for identifying habitual offenders by taking precise, codified physical              
measurements, eye and hair color, and distinguishing marks, as well as lighting, scale, and angle               
standards for forensic photographs, all recorded on index cards. He introduced the familiar facial              
front and side view that is still used today. 

By connecting research on the forensic photograph by scholars of the criminal justice             
system and theoretical investigation of the history of photography with the study of dress, I               
introduce the mug shot as a fascinating document for dress scholars. 

1 Jonathan Finn, Capturing the Criminal Image: From Mug Shot to Surveillance Society (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 2009); Keith Hayward and Mike Presdee, eds., Framing Crime: Cultural 
Criminology and the Image (London: Routledge-Cavendish, 2009). 

2 Michel Frizot, “Body of Evidence: The Ethnography of Difference” in Frizot, ed., The New History of 

Lillie Williams, alias Harrington, 1901, age 23; crime: suspicion of pick 
pocketing. Ontario Provincial Police Museum, 2000.28.409
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Photography (Cologne: Konemann, 1998), 259–71; Allan Sekula, “The Body and the Archive,” October 39 
(Winter, 1986), 3-64. 

3 There is, however, an analysis of clothing elsewhere in the criminal justice system: Juliet Ash, Dress 
Behind Bars: Prison Clothing as Criminality (London: I. B. Tauris, 2009). 
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SEWING FOR UNCLE SAM: CREATING COSTUMES FOR THE FEDERAL 
THEATRE PROJECT 

Thursday, March 15th, Juried Session, 3:45 p.m. – 5:15 p.m. 

Howard Vincent Kurtz 
George Mason University 

The Federal Theatre Project (1935–1939) was a program to fund          
theater and other live artistic performances and entertainment        
programs in the United States during the Great Depression. It was           
established under the Works Progress Administration, during the        
first term of Franklin Delano Roosevelt. Radical in concept, the          
project was the only large-scale effort undertaken by the federal          
government to organize theatrical events. It was administrated by         
national director Hallie Flanagan into a federation of regional         
theatres that created relevant art, encouraged experimentation in        
new forms and techniques, and made it possible for millions of           
Americans to see live theatre for the first time. 

National in scope but regional in emphasis, the Federal         
Theatre Project was composed of many different units that         
employed more than 12,000 people and presented more than         
6,000 stage presentations organized in specific geographic areas.        
Project production teams, directors, performers, and designers       
were set up in cities and towns throughout the United States, with            
Washington, DC as the designated headquarters. From these        
locations, productions toured virtually every corner of the nation         
from coast to coast. 

Numerous books and articles have been written about the Federal Theatre Project            
administration, productions, directors, and performers, but few publications explore the designers           
and craft artisans who created the costumes for productions in the Federal Theatre Project. The               
culmination of primary source material includes original costume designs, artifacts, related archival            
materials, and oral histories deposited in the Special Collections of the George Mason University              
Libraries in Fairfax, Virginia; the Library of Congress in Washington, DC; and the New York Public                
Library for the Performing Arts in New York City. 

For the first time, the collections of all three repositories will be brought together and               
surveyed, illuminating the contributions of these forgotten theatrical artisans and the creative            
exploration in the Federal Theatre Project, costume design, and theater history. 

NOTES 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

“Your wings are shedding, dearie. We’ll have to 
requisition another pair.”
Source: FEDERAL THEATRE, Volume 2, Number 
2, November/December 1936
Copyright: Government produced in the public 
domain
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MOTION PICTURE COSTUMERS: RECOGNIZING THE MAKERS IN THE 
GOLDEN AGE OF HOLLYWOOD 

Thursday, March 15th, Juried Session, 3:45 p.m. – 5:15 p.m. 
 

Celia Sedwick Rogus 
MFA, Independent Scholar 

 
Edith Head, Irene Sharaff, and Elois Jenssen, all acclaimed costume designers, were each recognized              
by the Hollywood film industry with an Academy Award. But what about the legions of costumers                
that worked with these designers—those who built the garments and accessories? During the             
height of the studio system, there were hundreds of tailors, cutters, stitchers, milliners, cobblers,              
dyers, armorers, and glove makers working in more than fifteen costume workrooms. This             
presentation will examine a time when these costumers were recognized for their contributions,             
not only by their peers but also by the entire film industry. 

As a current custom-made member of The Motion Picture Costumers (MPC), Local #705, I              
often have wondered about those who worked before me: What were their workrooms like? What               
was their training? How long did they get to build a garment? 

Through my current work organizing the MPC union library, I have uncovered photographs             
and documents that reveal information about these costumers. The monthly The Costumer            
newsletter, articles from industry papers, and event programs have provided information on            
events, while ancestral research of names provides some limited information on the individuals             
involved. 

From 1948 to 1965, the MPC union hosted an Annual Costumer Ball at The Beverly Hilton                
hotel. At this event, statuettes were awarded to two finished costumers for their “noteworthy              
creative costuming”1 and to actors, directors, and producers who were believed to have “enhanced              
the glamour and vitality of costumes.”2 Funds collected from ticket sales went to the welfare fund,                
helping out MPC union members in times of financial need. 

In 1956, these awards were augmented by adding two additional awards to recognize the              
costume workrooms for creative artistry. To compete for this award, each workroom was to create               
a costume for a doll (provided by the union) of a character from a film that year. To remain                   
unbiased, these dolls were judged by a group of actors, educators, and fashion editors,; statuette               
awards were given to the winners. At the inaugural custom-made awards, over 100 dolls were               
created and used as table decorations. This competition continued for three years, though the              
numbers of dolls created were smaller and the yearly themes changed. By 1960, the dolls were                
discontinued, and the ball ended in 1965. 

This presentation will bring to light the film costumes that were created for these dolls and                
the workrooms that made them. The Hollywood film studios produced hundreds of films during its               
“Golden Years,” enhancing the economy of Los Angeles. Talented makers from around the US and               
abroad were lured to these workrooms to build remarkable costumes in time-pressured settings.             
The economics of show business required speed and accuracy to create the vast quantities of               
costumes required. Recognition of these costume makers, both past and present, is an integral part               
of understanding the production of Hollywood films. 
 
1 Two distinct types of costumers work in the film and television industries: those who work on set 

dressing actors (referred to as “finished” costumers) and the others who physically make the costumes 
(custom-made costumers). Both of these groups make up the membership of the MPC. 

2 The Costumer newsletter, June, 1957. 
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THE STORIES THEY DON’T TELL: LEARNING FROM DRESS OBJECTS THAT 
SEEM TO HAVE LITTLE TO SAY 

Thursday, March 15th, Juried Session, 3:45 p.m. – 5:15 p.m. 

Kara Gordon 
West Virginia University 

Museums devoted to textiles are wonderful resources for the         
study of the past through clothing, but so many objects,          
especially those dating to the more recent past, sit in storage           
in small house museums or study collections because on first          
glance they seem to have nothing to say. Often these objects           
have been divorced from their contextual histories and any         
provenance that could give them added significance. This        
presentation will focus on one mini-exhibit created in the         
spring of 2017 using five twentieth-century hats housed in         
the textile study collection at West Virginia University and         
explore how even the seemingly insignificant objects       
included can speak volumes about our human past and         
greatly benefit the study of dress history when they are          
researched and displayed. 

By the time they reached the collection, each hat had          
been orphaned from any information regarding previous       
owner, retailer, or year of manufacture. Nevertheless, when        
these objects were combined with images and context culled         
from the archives of Vogue and Women’s Wear Daily,         
complemented by careful examination of the objects       
themselves according to the methods developed by Jules        
Prown (1982), and refined by Ingrid Mida and Alexandra Kim (2015), stories did emerge—ones              
that were both fascinating and powerful. A turban covered in hand-painted flowers turned out to be                
an international fad of 1927, connected by fashion editors to the return of frivolity in fashion after a                  
period of grief following the First World War. A simple mint-green felt style with an undulating                
brim was in fact the most popular style to emerge from the spring of 1931, and was lauded as the                    
only good thing to occur in that year of worldwide depression. In these five objects was found a                  
condensed history of humanity from 1920 to 1960 from the perspectives of everyday women who               
did not survive elsewhere in the historic record; what they chose to wear on their heads shaped and                  
was shaped by iconic events occurring through the world. 

Even when enshrined on display, these objects remain ordinary pieces of everyday fashion,             
but their “insignificance” nevertheless holds the key to a different kind of significance, one built on                
the importance of the process of study and focused on research methodologies with storytelling in               
mind. This paper will explore how to make these sorts of connections by unraveling and embracing                
the stories of these orphaned objects that hold the potential to reveal the nuances of the past that                  
might otherwise be neglected or forgotten. 

“Fashion: Hats–Right-About-Face.” Vogue 78, no. 6 (September 15, 1931): 57.  
“Fashion: The Romantic Influence Reappears in Paris Hats for Spring.” Vogue 71, no. 5 (March 1, 1928): 51. 
Mida, Ingrid, and Alexandra Kim, The Dress Detective: A Practical Guide to Object-Based Research in Fashion. 

London: Bloomsburg, 2015. 
Prown, Jules. “Mind in Matter: An Introduction to Material Culture Theory and Method.” Winterthur Portfolio 

17, no. 1 (Spring 1982): 1-19. 
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THE DAWES FAMILY AND THE STORY OF A 
BLUE- AND WHITE-CHECKED SQUARE 

Thursday, March 15th, Juried Session, 3:45 p.m. – 5:15 p.m. 

Kimberly Alexander, Ph.D 
Massachusetts Historical Society, University of New Hampshire 

While conducting research at the Massachusetts      
Historical Society (MHS) as part of a fellowship        
focused on their textile collection, I became       
acquainted with materials associated with the      
Dawes family–an embroidered silk muff, a      
needlecase, a large shawl, a leather document       
pouch, and an unassuming monogrammed blue-      
and white-checked square.1 Patriot William     
Dawes (1745-1799) had, of course, ridden with       
Paul Revere that fateful night of “the eighteenth        
of April, in Seventy-Five,” immortalized in the       
words of Longfellow. But less well known is        
Dawes early and staunch support of widespread       
use of American-made textiles, eschewing British      
imports and the colonists’ dependence on them.       
When Dawes married his much-loved first wife,       
Mehitable May (c.1751-1793), he wore a suit of        
clothes of American manufacture.2 

With this information, it seemed reasonable that the ubiquitous blue- and white-checked            
square in the collection, monogrammed with the initials “LD,” must be an example of homespun               
linen made by Dawes’ mother, Lydia. Slubs exist throughout the textile revealing it is likely not                
commercial but a skilled example of a woman’s weaving. This would indeed be a tidy tale. The MHS,                  
renowned for its manuscript collection, has a little-known but significant textile collection. My             
fellowship allowed me to knit together textiles and their family stories, which had been divorced               
from one another due to different storage needs. The aggregate of existing items–including family              
genealogy, early nineteenth-century letters, diaries, in conjunction with an unexpected opportunity           
to conduct fiber analysis on the checked square, provided instructive research on how to use this                
evidence to create a data set.3 Once it was determined that the fibers were cotton (with indigo dye),                  
further research into the “LD” textile took the investigation in a different direction. Of particular               
note, the family clearly felt this seemingly modest piece was important enough to preserve and pass                
on–as important as a silk muff, Chinese export plates, William Dawes’ leather document pouch, and               
other items traditionally assumed to have more value. 

This presentation will follow the process of making, as well as the protagonists associated              
with the “LD” blue- and white-checked square. 

1 See Massachusetts Historical Society for the Dawes family papers. For William Dawes Account Book, see 
https://www.masshist.org/blog/413; for Hannah Dawes Newcomb, see MS-N 1105; William Dawes 
Papers II. For textile collections, contact the Curator, Art and Artifacts, Anne Bentley. 

2 For example, Dawes signed the July 31, 1769 non-importation agreement on manufactures from Great 
Britain, also signed by merchants and residents of Boston, including Harbottle Dorr, Thomas Greenough, 
Paul Revere, John Scollay, Ebenezer Storer, and Joseph Warren. The oversized manuscript is housed at the 
MHS. 

3 As part of a larger textile and garment conservation project, Museum Textile Services examined the 
Dawes textile and submitted a report on December 16, 2016. 

Woven blue- and white-checked cloth given with other articles from the 
trousseau of Hannah Dawes, daughter of William Dawes. Blue- and white-
rectangle, cotton with white cotton embroidered initials, “LD,” indigo dye. 
Possibly made in Keene, NH, ca. 1806-1810s. MHS artifact number 0237. 
Photograph by Laura Wulf. Courtesy of the Collection, Massachusetts 
Historical Society.
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UNTANGLING CATEGORIES OF DRESS AND VOCABULARY IN THE 1778 
GALLERIE DES MODES ET COSTUME FRANÇAIS 

Thursday, March 15th, Juried Session, 3:45 p.m. – 5:15 p.m. 
 

Anne Bissonnette, Ph.D 
University of Alberta 

 
The Gallerie des modes et costume français 1778-1779 uncolored fashion plates (A1-cc162), 1778             
editorial, and a WORD version of the 1778 editorial and partial 1778-1779 text on the plates, are                 
available from the Bibliothèque nationale de France’s website.1 Starting with thirty-six plates            
focused on the head early in 1778, the publication depicted entire bodies by July 29. The change in                  
focus in mid-1778 included the addition of an editorial text that often described, with greater               
precision than captions, the new styles and when, where, and how these were worn.2 While Paul                
Cornu and Stella Blum published an assortment of plates (1778-1787) with their corresponding             
editorial, indexed the styles covered by their selection, added a short analysis of the publication as a                 
whole, and, for Blum, included a glossary, searching for a comprehensive understanding of the              
different categories of dress that ruled French women’s fashion was not their goal. Scholars have               
used plates abundantly for both general and focused uses, but there remains a lack of               
understanding regarding undress, half dress, and full dress and changing vocabulary that the             
publication can help address. This research revised the online WORD text for accuracy and accessed               
other materials to create a database that eased searching for answers.3 

Observing fifty-two women depicted and described in sixty 1778 plates (G37-Q96)           
(07/29/1778-12/31/1778) led to the understanding that the main divisions of dress were            
essentially grande parure and négligé but that further subdivisions existed. Gowns understood as             
full dress (grande parure) are labelled as robes/habits de cour and grande robes. Only six open                
gowns on wide paniers are described as such. The first (G43) is described as “la plus grande robe, la                   
robe parée,” which suggests levels of formality within full dress. A “grande robe de cérémonie” (P90)                
joined at the front neckline only over a veste appears rather loose, which bears resemblance to                
components of non-looped up “polonaises” as analyzed by Kendra Van Cleave and Brooke Welborn.              
These two gowns may confirm full-dress levels of formality, which also are present in the two                
subdivisions within négligé that likely cover all other plates and convey the greater importance of               
négligé styles in 1778 fashions. We find demi-parures, petites robes and demi-négligés, which cover              
half dress, and déshabillés in undress. The editorial also may explain how adding certain elements,               
like canes and mantelets, can change a type of garment from one category to another. 

Definitions of dress elements in the editorial or inferred when observing plates also are part               
of the data. The presentation illustrates the following terms and indicates their quantitative             
importance in the plates selected: amadis, appanage, boufette, four types of caracos, Circassienne,             
coqueluchon, cordons on pelisses, corset, French vs. English corps and robe à l’anglaise, twelve types               
of polonaise, manteaux de lit, three types of mantelets, two types of peignoirs, parfait contentement,               
petits Bons-hommes, robes à la Versailloise and à la Piémontaise, and sabots. The research aims to                
untangle categories of dress, albeit in a specific time and place, to better contextualize              
eighteenth-century fashions. 

 
1 Bibliothèque nationale de France, Gallica, Galerie des modes et costumes française / dessinés d'après 

nature, gravés par les plus célèbres artistes en ce genre; et colorés avec le plus grand soin par Madame Le 
Beau: ouvrage commencé en l'année 1778-1778-1785, under the “téléchargement” icon, 
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k1056746t?rk=21459;2. 

2 The editorial of plate M72 for instance indicates that the caraco does not go back to 1772 (as described in 
the caption) but to 1768 and explains this situation. This has bearing on the works of contemporary 
scholars who cited the 1772 information such as Kendra Van Cleave and Brooke Welborn, “‘Very Much 
the Taste and Various are the Makes’ Reconsidering the Late-Eighteenth-Century Robe à la Polonaise,” 
Dress 39, no. 1 (2013): 15. For M72 editorial, see Galerie des modes et costumes français, 28. 
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3 Physical access to colored plates (at times in different colorways) was obtained at the Palais Galliera, 

Musée de la Mode de la Ville de Paris, and the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. Online colored plates and 
editorial (although not in WORD text version) also are available from the Bunka Gakuen University 
Library’s Digital Archive of Rare Materials at http://digital.bunka.ac.jp/kichosho_e/search_list2.php 
(accessed July 31, 2017). 

 
 
Blum, Stella. Eighteenth-Century French Fashion Plates in Full Color: 64 Engravings from the “Galerie Des 

Modes,” 1778-1787. New York: Dover Publications, 1982. 
Cornu, Paul. Galerie des modes et costumes français: dessiné d'apres nature 1778-1787. Paris: Émile Lévy, 

Librairie Centrale des Beaux-Art, 1912. 
Galerie de modes et costumes française / dessinés d'après nature, gravés par les plus célèbres artistes en ce 

genre; et colorés avec le plus grand soin par Madame Le Beau: ouvrage commencé en l'année 1778. 
Coutances/Paris, Esnauts et Rapilly, [1779], 
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k1056746t?rk=21459;2. 
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DRESSING A FEMINIST: THE MAKING OF AN ORIGINAL HISTORICAL 
REPRODUCTION ENSEMBLE FOR THE NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY 

Thursday, March 15th, Juried Session, 3:45 p.m. – 5:15 p.m. 
 

J. Leia Lima Baum 
Independent Scholar 

 
Museum exhibitions often rely on reproductions of historical garments to great effect. To my              
delight, I was asked to create an original historical reproduction ensemble for an exhibition at the                
New-York Historical Society’s newly opened Center for Women’s History, running from November            
3, 2017 to March 25, 2018. The exhibition, titled “Hotbed,” will examine the exciting and               
progressive era of Greenwich Village in the 1910s and how its bohemian residents were making               
changes in the world. The exhibition will feature a mannequin dressed in a reproduction ensemble               
underneath a large graphic asking “What is feminism?” The curators were inspired by photographs              
of forward-thinking women who were not dressed fashionably; rather, they represented an            
anti-fashion, with their uncorseted forms and unfussy appearance. These women used their            
avant-garde look to make an impression, and they were cognizant of the role of fashion as a tool to                   
brand their public image. 

How will I make the three-part connection between a symbolic woman from a century ago,               
the fervent ideals of her era, and the contemporary eyes of a museum visitor? How will the visitor                  
recognize the mannequin as being dressed in anti-fashion, when the period on display is an               
intrinsically foreign one? This project represents a unique challenge in that a feminist did not have a                 
particular uniform to faithfully reproduce. The women in the curators’ inspiration images wore a              
variety of garments and ensembles: tunics, blouses, smocks, skirts, dresses, and lounging robes.             
Which of these options will convey a sense of breaking from the mainstream, when mainstream               
women also could be seen in any of those garments? Common tropes such as tidy shirtwaists, prim                 
skirts, and a “Woman’s Suffrage Party” sash will not effectively capture the feminist, progressive              
woman the curators wish to convey. I cannot look to fashion magazines and identify the most                
up-to-date fashions of the time, nor can I be deliberately old-fashioned, as the anti-fashion of 1910s                
Greenwich Village still displayed a certain cohesiveness in aesthetics and respect for the boundary              
of its time. This ensemble will need to be produced in a manner that is as historically authentic as                   
possible, both in construction and in spirit. I will rely on photographs, dressmaker manuals, home               
sewing patterns, and written accounts of Greenwich Village bohemians to not only develop the              
correct imagery for the costume design, but to accurately create the garments with period materials               
and techniques. This mannequin will have to convey a sense of progressive thought yet still be                
recognizably placed in 1910s New York City. 

In this presentation, I will chronicle my methodology in choosing a final design, selecting              
appropriate materials, evaluating how feminist women may have acquired their wardrobes (were            
they homemade or purchased?), the level of fashion or anti-fashion in the garments, the locations or                
types of activity to where the ensemble could have been worn, as well as notions of social class and                   
race. Press reviews of the exhibition will be available, and success or failure of the project will be                  
discussed. 

 
Beals’ Bohemians: Greenwich Village Through the Lens of Jessie Tarbox Beals. New York: Museum of the City of 

New York, 1994. 
Berch, Bettina. From Hester Street to Hollywood: The Life and Work of Anzia Yezierska. New York: Sefer 

International, 2009. 
Graña, César and Marigay Graña. On Bohemia: The Code of the Self-Exiled. New Brunswick, NJ: Transaction 

Publishers, 1990. 
Jesse Tarbox Beals Photograph Collection (1900-1940), New-York Historical Society, New York. 
Waugh, Norah. The Cut of Women’s Clothes. New York: Theatre Arts, 1968.  
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UNDERTAKING THE MAKING: LACMA COSTUME AND 
TEXTILES PATTERN PROJECT 

Thursday, March 15th, Juried Session, 3:45 p.m. – 5:15 p.m. 

Clarissa M. Esguerra 
Los Angeles County Museum of Art 

In 2011, the Costume and Textiles department at the Los          
Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA) launched       
Undertaking the Making: LACMA Costume and Textiles       
Pattern Project, an online resource that publishes free        
downloadable patterns of historic dress in the museum’s        
permanent collection.1 This object-based project was      
inspired in large part by a new method of mounting costume           
specifically for the exhibition, Fashioning Fashion: European       
Dress in Detail, 1700–1915.2 These suspended “invisible”       
mounts were created using the principles of patternmaking        
by reverse engineering the construction of historic costumes        
selected for display. Once a costume’s two-dimensional       
garment pattern pieces were determined, the pieces were        
cut from thick archival felt and stitched together to create a           
replica of the object that fully supported the costume when          
exhibited.3 As a result, an exciting byproduct of this         
mount-making technique was the simultaneous creation of       
historic garment patterns. 

The process of producing the patterns gave curators,        
installation specialists, and conservators intimate     
object-based knowledge that formed important connections      
between the construction methods of fashionable dress and        
the historical context within which these fashions were        
made. Making these patterns more widely available to        
further the understanding of costume objects at LACMA was         
the foundation of the Pattern Project, and first achieved in          
collaboration with theatrical costume designer and Cal Poly        
San Luis Obispo professor Thomas John Bernard. 

Initially, the Pattern Project was comprised of pieces shown in Fashioning Fashion. These             
include an eighteenth-century man’s banyan, a 1790s man’s redingote coat and woman’s redingote             
gown, an early nineteenth-century man’s frock coat, a ca. 1885 woman’s dolman coat, a Victorian               
boy’s frock, and an early twentieth-century woman’s Callot Sœurs evening pajama. In 2016,            
patterns from the recent exhibition Reigning Men: Fashion in Menswear, 1715-2015 were added: an              
eighteenth-century macaroni-style suit, an early twentieth-century Japanese overcoat (tonbi), and          
an early 1940s extreme zoot suit.4 

The methodology to reconstruct the patterns follows the seminal groundwork laid by            
pattern-based research of scholars Janet Arnold, Linda Baumgarten, Betty Kirke, and Norah Waugh.             
In LACMA’s Pattern Project, accompanying texts highlight observations and revelations made           
during the time-consuming process of historic pattern reconstruction, along with object           
photographs, descriptions, and instructions for the making process. Further, the layout for the             
Pattern Project allowed for easy printing of the scaled patterns from its digital format. By freely                
sharing this information with the public, the Pattern Project continues LACMA’s mission for greater              
access and meaningful engagement to significant works of art. 
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This presentation shares the discoveries made while creating the Pattern Project as an             
online resource spanning three centuries of fashionable dress. The process and development of             
each set of patterns encourages an even deeper understanding of the original maker and wearer of                
the extant costume. Such findings include the innovative ways dress was remade or updated for               
greater fashionability, how construction methods evolved to achieve the most fashionable           
silhouette, and how dressmaking and tailoring standards were challenged both in the costume’s             
historic period and today. 
 

 
1 http://www.lacma.org/patternproject. 
2 Fashioning Fashion: Dress in Detail, 1700-1915 (2010-2011) was a LACMA-organized exhibition that 

celebrated a landmark acquisition of historic European fashions from the eighteenth through early 
twentieth century. 

3 LACMA’s invisible felt mount technique is an adapted version of the permanent conservation mounts 
used at Abegg-Stiftung by conservator and curator Johannes Piestch. See Johannes Piestch, “Die 
Kostümsammlung Hüpsch im Hessischen Landesmuseum Darmstadt Bestandskatalog der Männer- und 
Frauenkleidung Studien zu Material, Technik und Geschichte der Bekleidung im 17. Jahrhundert” PhD 
diss., Technischen Universität München, 2008. Retrieved from 
http://mediatum.ub.tum.de/doc/619442/619442.pdf 

4 Reigning Men: Fashion in Menswear, 1715-2015 (2016) was a LACMA-organized exhibition and a thematic 
survey of fashionable men’s dress. 
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“TO LEND CLASS TO WHAT WOULD OTHERWISE BE A BOTHERSOME BORE”: 
GENERAL GEORGE S. PATTON’S GREEN HORNET  

Thursday, March 15th, Juried Session, 3:45 p.m. – 5:15 p.m. 
 

Neal Hurst 
The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation 

 
In July 1940, United States General Charles L. Scott placed Colonel George S. Patton in charge of                 
training the newly established 2nd Armored Division. In an attempt to help build esprit de corps for                 
the armored troops, Patton designed a new uniform and submitted it to the Board of Ordnance for                 
approval. Patton instructed a tailor to construct a sample uniform to fit him personally, and he wore                 
it to the final review of the newly trained division. Standing out with his dark green uniform piped                  
in teal, cut diagonally across the chest and adorned with brass buttons, Patton’s men quickly               
deemed him the “Green Hornet,” and the Board or Ordnance denied the request. 

Over seventy years later, the uniform survives in the collection of the George S. Patton               
Museum of Leadership at Fort Knox, Kentucky. With decades of light exposure, the garment came               
off display for conservation and to be studied for two exacting reproductions. This paper will               
explore the unique uniform through the reproduction process. Each point in the process helped to               
provide a more holistic view and understanding of the garment that remained unknown prior to the                
study. While many Patton and uniform historians have written about this uniform, few individuals              
actually handled the extant garment, leading to many assumptions and misunderstandings. 

Blending research with the physical object and archival materials sheds new light on this              
experimental uniform and what the Board of Ordnance would later develop for tank crews during               
the Second World War. 
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THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING JEWELED: PATRIOTISM AND ADORNMENT 
DURING WORLD WAR I 

Friday, March 16th, Juried Session, 8:30 a.m. – 10:30 a.m. 
 

Ariana Bishop 
Independent Scholar 

 
As one of the largest and deadliest conflicts in global history, World War I—which celebrates its                
centennial anniversary in 2018—influenced every aspect of daily life, including dress and            
adornment. Although often overlooked in comparison to the World War II, The Great War’s impact               
on fashion—specifically, jewelry—was notable. 

Between 1914 and 1918, civilian fashions transformed in response to the turbulent political             
atmosphere, the scarcity of textiles and dyes, and the changing roles of women in society. Lesser                
studied is the impact of the war on jewelry. Most literature maintains that the wearing of jewelry                 
was halted by the war, as public sentiment considered luxurious displays of adornment unbecoming              
during this period of national mourning. However, women did not simply abandon their jewels and               
wait for prosperous times to take them out of their strong boxes. In fact, during the war years, new                   
styles of jewelry were introduced, sales of both semi-precious and precious stones and metals              
remained steady, and Vogue even encouraged American women to don their “loveliest jewels.”1 

As discovered through research at the Museum of Fine Arts, the American woman’s             
relationship with jewelry was quite complex. Her choice of jewelry reflected not only her state of                
personal mourning, but also a wider social phenomenon in which patriotic fervor imbued the              
nation; monumental death caused widespread rejection of mourning; and social roles shifted,            
prompting greater responsibility among women. As a result of these movements, jewelry took on a               
significant role during World War I; no longer simply worn for status or its inherent beauty, jewelry                 
instead became a symbol for patriotism and hope. While women in mourning were discouraged              
from wearing extravagant ornaments, it was acceptable for women to wear jewelry. In fact, certain               
styles emerged due to the demand for tasteful wartime jewelry, including lockets, cameos, chains              
with black enamel or jet beads, and “patriotic” (red, white, and blue) jewelry. Furthermore, as the                
movement against conspicuous mourning wear spread from England to the United States, women             
were urged to refrain from wearing “the selfish insignia of grief,”2 and instead to use fashion in                 
contributing to the war effort. A woman’s patriotic duty was to not only fill the roles left empty by                   
the men at war but also to keep spirits up for the men on leave, the wounded, and the fearful                    
children. Doing their part meant dressing their best and using personal adornment to induce cheer               
and hope. Jewelry was therefore a “means to an end.”3 

 

1 “Fashion: The Importance of being Jeweled,” Vogue 50, no. 10 (November 15, 1917), 54, Vogue Archive, 
Proquest. 

2 “Fashion: War Mourning in Europe and America,” Vogue 51, no. 12 (Jun 15, 1918), 33, Vogue Archive, 
Proquest. 

3 Lillian P. Goldsborough, ‘Fashion: The War Exerts its Influence on Jewellery,” Vogue 51, no. 3 (February 1, 
1918), 64, Vogue Archive, Proquest. 

Edwards, Nina. Dressed for War: Uniform, Civilian Clothing and Trappings, 1914-1918. London: I. B. Tauris, 
2015. 

 “Fashion: The Importance of Being Jeweled.” Vogue 50, no. 10 (November 15, 1917), 54-56. Vogue Archive, 
Proquest. 

“Fashion: The Red, White, and Blue of Jewellery.” Vogue 50, no. 9 (Nov 01, 1917), 72, 160. Vogue Archive, 
Proquest. 

“Fashion: War Mourning in Europe and America.” Vogue 51, no. 12 (June 15, 1918), 30-33. Accessed The 
Vogue Archive, Proquest, June 29, 2017. 

Goldsborough, Lillian P. “Fashion: The War Exerts its Influence on Jewellery.” Vogue 51, no. 3 (February 1, 
1918), 64, 97. Vogue Archive, Proquest. 

“Jewelry Demand Good.” Women’s Wear 16, no. 70 (March 26, 1918), 24. Women’s Wear Daily Archive, 
Proquest.  
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MORE THAN RUBBER: FASHIONABLE OVERSHOES AND THEIR 
MANUFACTURE IN THE LATE 19TH AND EARLY 20TH CENTURIES 

Friday, March 16th, Juried Session, 8:30 a.m. – 10:30 a.m. 

Arlesa Shephard 
SUNY-Buffalo State College 

The purpose of this research is to better understand the          
materials and methods used in the manufacture of rubber         
footwear around the turn of the twentieth century. The history          
of rubber footwear is closely aligned with the history of rubber           
and often is omitted from discussion or briefly mentioned in          
works about the footwear industry. Unlike leather and fabric         
shoes that were sewn and required less skill by the end of the             
nineteenth century, rubber footwear manufacturing was more       
complex. Furthermore, because of the tendency for natural        
rubber to break down over time, artifacts are few within          
museum collections. The rubber shoes contained many other        
components including fabric linings and sometimes fabric or        
leather uppers. Understanding the role that other materials,        
industries, and fashion had on rubber overshoes as the era of           
industrialization began to mature toward the end of the         
nineteenth century is important. 

This research uses an object-based and a history-based        
approach by examining both artifacts and historical documents        
to better understand the materials used, manufacturing       
processes, and the context in which rubber overshoes were         
produced. Existing rubber shoes and shoe samples were examined in addition to an exploration of               
catalogs, trade cards, and other historical documents to better understand the materials and             
manufacturing processes used to create these shoes. 

By the late nineteenth century, people from all levels of society had disposable income to               
invest in shoes for a variety of occasions. The growing popularity of new styles, such as the tennis                  
shoe, a canvas shoe with a rubber sole, forced rubber shoe companies to expand their style offerings                 
to remain competitive. Furthermore, rubber shoe companies began to purchase companies that            
made components for their shoes, such as felting plants for linings. Several types of industries fed                
into the rubber-shoe industry including cotton, woolen, and knitting mills as these helped to supply               
cotton and wool jersey linings and shoe uppers. Catalogs show that shoe styles could be purchased                
in either all rubber (gum) or with a fabric or leather upper. A variety of fabrics were used to create a                     
more fashionable looking rubber shoe. By 1900, a wide variety of styles and shapes were available                
to keep up with the fashion trends in shoes. 

Babcock, Glenn D. History of the United States Rubber Company: A Case Study in Corporation Management. 
Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1966. 

Dooley, William H. A Manual of Shoemaking and Leather and Rubber Products. Boston: Little, Brown and 
Company: Boston, 1912. 

Making Rubber Footwear. United States Rubber Company, 1920. Pamphlet. Brian Sutton-Smith Library and 
Archives of Play, Strong National Museum of Play, Rochester, NY. 
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THE SHAKER SISTERHOOD AND THEIR FABRIC OF FAITH: THE SILK 
KERCHIEFS OF SOUTH UNION 

Friday, March 16th, Juried Session, 8:30 a.m. – 10:30 a.m. 
 

Dr. Carrie H. Cox 
Western Kentucky University 

 
The sericulture of the Shaker “sisters” at South Union, Kentucky, and the silk kerchiefs they               
produced reveal much about the communal lives, work, and faith of these nineteenth-century             
women. Precepts of Shakerism and information about their sericulture frame results from the             
author’s study of the extant silk kerchief collection at South Union Shaker Village. 

The arduous work of sericulture, weaving, and sewing silk kerchiefs was women’s work at              
South Union from the 1830s to the 1880s.1 Guided by Shaker founder Mother Ann Lee’s admonition,                
“Put your hands to work and your hearts to God,” silk kerchiefs were more than tangible articles of                  
clothing; they were reflections of their Shaker faith. The South Union sisters’ collective work in               
sericulture and their cherished silk kerchiefs connected sisters across Shaker villages and to the              
teaching of Mother Ann. 

These silk kerchiefs reflect how Shaker sisters labored communally while travailing           
collectively in their spiritual journey.2 Production of silk reflected the deep commitments these             
sisters had to their Shaker faith, precepts for living, and to one another. Knowing how these women                 
toiled together in the arduous process of sericulture, their Shaker sisters prized these silk kerchiefs               
and praised the hands who made them.3 Although they sold silk to other Shakers and “world’s                
people,” South Union sisters often gifted silk kerchiefs to other sisters.4 Shaker documents reveal              
the heart-felt love among sisters as they wrote letters and poems thanking them for their               
generosity, praising their virtues, and expressing their love for one another. The sisters had the               
collective love and appreciation of their Shaker brothers but effusive expressions of “gospel             
affection” and small “tokens of love” were most overt and frequent among Shaker sisters.5 

Examination of the South Union silk kerchiefs reveals their beauty in their simplicity,             
uniformity, and precision. But simplicity, uniformity, and precision are not only descriptors of these              
kerchiefs; more importantly, these were core Shaker precepts guiding all aspects of life.6 Shaker              
sisters saw in these unassuming silk kerchiefs the beauty that they all possessed through living               
simple, uniform, and precise lives. Silk kerchiefs reflected why sisters were living and laboring              
together to champion the faith and sustain the Shaker community. These sisters’ hands made their               
religious commitments tangible in the form of silk kerchiefs. 

These iridescent silk kerchiefs also provided a burst of color and vibrancy to the sisters’               
largely uniform and drab dress.7 Silk kerchiefs gave an outward hint of the inner beauty and                
femininity hidden beneath. While overt vanity and pride were considered sinful, the bright colors              
(e.g., pink, purple, or light blue) of their silk kerchiefs complemented their femininity and provided               
a modest expression of individuality. 

1 Jonathan Jeffrey and Donna C. Parker. “A Thread of Evidence: Shaker Textiles at South Union, Kentucky.” 
The Register of the Kentucky Historical Society, 94, no. 1 (1996), 33-58. 

2 Robley E. Whitson, The Shakers: Two Centuries of Spiritual Reflection (New York: Paulist, 1983), 86-88. 
3 Sarah Bates, Mount Lebanon, letter to Eldress Nancy E. Moore, South Union, August 15, 1869. Book 

IV:B-20 (microfilm), Shaker Collection, Manuscripts, Western Reserve Historical Society, Cleveland, Ohio. 
4 Beverly Gordon, Shaker Textile Arts (Hanover, NH: University Press of New England, 1980), 169-70. 
5 Rosemary D. Gooden, “‘In the Bonds of True Love and Friendship’: Some meanings of ‘gospel affection’ 

and ‘gospel union’ in Shaker sisters’ letters and poems,” in Women in Spiritual and Communitarian 
Societies in the United States, ed. Wendy E. Chmielewski, et al. (Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University Press, 
1993), 104-9. 

6 Julia Neal, The Kentucky Shakers (Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 1977), 43-44 
7 Beverly Gordon, Shaker Textile Arts, 162-70.  
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HUNTING, MURDER AND BACON: BACKSTORIES OF THREE PRINTED 
HANDKERCHIEFS IN THE COLONIAL WILLIAMSBURG COLLECTION 

Friday, March 16th, Juried Session, 8:30 a.m. – 10:30 a.m. 
  

Christina Westenberger 
The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation 

  
As handkerchiefs, The Chase, Lord Thomas & Fair Eleanor, and The Gammon of Bacon represent the                
latest in Georgian style and fashion. Whether the consumer desired the kerchief as a decorative               
accessory or as a necessity for snuff taking, choosing a copperplate-printed textile displayed to your               
fashionable circle that you knew what was hip and trendy. But what makes these three stories                
fashion worthy of printing onto cloth in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century? And, how                
can we connect these eighteenth-century objects to our twenty-first-century visitor at the Art             
Museums of Colonial Williamsburg? 

The image of The Chase is straightforward; dogs and horses enjoying the hunt. What could               
be more popular on a fashion staple such as a handkerchief, especially when you consider the bevy                 
of decorative arts objects decorated with similar scenes? But Lord Thomas and Fair Eleanor? That’s               
a different story. Research reveals this as a very popular song from the eighteenth century, which                
tells the tale of love, a wedding, and cold blooded murder. Perhaps that is why it continues to be a                    
very popular ballad today. As for The Gammon of Bacon, the kerchief documents a centuries-old               
tradition in Great Dunmow, Essex, England, where couples, who prove they had been happily              
married for a year and a day, could claim a side of bacon—a tradition that continues in Essex today.                   
Using primary sources including prints, advertisements, poems, and music, this presentation will            
explore Hunting, Murder and Bacon: Backstories of Three Printed Handkerchiefs in the Colonial             
Williamsburg Collection and make connections between the objects, the sources, and our guests at              
the Art Museums of Colonial Williamsburg. 
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THE TRAVELING DRESSMAKER: A GLIMPSE INTO THE LIFE OF AN 
AMERICAN SEAMSTRESS 

Friday, March 16th, Juried Session, 8:30 a.m. – 10:30 a.m. 

Kylah Elaine Freeman 
Independent Scholar 

This research project examined the needlework occupations       
held by American women throughout history and initiated the         
process of cataloguing and preserving ten garments from a         
private collection created by New England dressmaker Marian        
Marr (born 1887). Needlework occupations played a significant        
role in shaping American communities and securing prominent        
positions for women in history.1 Women of all backgrounds who          
were employed in the trade had the opportunity to pursue          
“self-development and financial advancement [that was]      
discovered in few other industries open to the woman of limited           
education.”2 However, details regarding female artisans’ lives       
and the dressmaking occupation remain elusive, demonstrating       
a void in history.3 Despite being viewed as an art, dressmaking           
was eventually supplanted by the emergence of technological        
advances and the ready-to-wear industry.4 Nevertheless, it       
remained a profession passed down through generations as        
“women in these families knew the value of skill with a pair of             
shears . . . [because] artisanal families [knew] craft skills          
provided ‘both a livelihood and a legacy.’”5 To obtain this          
information, a thorough review of existing literature and census         
data regarding the dressmaking, seamstress, and tailoring       
occupations was conducted and accompanied by personal interviews with curator Madelyn Shaw            
and author Marla Miller. 

Furthermore, primary research in the form of close observation was performed on ten             
garments—all worn by Marr or her daughter Mary Jane—from dressmaker Marian Marr’s personal             
collection. According to family interviews, Marr began her career as a single woman but continued               
working as a traveling dressmaker for well-to-do clients, even after becoming a wife and mother.               
This occasionally required her to travel and temporarily reside with her clients to complete the               
work. This initial curation and proper preservation of Marr’s creations is intended to facilitate and               
provide impetus for the preservation and cataloguing of over fifty garments, leading to eventual              
exhibition of Marian Marr’s private collection. This exhibition will highlight the importance of the              
craft and techniques as well as the advantages of these often-undervalued needle occupations for              
women. Marr’s bespoke garments and dressmaking-related materials will fill a void in early             
twentieth-century history by providing a glimpse into the life and work of an American dressmaker. 

1 Marla R. Miller, The Needle’s Eye: Women and Work in the Age of Revolution (Amherst: University of 
Massachusetts Press, 2006), 151. 

2 May Allinson, Dressmaking as a Trade for Women in Massachusetts (New York: Columbia University, 
1916), 6. 

3 Miller, “The Last Mantuamaker: Craft Tradition and Commercial Change in Boston, 1760-1845,” Early 
American Studies 4, no. 2 (Fall 2006): 394, https://www.jstor.org.felix.albright.edu/stable/23546428. 

4 Wendy Gamber, “‘Reduced to Science’: Gender, Technology, and Power in the American Dressmaking 
Trade, 1860-1910,” Technology and Culture 36, no. 3 (July 1995): 474, 
https://www.jstor.org.felix.albright.edu/stable/3107238.  
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5 Miller, “Gender, Artisanry, and Craft Tradition in Early New England: The View through the Eye of a 
Needle,” The William and Mary Quarterly 60, no. 4 (October 2003): 763, 
https://www.jstor.org.felix.albright.edu/stable/3491698. 
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Adna, Joseph Hill. Statistics of Women at Work. Washington, DC: Department of Commerce and Labor, Bureau 
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Allinson, May. Dressmaking as a Trade for Women in Massachusetts. New York: Columbia University, 1916. 
Amnéus, Cynthia. “Fashion Designers, Seamstresses, and Tailors.” Berg Encyclopedia of World Dress and 

Fashion (September 2010): 97-103. doi: 10.2752/BEWDF/EDch3015 
Benoit, Colleen S. “A Woman’s ‘Natural’ Work: Sewing and Notions of Feminine Labor in Northeast Ohio, 

1900-1930.” Master’s thesis, Kent State University, 2011. 
Fernandez, Nancy Page. “Innovations for Home Dressmaking and the Popularization of Stylish Dress.” Journal 

of American Culture 17, no. 3 (September 1994): 23-33. doi: 
10.1111/j.1542-734X.1994.t01-1-00023.x. 

Gamber, Wendy. “‘Reduced to Science’: Gender, Technology, and Power in the American Dressmaking Trade, 
1860-1910.” Technology and Culture 36, no. 3 (July 1995): 455-82. https://www.jstor.org 
/stable/3107238. 

Jerde, Judith. “Mary Molloy: St. Paul's Extraordinary Dressmaker.” Minnesota History 47, no. 3 (Fall 1980): 
93-9. http://www.jstor.org /stable/20178671. 

“May 2014 National Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates United States.” BLS.gov. 
https://www.bls.gov/oes/2014/may/oes_nat.htm. 

Miller, Marla R. “Gender, Artisanry, and Craft Tradition in Early New England: The View through the Eye of a 
Needle.” The William and Mary Quarterly 60, no. 4 (October 2003): 743-76. http://www.jstor.org 
/stable/3491698. 

———. “The Last Mantuamaker: Craft Tradition and Commercial Change in Boston, 1760-1845.” Early 
American Studies 4, no. 2 (Fall 2006): 372-424. https://www.jstor.org /stable/23546428. 

———. The Needle’s Eye: Women and Work in the Age of Revolution. Amherst, MA: University of Massachusetts 
Press, 2006. 

Pidgeon, Mary Elizabeth. “Changes in Women's Occupations, 1940 to 1950.” Monthly Labor Review 77, no. 11 
(November 1954): 1205-09. https://www.jstor.org/stable/41831078. 

US Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. “Historical Statistics of the United States, Colonial Times 
to 1970.” Washington, DC: GPO, 1975. 
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CRAFTING HER IMAGE: ELIZABETH PARKE FIRESTONE 
Friday, March 16th, Juried Session, 8:30 a.m. – 10:30 a.m. 

 
Marlise Schoeny and Gayle Strege 

Ohio State Historic Costume & Textiles Collection 
 
Elizabeth Parke Firestone was named one of the "Best Dressed Women in the World" by the                
Couture Group of the New York Dress Institute in the 1950s. Well into her 50s at the time, Mrs.                   
Firestone had cultivated her sense of style for decades. As the wife of Harvey S. Firestone Jr.,                 
ultimately president and CEO of Firestone Tire and Rubber Company in Akron, OH, Elizabeth              
believed it her duty to represent the company and her family to the highest standards at home in                  
Ohio, New York and Newport, RI, or abroad. 

Born in 1897 to a successful merchant in Decatur, IL, Elizabeth aspired early in life to                
become a woman of importance. She was extremely interested in the fine and decorative arts and                
benefitted from a traditional education for an upper-middle-class woman of her time at private New               
England girls’ schools, which taught sewing. This skill she employed on her wedding dress and               
trousseau. Firestone patronized Paris fashion houses beginning in the 1920s, but also bought             
clothing from high-end New York dressmakers and retained the services of at least one local               
dressmaker in Akron for 30 years. Because of her understanding of the maker process, Firestone               
could converse confidently and knowledgeably with her local dressmaker, as well as those in New               
York and design houses in Paris, to craft her personal style. 

Little is published about Elizabeth Parke Firestone and her wardrobe, either in the popular              
press or academically, except for a blog post about her wedding dress on The Henry Ford Museum                 
website, and a master’s thesis by Lois Orr for the University of Akron in 2005—the same year that                  
The Henry Ford museum exhibited some of Firestone’s couture collection. However, many of Mrs.              
Firestone’s couture garments and the family papers are spread among several institutions, the             
Benson Ford Research Center at The Henry Ford having the majority. Additional materials are              
dispersed among many Ohio institutions, including The Ohio State University, the University of             
Akron, and the Western Reserve Historical Society. Examination of several extant garments of Mrs.              
Firestone’s plus the family papers and noted secondary sources were used in this research. 

Interviews with Mrs. Firestone’s dressmaker indicate that she remade the designer and            
high-end ready-to-wear and dressmaker garments or copied them in fabrics Firestone bought in             
Paris. Extant garments confirm this with multiple examples of one dress design in various              
fabrications, some with store labels such as Bergdorf Goodman and others with no label.              
Correspondence between Firestone and Paris design houses exhibit her preferred taste in colors             
and exacting direction to detail—due to her understanding of construction—which when not met,             
led to her strong dissatisfaction. 

As the wife of a business leader and prominent member of society, Elizabeth Parke              
Firestone understood her role in life and the image she needed to project—like a renaissance               
member of a noble family. Her understanding of clothing construction as a maker herself and               
adherence to a high standard of its manufacture, helped her achieve that role. 

 
Bryk, Nancy. “Who Made Elizabeth Parke Firestone’s Wedding Dress?” 

https://www.thehenryford.org/explore/blog/elizabeth-parke-firestones-wedding-dress/ 
Orr, Lois. “Elizabeth Parke Firestone: Her Couture Collection and her Role as a Woman of Influence.” MA 

thesis, University of Akron, 2005. 
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MAKING CONNECTIONS THROUGH WORK AND PLAY 
Friday, March 16th, Juried Session, 8:30 a.m. – 10:30 a.m. 

 
Marilyn DeLong, University of Minnesota 

Kelly Gage, St. Catherine University 
 
Recently, historic costume collections at two universities acquired significant donations from the            
same donor–a professional career woman in Midwestern USA. This fact of dual donor-donations             
was discovered at the last CSA symposium when two colleagues, who are faculty at universities in                
the same region, were sitting together at lunch discussing their recent acquisitions. One collection              
from this donor was received in 2008 and the other in 2016. Initial discussion revealed two very                 
different collections, with the first group of donations being primarily professional work            
clothing–suits basically dark in hue–elegant, sensible, and functional. The other collection consists            
primarily of clothing for play–intense hues of orange, yellow, pink, and turquoise; textures of matte               
straw, shiny silk, and beads; and structures that could be described as exotic in the form of hats,                  
shoes, and other accessories for sunning, boating, and entertaining. 

Upon further examination, it was noted that every piece was designed by Yves Saint Laurent               
for his Rive Gauche collection. During an in-depth interview, the donor explained her lifelong love of                
YSL. She first discovered his designs in the Oval Room in Dayton’s Minneapolis store at the age of                  
12, purchased her first YSL blouse at age 17, and was hooked from that time forward. Initially, she                  
could only afford to buy single pieces, buying a jacket, then a skirt, then trousers—clothing essential                
for work. Although purchased over the course of several seasons, the donor discovered they all               
went together in a mix-and-match way. She disclosed she wore only YSL her entire career as an                 
occupational therapist. For work she wore YSL’s suits, often under her lab coat, finding them to be                 
eminently practical. When one piece wore out, she could replace it from another season. As the                
donor progressed in her career and could afford more YSL, she expanded from the neutral work                
wardrobe to more playful and exotic separates acquiring splendid dresses, capes, hats, shoes, and              
boots. She also expanded her means of acquisition from the local department store to purchasing               
more directly from YSL catalogs. 

The focus of this paper is on making connections between two vastly different             
donations–how these expand the potential understanding of designer and donor and how students             
may gain interest in the variety offered in the two collections. If assessing just one of these                 
collections, one would not understand the level of the donor’s interest in apparel or dedication to                
YSL Rive Gauche. The full extent of the story of this woman is revealed only through study and                  
comparison of the two collections. 

Had we not discovered the coincidence of the donations, we would never have made the               
connections nor would we have understood the full measure of the donor’s interest in this gamut of                 
YSL apparel. Discovering these connections from two university museums has made a profound             
difference on many levels–in what we can do with the collections in terms of collaborative               
exhibitions, in our research of YSL Rive Gauche, and by working together in community outreach. 
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GOLD RUSH: BOOM TIMES AND CHANGING FASHION IN SEATTLE 
Friday, March 16th, Juried Session, 8:30 a.m. – 10:30 a.m. 

Clara Berg 
Museum of History & Industry (Seattle) 

The Klondike Gold Rush of 1897 reshaped Seattle:        
the economy and the population boomed as the city         
was used as a key port to and from the gold fields of             
Alaska. The city was said to have “mined the         
miners,” making money supplying prospectors on      
their way out and offering many opportunities for        
spending new fortunes on the way back. The era         
also produced two of Seattle’s most prominent and        
enduring clothing businesses. Clinton C. Filson      
outfitted miners with rugged outdoor gear,1 and       
John W. Nordstrom used the money that he had         
made in the Alaska to start a small shoe business.2 Over the past 100 years, Nordstrom has grown                  
into a national chain of upscale department stores while Filson has found renewed energy as a                
classic American-heritage brand. 

In 2017, Seattle was named the fastest growing big city in the United States,3 due largely to a                  
boom of the tech industry. Already much has been written about the impact on housing, wealth                
inequality, and traffic, but how is it changing fashion? Do parallels exist between this              
twenty-first-century “Gold Rush” and the one experienced at the turn of the twentieth century? Is               
the clothing industry finding ways to “mine the techies”? Who are the new Filsons and Nordstroms,                
and how are the old stalwarts fairing in this new climate? 

This paper looks at influences such as the tastes of a tech-savvy workforce, the changing               
retail landscape, and emerging entrepreneurs in fashion. It draws from traditional historical            
sources (archived Seattle Times and Seattle Post-Intelligencer) as well as contemporary news            
sources such as local blogs and tech-industry news (Geekwire, Crosscut, Puget Sound Business             
Journal) and social media. The research for this paper is part of a larger research effort for the                  
upcoming exhibition High Fashion / High Function: Style in Seattle at the Museum of History &                
Industry. 

1 Fred Poyner IV, “C. C. Filson Company” Historylink.org http://www.historylink.org/File/11150. 
2 Robert Spector and Patrick D. McCarthy, The Nordstrom Way (New York: John Wiley, 1995), 43. 
3 Gene Balk, “Seattle once again nation’s fastest-growing big city; population exceeds 700,000,” Seattle 

Times online, May 25, 2017. 
http://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/data/seattle-once-again-nations-fastest-growing-big-city-po
pulation-exceeds-700000/. 
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THE NATIONAL AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM: MAKING SENSE OF A UNIQUELY 
COMPLEX COLLECTION 

Friday, March 16th, Juried Session, 8:30 a.m. – 10:30 a.m. 

Jeannie C. Whited 
National Air and Space Museum 

Aerospace has its own impact on fashion, from        
eighteenth-century balloonomania to Chanel’s    
current collection printed with x-rays of      
spacesuits. Still, when you think of the       
Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum,      
costumes are hardly the first thing that comes        
to mind. Or you might think of spacesuits and         
flight attendant uniforms. NASM’s collection of      
approximately 7500 pieces of clothing and      
related items contains an astonishing variety of       
pieces on display and in storage. Hidden gems        
include 1930s dresses owned by Anne Morrow       
Lindbergh and the white vest Gene Kranz wore        
in Mission Control during the Apollo 13       
mission. 

Although the clothing collection is large      
and diverse (and particularly strong in      
occupational wear), NASM is a museum of aerospace history and technology. The museum seldom,              
if ever, considers clothing as artifacts for their aesthetics, construction, design, or documentation of              
a fashion trend. Instead, various curators collect and display pieces as technological advances,             
commemoration of an individual, or representative pieces of an era. Therefore, this complex             
collection is not organized as a typical costume collection. Curatorial responsibility for the clothing              
is spread between many curators, divided by topic such as early aviation or international space               
programs. For example, a competitive aerobatic pilot’s flying suit is in the same collection as the                
airplane she flew. This type of organization can make finding a particular sort of costume               
challenging, and efforts to consistently catalog the collection will be addressed. 

The curatorial organizational structure extends into storage as well, where aero pieces are             
stored separately from their space counterparts. For decades, the costume artifacts (along with             
many others) were stored at the Paul E. Garber Facility in Suitland, Maryland. Over time, space                
became tight, and the buildings aged. A bathroom above the storage leaked; small exterior holes               
allowed in mice, skinks, and other pests. Faced with too few and too small cabinets, clothing was                 
folded and stacked inside wooden drawers. In 2011, NASM began moving clothing to a new storage                
facility at the Steven F. Udvar-Hazy center in Virginia. In preparation, new interior supports were               
made, designed with production-line efficiency in mind alongside artifact well-being. 

This paper, presented by a Museum Specialist in the NASM Collections Management            
department, is based on curator interviews, personal experience, and department policies and            
practices. It will describe curatorial approaches to clothing and the collections move from Maryland              
to Virginia. A basic supplies and vendor list will be made available. 
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COLLECTING AND EXHIBITING FASHION: 
RICHARD MARTIN’S “ALIEN ENDEAVOR” 

Friday, March 16th, Juried Session, 8:30 a.m. – 10:30 a.m. 

Sarah Jean Culbreth 
Fashion Historian 

Richard Martin (1946-1999) was a professor, art historian, magazine editor, lecturer, critic, and             
museum curator. In 1993, he was appointed curator of the Costume Institute at the Metropolitan               
Museum of Art where he mounted two to three exhibitions each year until his death in 1999. Prior                  
to this, Martin was editor of Arts Magazine and Dress, taught at many universities, served as Dean of                  
Graduate Studies at Fashion Institute of Technology (FIT), and Executive Director for the Shirley              
Goodman Resource Center at FIT where, with Harold Koda, he mounted over 70 exhibitions at The                
Museum at FIT His focused and incisive exhibitions were well-received both in the art world and by                 
museum visitors. Martin also was an enormously prolific writer; he published over 150 articles,              
contributed to more than 20 books, and presented over 80 papers before joining the Costume               
Institute. 

Martin’s exhibitions were ground-breaking in their academic approach and in his           
incorporation of theory, history, and art criticism. He also strengthened the Costume Institute’s             
collection through purchases and personal gifts, often ensembles by avant-garde twentieth-century           
designers. These contributions show his keen eye for subversive and thought-provoking objects,            
such as a shredded dress by Yohji Yamamoto and a stunning and, in a time of polychromatic fashion,                  
rare ivory robe à la française. With what Philippe de Montebello called his “extraordinary              
intelligence, unfailing eye, and mesmerizing style,” Martin altered the course of both the Costume              
Institute and the study of textile and dress history through every channel he could find, whether it                 
was writing articles, moderating panels, speaking at conferences, or curating exhibitions. He            
enthusiastically and acutely explored themes of gender and sexuality, questioned fashion’s           
importance in society, and examined the intersection of fashion and art. 

Bookended by Diana Vreeland’s fashion spectacles and the current predilection for           
blockbuster pageantry, Martin’s exhibitions stand apart as academic, critical, and, to use a word not               
often associated with fashion, humble. While at FIT, Martin wrote that “to collect costume is an alien                 
endeavor, an avocation too close to curio and seemingly distant from the high intensity associated               
with the accumulation of so-called high art.” At the Metropolitan Museum of Art, he was able to                 
tackle this undertaking and the Costume Institute became one of the most comprehensive             
collections of its kind. 

By analyzing a selection of his acquisitions and exhibitions at the Costume Institute, I seek to                
identify what made Martin’s approach so remarkable, effectively changing the way we collect and 
exhibit fashion. It is this researcher’s hope that an in-depth look at a curator’s work will provide a 
methodology for critical analysis of the effect that outward-facing professionals in the field of 
fashion and textile history have on both the public and future historians. 

Eric Wilson, “Met Curator Richard Martin Dies,” WWD , November 9, 1999. 
Richard Martin, Flair (New York: Rizzoli, 1992), 12. 
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COSTUME + INTERDISCIPLINARY PERSPECTIVES = AN EXHIBITION WITH 
BROAD AUDIENCE APPEAL 

Friday, March 16th, Juried Session, 8:30 a.m. – 10:30 a.m. 

Jeanine Head Miller 
Henry Ford Museum of American Innovation 

How can making connections between disciplines      
enrich the presentation of costume to museum       
audiences? At the Henry Ford Museum, a       
“collaboration” between the fields of fashion,      
visitor studies, storytelling, and social history      
resulted in a highly engaging costume exhibition.       
Using these perspectives and techniques, the      
exhibition had broad appeal for people of varied        
ages, gender, interests, and backgrounds. Visitors      
were hooked—even those not particularly     
interested in fashion. American Style and Spirit:       
130 Years of Fashions and Lives of an        
Entrepreneurial Family presented clothing and     
accessories of the Roddis family of Marshfield,       
Wisconsin in context-rich interpretation. 

To understand how diverse audiences     
approached costume, we collected data through      
visitor studies. We displayed images of the       
Roddis garments as we conducted short      
interviews about them with a random sample of        
visitors. Indeed, the visuals of the clothing (color,        
fabric, and style) were an initial draw. But, we         
also found that visitors—across age and      
gender—were most intrigued with learning “hat      
these clothes tell you about the family who wore         
them.” and “What these clothes tell you about        
what life was like during particular time       
periods.” These studies confirmed that the      
“deeper hook” of the garments, for many, were        
their personal stories and connection to broader       
stories of American life. 

Fortunately, the Roddis collection was     
unusually well documented. The family had preserved letters, photos, and stories, in addition to the               
clothing.1 This made storytelling—a narrative approach—a ready fit for presenting information           
about the garments and wearers. Why storytelling? The human brain is hard-wired for stories, and               
people like stories about people. 

The exhibition presented the Roddis garments in thematic sections (e.g., weddings,           
shopping, travel, leisure, and homemade couture). Exhibition labels told personal stories           
surrounding the garments and their wearers (done in storytelling style). Sidebar text offered the              
broader social history context. Designers, retailers, date made, and fabrics were included on the              
labels. Short “Look Closer” text called attention to a garment’s style, fabrics, or construction. 

This contextual, layered approach proved extremely effective. The non-specialist         
audience—men, women, and even children—though not deeply interested in fashion, eagerly           
explored the exhibition (and spent more time than average). They enjoyed looking at the garments               
and poured over the labels. Best of all, the labels sparked conversations among visitors about how                
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the garments and stories connected to the visitors’ own lives. 
Did this approach offer enough for “fashionistas”? In the enthusiastic words of a Los Angeles               

fashion blogger: “I’m going to tell all my fashionista friends that they need to see this exhibit!”                 
Specialist audiences enjoyed this experience of fashion enriched by personal stories and broad             
context. 

What contribution does an interdisciplinary approach make to the future of our field? It is               
certainly a natural fit for history museums like the Henry Ford. Yet, it also offers a means of                  
broadening audiences at fashion and art museums. And, in an age of increasing competition for               
people’s leisure time, it can help connect more of the public with the field of costume—in all its                  
facets. 

1 Jane Bradbury and Edward Maeder, American Style and Spirit: Fashions and Lives of the Roddis 
Family, 1850-1995 (London: V&A Publishing, 2016). 
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ENGAGING LABOR, ACKNOWLEDGING MAKER  
Friday, March 16th, Scholars Roundtable, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. 

Laurie Brewer, Rhode Island School of Design 
Dr. Michael Mamp, Central Michigan University 
Sara Bernstein, Pacific Northwest College of Art 

Ariele Elia, FIT, Fordham Law 

From sweatshops to ateliers, costume shops to university apparel studios, fiber farms to science              
labs, museums to costume/wardrobe departments and all points in between—human labor is a             
common denominator across all realms within our field. In conjunction with this year’s conference              
theme, “Making Connections: Manufacturing Knowledge Through Dress Studies,” the 2018 Scholars’           
Roundtable will examine questions, concerns, critiques, and productive possibilities regarding the           
role of human labor in the manufacture of dress, costume, fashion, identity, and history. To what                
degree is labor made (in)visible? How is labor exploited and/or celebrated? Are we adequately              
addressing the ethical complexities of labor in our teaching and research? How might labor become               
a powerful epistemological tool in the classroom? What methods do we use to uncover histories of                
labor and experiences of garment workers? How is labor acknowledged? In the wake of Rana               
Plaza--which came more than a century after the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory Fire--we are left to               
wonder: have we regressed? Our 2018 Scholars’ Roundtable seeks to create a more meaningful and               
productive conversation around labor and our relation to it. 
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STUDY COLLECTIONS: BUILDING AND UTILIZING OBJECT COLLECTIONS FOR 
FASHION EDUCATION 

Friday, March 16th, Juried Session, 2:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. 

Joanna Abijaoude, FIDM Museum 
Sarah C. Byrd, Fashion Institute of Technology 

Sara Idacavage, Parsons School of Design and Pratt Institute 
Elizabeth Way, The Museum at FIT 

Fashion history and fashion design     
education is widely believed to be      
enhanced by interaction with authentic     
historic and contemporary objects. Study     
collections, established and utilized within     
universities, have the power to connect      
students and professors with the     
materiality of fashion. Very often fashion      
history is studied through two-dimensional     
images and fashion design is executed      
through sketching and computer-aided    
design. While these methods are extremely      
important to fashion education, they can      
also lead to a lack of understanding of        
fashion’s materiality. Objects have the     
power to confront students, professors,     
and scholars with processes of making and help them explore the history and innovative potential               
of material culture.  

This panel will explore the topic of study collections from the perspectives of students,              
professors, and museum staff, focusing on students’ experiences within their coursework,           
professors’ experiences in utilizing study collections in their classes, and museum staff’s            
experiences in creating, organizing, and implementing the use of study collections within            
educational institutions. The panelists represent all three perspectives and come from multiple            
academic institutions in New York and Los Angeles. The panel’s aim is to foster discussion on the                 
goals of study collections and to explore different ways to establish new study collections and more                
fully utilize existing ones. 

Elizabeth Way approaches the topic from the perspective of a museum staff person who is               
responsible for maintaining a study collection within a fashion museum and academic institution.             
The Museum at FIT (MFIT) in New York City began as a design laboratory open to FIT professors,                  
students, and fashion industry professionals in 1969. Its collection provided design inspiration,            
exemplified construction techniques, showed examples of textiles, and supported fashion history           
classes. As the design lab transformed into the Museum at FIT, access to the collection became                
increasingly restricted. The museum established a separate study collection in the 1990s, creating a              
group of objects that was representative of the main collection, but used exclusively for hands-on               
study. Today the study collection houses over 1,000 costumes, accessories, and textiles.  

Way will focus on the role of MFIT’s study collection within the larger museum and how it                 
has been built and maintained by the curatorial team. She will also discuss the challenges and                
successes of the collection as it serves FIT, particularly ways of communicating with study              
collection users to provide the best selection of objects for their academic studies. Issues of               
conserving study collection objects has also provided challenges, as the museum’s dedicated            
conservation staff is not able to treat study objects due to time constraints. As a fairly established                 
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study collection that serves hundreds of students per semester, the logistics, procedures, and             
organization of this study collection may serve as a useful model for other institutions. 

Sarah Byrd offers a layered viewpoint on the use of a single study collection in an academic                 
institution, first as a student, then as an educator, and additionally as a temporary museum staff                
member maintaining that collection. Byrd was first introduced to two study collections while a MA               
candidate in the Fashion and Textile Studies program at the Fashion Institute of Technology (FIT).               
The graduate program utilizes the collection at the Museum at FIT to supplement history lectures               
and also maintains a selection of objects within the department for more hands-on training. The               
same collections are now utilized by Byrd as an instructor at FIT in both in the professional studies                  
and graduate programs. Although each course requires different depths of analysis, the material             
culture approach is integral to understanding fashion history and design. As museum staff, Byrd will               
discuss the scope of potential for the use of a study collection in a design school, exploring possible                  
methods of partnership within institutions. Byrd will provide examples of how the opportunity to              
work with objects in a hands-on setting broadens the educational experience for both students and               
teachers. She will also pose questions on ways to increase use among a larger (non-academic)               
population. 

Joanna Abijaoude manages the study collection within the Fashion Institute of Design and             
Merchandising Museum and Galleries (FIDM Museum & Galleries). FIDM is an academic institution             
founded in 1969, and has since grown to encompass four campuses in California. Much like the                
founding of the Museum at FIT, FIDM professors recognized their students’ need to examine              
representative garments in order to fully understand construction techniques and the fundamentals            
of fashion design – an idea that led to establishing the non-profit FIDM Museum in 1978. Abijaoude                 
will focus on how the study collection now acts as a bridge between these two entities, and the                  
Study Collection Manager’s role as liaison between students and professors and the Museum.             
Additionally, Abijaoude faces a unique challenge in managing study collections across FIDM’s four             
campuses (Los Angeles, San Francisco, San Diego, and Orange County), raising questions of how to               
monitor security and uphold collections standards from a distance. Abijaoude will also offer a              
dynamic parallel perspective to the Museum at FIT’s current study collection strategies, as the two               
institutions are similarly structured.  

Sara Idacavage also manages a study collection within an academic institution. However,            
unlike the previous panelists, Idacavage faces a unique set of challenges as her institution, Parsons               
School of Design, does not have a museum collection or a fully established garment archive to grow                 
from. The newly-established Parsons Fashion Study Collection consists of approximately 4,000           
pieces of 19th and 20th century couture and ready-to-wear fashion that was donated by the Costume                
Institute at the Metropolitan Museum of Art over the course of several years starting in 2006 for the                  
purpose of improving the university’s curriculum through hands-on learning. However, despite the            
fact that Parsons has possessed this collection for over one decade, a lack of funding had kept it                  
from being maintained and fully activated as the permanent curricular and research tool that it was                
intended to be. Over the years, there have been a few attempts to make this collection available to                  
the Parsons community through small cataloging projects. However, a lack of funding and dedicated              
staff has made each of these projects short-lived until Idacavage took over as Collections Manager in                
January 2017. Idacavage will discuss the numerous challenges that must be faced when building a               
study collection from the ground up, including the struggle to find ongoing support within the               
university. 
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A METHODOLOGY FOR TEACHING HISTORIC COSTUME THROUGH 
THREE-DIMENSIONAL APPAREL SIMULATION 

Friday, March 16th, Juried Session, 2:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. 

Dr. Anne Porterfield 
NC State College of Textiles 

This paper describes the development of a methodology for         
incorporating three-dimensional (3D) apparel-simulation    
software into the teaching of costume history and historic         
pattern-making. Three-dimensional apparel-simulation   
software, such as Lectra 3D Fit, Gerber Accumark 3D, and Clo           
Atelier, provides the user with the ability to create garment          
simulations by virtually “sewing” flat-pattern pieces and       
draping them on a 3D avatar. This project looks at how that            
capability can be incorporated into a teaching tool for fashion          
and costume classes. 

The teaching of costume history typically involves       
showing students many two-dimensional images of garments       
that often are depicted on a human form that represents the           
idealized body shape of the period. Whether in paintings,         
fashion plates, or photographs, the student of fashion history         
takes in a view of a garment that he or she cannot fully             
appreciate because of differences in average body size and         
posture from century to century. Similarly, those learning        
historic patternmaking for performing arts or reenactment       
costuming have the challenge of translating proportions of        
historic garments to modern bodies. Three-dimensional      
apparel-simulation software offers the opportunity to look at historic garments on an avatar with              
modern proportions. This study looks at how instructors can use this software to demonstrate core               
differences in the cut and fit of clothing from different decades in history. 

This paper focuses on the process of developing simulations from historic garment            
silhouettes and organizing them for presentation to students. Observational research based on            
those two activities will be reported, as will input from experts in the field of costume history and                  
historic reproduction. The result will be a framework for the use of this technology in teaching.                
Factors that must be considered when creating a garment simulation include the source of the               
garment pattern, the type of fabric needed to make it, and the foundation garments used. To                
organize those variables into a usable framework, this study follows the following steps. First,              
simulations of historic garments are developed from multiple pattern sources including existing            
museum reproductions and patterns developed by the researcher. Second, students are recruited to             
facilitate examination of the ways they can interact with the simulations. These include a lecture               
setting, where students view simulations as examples of historic garments, and a lab setting, where               
students work with the actual pattern in the software to either alter the fit or create a new garment                   
design. Finally, observational research data and simulation results are shared with experts to gain              
further insight into the benefit of using this technology in the classroom. 

The resulting framework will benefit both instructors and students of costume history as             
well as those interested in historic pattern-making and using 3D apparel simulation for             
customization of garments. While it will not replace the need for viewing historic garments in               
person and through artwork and photos, this tool can be a part of teaching students how to see                  
details in historic garments. 

Screen Capture of Rendered 3D Garment. 
Simulation by Anne Porterfield.
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Arnold, Janet. Patterns of Fashion: Englishwomen’s Dresses and Their Construction, C. 1660-1860. New York, 
London: Macmillan 1985. 

Du Mortier, Bianca M. Costume and Fashion. Amsterdam: Rijksmuseum, 2016. 
North, Susan, and Jenny Tiramani, eds. Seventeenth-Century Women’s Dress Patterns. London: V&A Publishing, 

2011. 
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DEVELOPING 3D SIMULATIONS OF HISTORIC GARMENTS 
Friday, March 16th, Masterclass, 2:30 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. 

Anne Porterfield 
NC State College of Textiles 

Three-dimensional apparel simulation is an exciting 
tool for researching and understanding historic 
garments. Working from a 2D pattern, the user can 
virtually sew and render a 3D garment on a virtual 
mannequin. This technology has great potential for 
helping instructors of costume history and historic 
pattern-making demonstrate some of the more 
complex details of historic costume silhouette, as well 
as the challenges of creating historic garments for 
modern bodies. This presentation will employ a 
multimedia format to introduce 3D-apparel-simulation 
software, demonstrate how garments are virtually 
stitched together, and show some effects of garment 
details on the efficiency of 3D simulation. 
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Screen Capture of In-Progress 3D Garment. 
Simulation by Anne Porterfield.
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CONNECTING THE DOTS: COLLABORATING TO DECIPHER A POLKA-DOT 
DRESS’S SECRETS 

Friday, March 16th, Juried Session, 4:00 p.m. – 5:30 p.m. 

Alden O’Brien  
DAR Museum 

Mackenzie Sholtz 
Fig Leaf Patterns® 

A collegial collaboration between a museum curator       
and a professional drafter/ historic patternmaker to       
produce scaled patterns for an exhibit catalog yielded        
many insights into the dresses that were patterned,        
enhancing both exhibit labels and catalog entries. The        
project also developed commercial patterns for the       
living history community, allowing the museum’s      
collection to serve a very practical educational       
purpose. This presentation explores insights gained      
from patterning and making a reproduction of one        
dress in the project. 

Alden O’Brien, curator of “ ‘An Agreeable       
Tyrant’: Fashion After the Revolution,” invited      
Mackenzie Sholtz, proprietor of Fig Leaf Patterns©,       
to pattern some of the dresses in the exhibit for the           
catalog, following the Janet Arnold model, and to        
make full-size, scaled commercial patterns of      
additional garments in the exhibit (dresses,      
outerwear, undergarments, and accessories) for     
living history practitioners. The project grew to       
include Colonial Williamsburg’s tailors Mark Hutter      
and Mike McCarty (and intern Ike Cech), who        
volunteered to pattern several men’s coats in the show. DAR Museum volunteer Dr. Carolyn              
Dowdell took patterns of five garments. All patterns were sent to Mackenzie for formatting. 

Patterning a garment requires detailed examination, calling attention to construction details           
and evidence of prior use. Patterning dresses dated about five years apart, over a span of nearly fifty                  
years, puts each in a continuum. Making a reproduction provides still more information about              
construction, the maker’s skills and thought process, the wearer’s taste, and even her body shape.               
All of this enhances curatorial understanding of an object, improving the quality of information              
shared with the public. 

For this presentation, we present a case study. A printed cotton dress of about 1810 proved                
far more complex than it first appeared. Its ruffles combined, oddly, bias and straight-grained strips.               
Stitch marks and piecing seams on the bodice were evidence of handy remaking. We speculated               
about a 1790s incarnation, when skirts had more fullness. Having patterned two 1790s dresses in               
the exhibit, 1790s design details were fresh in our minds. Mackenzie theorized that an earlier skirt                
panel had been removed for updating the dress after 1800. Moving around the “puzzle pieces” of                
the 1810s design, Mackenzie proved that such a panel would provide fabric for the extant dress’s                
cuffs, bodice lengthening, and ruffles—if some ruffles were cut on the straight, as we see in the                 
extant dress. 

Throughout the process, the two historians, curator, and patternmaker discussed the           
evidence, exchanged opinions, and weighed theories. The entire project brought together the            
tailors, a curator, a patternmaker/historian, and a recent PhD whose dissertation focused on             
alterations in eighteenth-century dresses. It thus combined many skill sets and resources, uniting             
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antique garments, historic construction techniques, and computer technology. The project was           
useful and educational for all concerned and may serve as a model for more such collaborations.                
(The original dress and Mackenzie’s reproduction of the speculative previous incarnation will be             
brought to the presentation.)  
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EYE, MIND, HAND: WHAT THE TAILOR KNOWS 
Friday, March 16th, Juried Session, 4:00 p.m. – 5:30 p.m. 

Catherine Roy 
Independent Scholar and Custom Tailor 

A study of over 100 pattern-drafting systems,       
published between 1800 and 1920, found that the        
systems changed with the economy and society, and        
they fell easily into early industrial, transitional, and        
modern periods. Tailors began by drawing patterns       
directly onto fabric and drafting techniques changed       
with time. The intended users of the systems        
changed from small-shop tailors and general users to        
cutters in larger shops, a result of the move away          
from small-shop production. Many tailors have      
incorporated considerations for the body posture      
and corpulence of their customers into garments,       
and so did the published pattern-making systems.       
Over the study period, quantitative methods rather       
than observation were increasingly employed to account for deviations from the normal body.             
Drafting in quarter-scale tested the systems and gave more reliable results as the systems improved               
in their layout, quality of technical drawings, and the clarity of directions. Major cutting schools in                
New York, London, and Chicago published many of the modern period systems. These systems’              
instructions were clear, and the drafts, drawn on grids, have changed little since. 

Although bibliographies of over four-hundred pattern-drafting systems have been available          
for decades, very few costume historians have studied them. These primary sources have valuable              
information about the design, construction, and fit of tailored garments. Why have they remained              
unexamined? 

As a practicing men’s tailor, I found the systems relatively easy to read. I had been trained at                  
a technical school in the late 1970s by a tailor, himself trained in northern Italy during the 1930s.                  
The trade vocabulary in nineteenth-century publications differed from modern usage, but I soon             
caught on. What was remarkable was the consistency in the methods employed over two centuries.               
From working with clients to the final pressing of a garment, the trade remains remarkably similar.                
Quotes from period sources illustrate how the tailor uses his/her eye to assess the customer and                
style, the mind to make a pattern that fits and to organize a several hundred-step construction                
process, and the hand to create the sculptural form that is the business suit. Makers hold the key to                   
unlocking ages-old knowledge about dress. 

Seligman, Kevin L. Cutting for All! Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1996. 
Trautman, Patricia A. “Clothing America.” Costume Society of America, Region 2, 1987. 
Zakim, Michael. “The Reinvention of Tailoring.” In Ready-Made Democracy: A History of Men’s Dress in the 

American Republic, 1760-1860. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003. 
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DESKILLING AMERICAN WOMEN: THE EVOLUTION OF PATTERN DRAFTING 
AND SEWING IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY 

Friday, March 16th, Juried Session, 4:00 p.m. – 5:30 p.m. 

Linda Przybyszewski 
University of Notre Dame 

Traditionally, labor historians of the United States focused on         
the transfer of artisanal knowledge from the male worker to          
either industrial management or industrial machinery. The       
narrative has been one of the loss of power and knowledge.           
Labor historians of women have focused similarly on factory         
workers and labor organizers. In contrast, work on the demise           
of professional dressmakers notes the process of deskilling        
but attributes it to the democratization of the pattern-drafting         
system and men’s access to capitalization to grow the garment          
industry. There are studies of girls and women making clothes          
at home—the place they most commonly labored until the late          
twentieth century, yet the connections between domestic       
women’s work and the loss of domestic artisanal knowledge         
have been neglected. Despite the rise of ready-to-wear, home          
sewing represented one of women’s most common encounters        
with artisanal labor and technology—making—and, as the       
century progressed, this work underwent a drastic decline in         
required artisanal knowledge and technical skills—unmaking. 

Using textual and illustrative analysis of two kinds of         
sewing publications, supplemented by the author’s expertise       
as a dressmaker, this paper traces the distinctive ways in          
which American girls and women learned and lost artisanal skills in the early twentieth century. It                
will consider first the devolution of the lessons in pattern drafting and sewing offered from the                
1930s through 1960s in the major home economics school textbooks and in ephemeral publications              
from the commercial companies, including Singer, Butterick, and Vogue. For example, the first             
project in 1930s junior-high textbooks was drafting a slip from body measurements, a kind of               
training that would disappear from textbooks by the 1960s. This paper also will trace the               
devolution of skills required by commercial sewing instructions and patterns for a selection of              
“easy-to-make” dresses from the 1930s to the 1970s. An easy-to-make dress from 1932 in Vogue               
Patterns, for example, featured a draped collar and a matching toque, which required at least eleven                
fabric pieces, while the description of a 1960s shift dress boasted that it was made of only three                  
pieces. Although these two kinds of primary sources have their limitations—their reception cannot             
be measured readily—they do avoid the problem of the construction of memory that arises with               
solely biographical and oral histories of home dressmaking. 

This paper will show how women’s access to drafting knowledge, design training, and             
artisanal technique first flourished and later was increasingly curtailed as domestic work took on              
oppressive political connotations and design aesthetics shifted to the stark simplicity of line in the               
1960s. The result was a deskilling of American women similar to what male mechanics had               
undergone decades earlier, but distinctive in its relationship to both technology and design. This              
research suggests that the process of women’s deskilling throws into doubt the idea of domestic               
work’s meaning as necessarily oppressive in its political implications when it might have             
represented artisanal opportunity to historical makers.
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DORISSA OF MIAMI AND SYLVIA WHYTE: 
FLORIDA-MADE CHILDREN’S WEAR 

Friday, March 16th, Juried Session, 4:00 p.m. – 5:30 p.m. 

Jennifer Farley Gordon 
Independent Scholar 

During the second half of the twentieth century, Southern         
Florida, particularly the city of Miami, emerged as a         
significant center for children’s wear production. This       
paper examines two of the Florida industry’s leading        
children’s wear designers and manufacturers, Doree      
Selevan and Sylvia Whyte, within the context of the         
changing children’s ready-to-wear wear market from the       
1960s to the 1990s. 

Doree Selevan was the creative force behind the        
label Dorissa of Miami, established in 1965. The Dorissa         
line was characterized by romantic dresses—what its       
designer considered the antithesis of the rising “denim        
uniform.”1 A former children’s wear retailer, Sylvia Whyte        
emerged as a full-fledged children’s wear designer around        
1964, developing an oeuvre of traditional designs later        
described as “pretty and saucy with class.”2 Both Dorissa of          
Miami and Sylvia Whyte’s eponymous line were positioned        
as high price and high style. 

According to scholar Deirdre Clemente, Southern      
Florida developed a reputation for sportswear during the        
first half of the twentieth century, blossoming into an         
important manufacturing center for the product category       
after World War II.3 Unlike many of their Miami peers,          
both Selevan and Whyte specialized in “dressy dresses” for         
children rather than sports- or swimwear. During the years Selevan and Whyte formed their design               
businesses, Florida was touted as “America’s fastest growing children’s market.”4 

An examination of the Miami children’s wear industry provides a glimpse into making on              
many levels. Selevan and Whyte helped to build a regional fashion center for children’s clothing but                
also generated fashion news by promoting dressy fashions amidst the surging popularity of             
sportswear and denim. Using historical method, this paper explores the careers of two makers at               
the heart of an under-researched industry, as they built and adapted their children’s wear              
businesses during the second half of the twentieth century. 

1 “Girls Will Be Girls,” Linton Daily Citizen, February 4, 1977, 3. 
2 Angela Cuccio, “From Miami: Big Fashion for Little Girls,” Women’s Wear Daily, December 17, 1984, 5. 
3 Deirdre Clemente, “Made in Miami: The Development of the Sportswear Industry in South Florida, 

1900-1960,” Journal of Social History 41, no. 1 (Fall 2007): 127. http://www.jstor.org/stable/25096443. 
4 Women’s Wear Daily, August 21, 1963, 35. 
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MARIE THÉRÈSE: MAKING COUTURE 
Friday, March 16th, Juried Session, 4:00 p.m. – 5:30 p.m. 

 
Christina Frank 

Los Angeles County Museum of Art 
 

As an Institute of Museum and Library Sciences curatorial and collections fellow at the Los Angeles                
County Museum of Art (LACMA), I have the privilege of taking part in an inventory of the Costume                  
and Textiles Department. This position has granted me hands-on access to over 20,000 objects,              
many of which have not been seen for decades. With such limitless research opportunities, I relied                
on intuition and personal aesthetics to choose this project, centered on a 1930s evening dress. 

The evening dress in question displays attributes typical of the period; it is a full-length               
bias-cut gown in two parts with an underdress and a lace overdress. A label reading “Marie                
Thérèse” with a Nice, France address is sewn into the seam of the skirt. In my research, I have found                    
garments in other museum collections connected to the label Marie Thérèse; some only have the               
Marie Thérèse label; others have both this label and the label of a noted couture designer. I also                  
have found what appears to be two identical dresses in separate collections—one with a Marie               
Thérèse label and one with the label of a known couture designer. 

In the pre-war years, Paul Poiret spearheaded laws that guided the practice of licensing              
copies of couture designs for production.1 These laws were intended to channel copies of Paris               
couture into foreign markets, with the stipulation that reproductions within France were not             
allowed at that time.2 My research indicates that Marie Thérèse was operating as a dressmaking               
salon beginning in the 1920s and that by the 1950s, the salon had likely transitioned into executing                 
authorized copies of couture designs. 

All of the Marie Thérèse garments that I have identified display a high level of               
craftsmanship. Several were owned and worn by Princess Grace Kelly of Monaco. The evening dress               
in LACMA’s collection is made from stunning textiles and is skillfully constructed with hand              
finishings. No matter where the designs of the Marie Thérèse garments were conceived, the quality               
of the objects attests to the expertise of the dressmakers in Nice. 

This presentation will share my object-based research on the dress in LACMA’s collection             
alongside contextual information including the donor and wearer of the garment, the fashion scene              
in 1930s Nice, and the evolving relationship provincial dressmaking salons, namely Marie Thérèse,             
had with Paris couture. 
 
1 Nancy Troy, Couture Culture: A Study in Modern Art and Fashion (Cambridge, MA, MIT Press, 2003), 268. 
2 Mary Stewart, “Copying and Copyrighting Haute Couture: Democratizing Fashion, 1900-1939,” French 

Historical Studies 28, no.1 (Winter 2005):111. 
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THE ARTISTIC JOURNEY OF ISABELLE DE BORCHGRAVE 
Friday, March 16th, Juried Session, 4:00 p.m. – 5:30 p.m. 

Dennita Sewell 
Phoenix Art Museum 

Belgian painter, Isabelle de Borchgrave, has made a name for herself in the art world through her                 
approach to color, trompe l’oeil and synthesis. In the 1970s she opened Tour de Bebelle, her studio                 
and shop in the Sablon quarter of Brussels, where hand-painted fabrics were to be found alongside                
canvases, pastels and paintings. In 1994, after visiting The Costume Institute at The Metropolitan              
Museum of Art, de Borchgrave and her collaborator Rita Brown, a theatrical costumer began to               
make a series historical fashions from painted paper they called Papiers a la Mode. Since their first                 
exhibition in 1999 at Musee de L’Impression sur Etoffes, in Mulhouse, France. Papiers a la Mode and                 
subsequent series created by de Borchgrave including The World of Mariano Fortuny, Splendor of              
the Medicis, and Les Ballets Russes have been in constant demand for exhibitions all around the                
world. These exhibitions have consistently surpassed expected attendance goals. 

Using original archival research from de Borchgrave’s studio, this paper will give a brief              
background of the artist and her training and how the collaboration with Brown originated and               
evolved. Then, how her work was impacted when Brown retired and de Borchgrave realized she               
could no longer keep up with the world wide demand for the works on her own and began to hire                    
staff and interns who primarily had fashion training rather than historical training. How does the               
change in collaborators impact the work and the making process? What is the essence of the work                 
that is consistently de Borchgrave’s unique sensibility and point of view? How does she decide what                
she wants to make? These questions form the basis of the first part of the paper with a perspective                   
from de Borchgrave’s studio. 

For comparison, the paper discusses the evolution of de Borchgrave’s work in relation to the               
increased popularity of fashion in museums over the last decades and how that has affected the                
demand for her work. The paper concludes with the public’s deep interest and fascination with de                
Borchgrave’s making process. Using archival and contemporary photos of Isabelle in her studio, this              
paper explores that making process and the viewer’s response. The sensory nature of the works               
evoke a feeling that although it may be oblique in a technical understanding of her making process,                 
gives a true level of connection and satisfaction to the making process within the observer. As a                 
point of connection to the symposium venue, Colonial Williamsburg, the paper will also discuss the               
18th century works that de Borchgrave has created, including the recreation of Marie Antoinette’s              
boudoir in the Palace of Versailles, will be included in the presentation.  
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STITCHING THROUGH TIME: CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION AS 
HISTORIC INTERPRETATION 

Friday, March 16th, Juried Session, 4:00 p.m. – 5:30 p.m.  
 

Elizabeth Korsmo 
University of Washington 

 
The wearing costumes for living history and reenactment has been studied on many occasions, with               
investigations of how costumes affect the wearers' bodies and experiences, as well as participants'              
motivations for wearing costumes. Research has shown that costumed interpreters have a positive             
effect on spectators' understanding and handling reproduction garments can help museum visitors            
relate to historic clothing. In yet more instances, the makers and wearers of reproduction textiles               
reported improved understanding of historic clothing construction techniques and of body carriage            
and movement. Other studies have investigated how living history costumes are acquired and how              
reenactors and hobby costumers handle “authenticity” in their garments. This study investigates            
garment construction and maintenance as living history interpretive activities to better understand            
how spectators' living history experiences are shaped by observing or participating in            
clothing-based activities led by costumed individuals. 

Between July 2017 and January 2018, I conducted short interviews with spectators at four              
different living history venues in the Puget Sound region: one Civil War battle event, a local history                 
reenactment, a Renaissance festival, and a living history museum. All events were staffed fully or in                
part by volunteers and had at least one costumed individual engaging in garment construction or a                
related textile craft. The visitors—adults who had engaged with the textile demonstration—were            
asked about their reasons for attending the event, their opinions on the clothing and crafts present,                
and if/how the demonstrations had changed their knowledge and/or opinions on the clothing of the               
period. An online version of the interview questions also was made available, but I received few                
responses. 

The results thus far suggest that people who seek out living history events and chose to                
interact with textile artists have a strong respect for and interest in past modes of life; they also                  
spoke highly of interactive learning. Most respondents had attended living history events before             
and had strong memories of costumed interpreters, recalling specific sites and activities from years              
before. These visitors viewed the reenactors' costumes as proof of authenticity, as well as a               
necessary part of the setting—more than one visitor invoked the idea of time travel, and others felt                 
that the demonstrations would have less impact if performed by persons wearing modern clothing.              
Visitors expressed feeling empathy with the people who lived in the period, and seeing other people                
wearing reproduction garments and performing certain activities helped the spectators to imagine            
themselves doing the same work and wearing the same clothing. Some visitors had even been               
inspired to take up a craft or start doing living history themselves. They also reported feeling                
respect for the work required to make clothing and other material goods; seeing the processes               
helped them to understand the value of the produced goods. 

 
Daugbjerg, Mads. "Patchworking the Past: Materiality, Touch and the Assembling of ‘Experience’ in American 

Civil War Re-Enactment." International Journal of Heritage Studies 20, no. 7-8, 2014: 724-41. 
Auslander, Mark. "Touching the Past: Materializing Time in Traumatic ‘Living History’ Reenactments." Signs 

and Society 1, no. 1 (2013): 161-83. 
Barber, E. J. W. Women's Work: The First 20,000 Years: Women, Cloth, and Society in Early Times. New York: 

Norton, 1994. 
Davidson, Hilary. "Reconstructing Jane Austen's Silk Pelisse, 1812-1814." Costume 49, no. 2 (2015): 198-223. 
Gapps, Stephen. "Mobile Monuments: A View of Historical Reenactment and Authenticity from inside the 

Costume Cupboard of History." Rethinking History 13, no. 3 (2009): 395-409. 
Gau, Colleen. "Physiologic Effects of Wearing Corsets: Studies with Reenactors." Dress 26, no. 1 (1999): 63-70. 
Goodman, Ruth. How to Be a Tudor: A Dawn-to-Dusk Guide to Tudor Life. New York: Liveright, 2016. 
_____. How to Be a Victorian: A Dawn-to-Dusk Guide to Victorian Life. New York: Liveright, 2014. 
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Johnson, Katherine M. "Rethinking (re)doing: Historical Re-enactment And/as Historiography." Rethinking 
History, 2015, 1-14. 

Malcolm-Davies, Jane, Caroline Johnson, and Ninya Mikhaila. ""And Her Black Satin Gown Must Be 
New-Bodied": The Twenty-First-Century Body in Pursuit of the Holbein Look." Costume 42, no. 1 
(2008): 21-29. 

Malcolm-Davies, Jane. "Borrowed Robes: The Educational Value of Costumed Interpretation at Historic Sites." 
International Journal of Heritage Studies 10, no. 3 (2004): 277-93. 

Miller, Kimberly A. "Gender Comparisons within Reenactment Costume: Theoretical Interpretations." Family 
and Consumer Sciences Research Journal 27, no. 1 (1998): 35-61. 

Miller-Spillman, Kimberly A. "Male Civil War Reenactors' Dress and Magic Moments." In Men's Fashion Reader, 
edited by Andrew Reilly and Sarah Cosbey, 445-64. New York: Fairchild, 2008. 

Miller-Spillman, Kimberly A., and Min-Young Lee. "Female Civil War Reenactors’ Dress and Magic Moments." 
In Fashion, Design and Events, edited by Kim Williams, Jennifer Laing, and Warwich Frost, 69-83. 
London: Routledge, 2013. 

Smith, Dina C., and Casey R Stannard. "Negotiating Personal Needs and Authenticity." Clothing and Textiles 
Research Journal 34, no. 4 (2016): 287-302. 

Strauss, Mitchell D. "A Framework for Assessing Military Dress Authenticity in Civil War Reenacting." Clothing 
and Textiles Research Journal 19, no. 4 (2001): 145-57. 
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FASHIONING FEMININITY IN THE LATE 18TH-CENTURY POPULAR PRINT: 
PERCEPTIONS OF WOMEN AND DRESS 

Friday, March 16th, Juried Session, 4:00 p.m. – 5:30 p.m. 

Kaila Temple 
Smith College 

The depiction of fashion and fashionable women in late eighteenth-century English popular prints is              
a lens for exploring societal perceptions of femininity. Prints produced and sold in print shops were                
an important part of visual culture and can provide information about fashion, style, and taste. The                
topics depicted vary. Some are outright political or social satires, while others seek to reproduce               
paintings or illustrate popular scenes and tropes. Prints depicting fashionable or charming scenes             
generally are categorized as “drolls”.1 Many famous satirical works, such as those by Rowlandson              
and Gillray, can be easily interpreted by the modern viewer when placed within a well-recorded               
political history. Historians and art historians have explored the topic of satire, both of fashion and                
politics, as well as the role of the print in visual culture, but most studies of the late                  
eighteenth-century popular print have not explicitly delved into the subtler role of the print in               
terms of portrayal of fashion and fashionable women. Although these prints have been discussed              
previously in a societal context, they are rarely a focus in dress-history scholarship. Captions often               
are vital to understanding a print’s message as a modern viewer. This paper argues that the                
captions, along with the sartorial content of the prints that render the images humorous, are useful                
as keys to understanding late eighteenth-century English attitudes towards feminine dress and            
fashion. 

Dress is a strong visual signifier of class, profession, refinement, and taste, and late              
eighteenth-century printmakers were keenly aware of its role in how viewers perceived people.             
Depictions of dress, whether they encompassed overall style and fashionability, or particular modes             
and garments, contributed to the construction of easily readable types. Fashionable women,            
regardless of social status, were frequent targets of the satirical print, and the sheer volume of                
images, satirical and droll, seeking to portray these creatures of fashion demonstrates the power of               
dress as an effective visual signifier. For instance, a ca.1780 mezzotint, captioned “Rigging for a               
Cruise” shows a fashionable woman in a toilette scene, dressed to go out, accompanied by a                
caricature of a procuress.2 The printmaker pays close attention to the rendering of the fashionable               
clothes and millinery both women wear. Because their clothing is so painstakingly depicted, the              
viewer may surmise visually that her dress must have meaning beyond aesthetics, but only the               
caption clearly illuminates the intended meaning of this print as a satire of the well-dressed               
prostitute. By identifying specific visual and verbal cues of dress and compiling a study of their                
occurrence in late eighteenth century prints and captions, this paper connects knowledge of English              
dress to ideas about societal archetypes and the manner in which contemporary viewers likely              
interpreted the images. 

1 Cindy McCreery, The Satirical Gaze: Prints of Women in Late Eighteenth-Century England (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 2008), 6. 

2 Mezzotint captioned “Rigging for a Cruise,” ca.1780, National Maritime Museum PAF4104. 

Campbell, Timothy. Historical Style: Fashion and the New Mode of History, 1740-1830. Philadelphia: University 
of Pennsylvania Press, 2016. 

Gatrell, V. A. C. City of Laughter: Sex and Satire in Eighteenth-Century London. New York: Walker, 2007. 
McCreery, Cindy. The Satirical Gaze: Prints of Women in Late Eighteenth-Century England. Oxford: Clarendon 

Press, 2008. 
Monteyne, Joseph. From Still Life to the Screen: Print Culture, Display, and the Materiality of the Image in 

Eighteenth-Century London. New Haven: Yale University Press, 2013. 
Ribeiro, Aileen. "Reading dress in Hogarth's 'Marriage a-la-mode.’" Apollo: The International Magazine of Arts 

432 (1998), 49-50. 
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Styles, John. The Dress of the People: Everyday Fashion in Eighteenth-Century England. New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 2013. 

Tague, Ingrid H. Women of Quality: Accepting and Contesting Ideals of Femininity in England, 1690-1760. 
Woodbridge, UK: Boydell and Brewer, 2002. 
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MAKING A MILLINER: CONNECTING THEORY AND PRACTICE THROUGH 
EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING AT COLONIAL WILLIAMSBURG  

Friday, March 16th, Juried Session, 4:00 p.m. – 5:30 p.m. 

Meg V. Furler 
University of Alberta 

Rebecca Starkins, Janea Whitacre, and Sarah Woodyard 
The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation 

This research explored the bodily engagement of sewing a         
1777 outfit based on a portrait by John Collet. To understand           
the complexity of eighteenth-century gown making, this       
research focused on the techniques involved in sewing a         
reconstruction garment to the size of the researcher. The aim          
of this research was to recreate a gown, quilted petticoat, and           
accessories during an eight-week internship at Colonial       
Williamsburg in Williamsburg, Virginia. By studying the       
portrait Bachelor’s Fare, or Bread and Cheese with Kisses by          
John Collet and using extant garments as a foundation for          
research, this outfit was recreated using eighteenth-century       
construction techniques. The key question for this research        
was to understand the making process by using        
eighteenth-century techniques. Through performing the     
tasks of recreating an eighteenth-century outfit, this research        
brought life to the portrait by John Collet creating a          
connection between clothing and the artist. 

Baumgarten, Linda. “The Layered Look: Design in 
Eighteenth-Century Quilted Petticoats.” Dress 34, no. 1 
(2007): 7-31. 

Baumgarten, Linda. "Vase-Pattern Wholecloth Quilts in the Eighteenth-Century Quaker Community." 
Uncoverings 36 (December 2015): 7-34. 

Baumgarten, Linda, and Kimberly Smith Ivey. Four Centuries of Quilts: The Colonial Williamsburg Collection. 
New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2014. 

Collins, Jessica. “Jane Holt, Milliner, and Other Women in Business: Apprentices, Freewomen and Mistresses in 
the Clothworkers’ Company, 1606-1800.” Textile History 44, no. 1 (May 2013): 72-94. 

Dowdell, Carolyn. “Fruits of Nimble Fingers: Garment Construction and the Working Lives of 
Eighteenth-Century English Needlewomen.” Master’s thesis, University of Alberta, 2010. 

Erickson, Amy Louise. “Eleanor Mosley and Other Milliners in the City of London Companies, 1700-1750.” 
History Workshop Journal 71 (2011): 147-72. 

Hersh, Tandy. "Quilted Petticoats." In Pieced By Mother: Symposium Papers, 4-11. Lewisburg, PA: Oral 
Traditions, 1988. 

Jones, Ceri. “An Illusion That Makes the Past Seem Real: The Potential of Living History for Developing the 
Historical Consciousness of Young People.” PhD thesis, University of Leicester, 2011. 

McClung Fleming, E. “Artifact Study: A Proposed Model.” Winterthur Portfolio, 9 (1974): 153-73. 
Martinez-Yu, Therese. “Five Building Blocks: A Study of Madeleine Vionnet’s Construction Techniques 

Explained to the Novice through the Exploration of Five Patterns by Betty Kirke.” Master’s thesis, 
University of Alberta, 2013. 

Porter, Roy. “Making Faces: Physiognomy and Fashion in Eighteenth-Century England” Etudes Anglaises 38, 
no. 4 (October 1985): 385-96. 

Prown, Jules David. “Mind in Matter: An Introduction to Material Culture Theory and Method.” Winterthur 
Portfolio, 17 no. 1 (1982): 1-19. 

Academic intern Meg Furler in front of the Margaret 
Hunter Millinery Shop. 
Photograph by Benjamyn McKay.
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Sharpe, Pamela, and Stanley D. Chapman. “Women’s employment and industrial organisation: commercial 
lace embroidery in early nineteenth-century Ireland and England.” Women’s History Review 5, no. 3 
(2006): 325-51. 

Wasson, Christina. “Ethnography in the Field of Design.” Human Organization 59, no. 4 (Winter 2000): 377-88. 
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WALKER ACADEMY OF IRISH DANCE PERFORMANCE 
Friday, March 16th, 5:45 p.m. – 6:15 p.m. 

To close our conference and to kick off St. Patrick’s Day weekend the Walker Academy of Dance 
will perform. The performers will be dancing both soft shoe and hard shoe dances. They will 
begin with two reels - the first will be by the Beginner through Novice level dancers, the second 
by the Prizewinner, Preliminary Championship, and Open Championship level dancers. The 
third dance will be a slip jig, performed by the Beginner through Novice level class. They will 
finish with a treble reel (hard shoe), performed by the Prizewinner, Prelim, and Open Champ 
class. Following their performance, Jenny Lynn, a dancer at the Walker Academy, and an 
Apprentice Tinsmith at Colonial Williamsburg, will have a question and answer session about 
their costumes. 

The Walker Academy has locations in Virginia Beach and Williamsburg.  Students are 
trained to dance recreationally and competitively under the world's largest dance organization, 
An Coimisiun Le Rinci Gaelacha. J.R. Walker is an accredited teacher (TCRG) with this 
organization.  Dancers have competed in local competitions, the Southern Region Oireachtas, 
and major international competitions such as All Irelands, Great Britains, All Scotlands, North 
American Nationals, and Worlds. 

. 
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The Costume Society of America would like to recognize the 
CSA Endowment for their generous support  

of funding the following awards: 

Adele Filene Student Presenter Grant 
Angels Project 

Betty Kirke Excellence in Research Award 
College and University Collection Care Grant 

Costume Design Award plus stipend 
CSA Travel Research Grant plus stipend 

Millia Davenport Publications Award plus stipend 
Richard Martin Exhibition Award: Large Museum plus stipend 
Richard Martin Exhibition Award: Small Museum plus stipend 

Small Museums Collection Care Grant 
Stella Blum Student Research Grant plus symposium expenses 

One-day symposium registration for awardees to present papers and posters 

Thank you to the following for their 
donation to the 2018 Angels Project: 
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2018 MAKING CONNECTION SYMPOSIUM SPONSORS 
Thank you to all our 2018 Sponsors for their generous support ! 

Apprentice ($10) Journeyperson ($25) Foreman ($50) Master ($100) 

Lalon Alexander Judi Dawainis Kaye Boyer Ryan Mary Turner Gilliland 
Theresa Alexander Mary Gibson Nancy Deihl Norma Greene 

Mariah Jett Gayle Strege Jacqueline Field Julia Henri 
Marian Ann J. Margaret T. Ordonez Adam MacPharlain 
Montgomery Rebecca Jumper 

Matheson 

Sponsorship as of February 19th. 
Want to become a sponsor? Check out the registration desk for more info! 

Visit the CSA Marketplace! 

March 13th 6p.m.-9p.m. in Colony E 
March 14th 8a.m.-2p.m. in Colony E 

Bloomsbury Publishing 

Colleen Callahan &  
Newbie Richardson 

“Pashets” 

The Costume Society of  America 
Book Series 

Hangerbee 

Intellect Books (UK) 

Sign of the Gray Horse 

Southeastern Museums Conference 

Taylor and Francis Group 

Yale University Press 

Zephyr Preservation Studio
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Yale university press YaleBooks.com/art

Diamonds
An Early History of the 
King of Gems
Jack Ogden

Clothing Art
The Visual Culture of 
Fashion, 1600–1914 
Aileen Ribeiro

Fashion in Steel
The Landsknecht Armour  
of Wilhelm von Rogendorf
Stefan Krause
With a contribution by  
Andreas Zajic and a preface  
by Sabine Haag
Distributed for the Kunsthistorisches 
Museum, Vienna

The World Atlas of 
Street Fashion
Caroline Cox

Dressing Dangerously
Dysfunctional Fashion 
in Film
Jonathan Faiers

Pretty Gentlemen
Macaroni Men and the 
Eighteenth-Century 
Fashion World
Peter McNeil

Wearing Propaganda
Textiles on the Home Front 
in Japan, Britain, and the 
United States
Jacqueline Atkins
Published in association with the  
Bard Graduate Center for Studies in the 
Decorative Arts, Design, and Culture

Tudor Fashion
Dress at Court
Eleri Lynn
Published in association with Historic 
Royal Palaces

Rei Kawakubo/ 
Comme des Garçons
Art of the In-Between
Andrew Bolton
Published by The Metropolitan Museum 
of Art/Distributed by Yale University Press

Manus x Machina
Fashion in an Age of 
Technology
Andrew Bolton
Photographs by  
Nicholas Alan Cope
Published by The Metropolitan Museum 
of Art/Distributed by Yale University Press

Fashion Plates
150 Years of Style
April Calahan
Edited by Karen Trivette Cannell; 
With a foreword by Anna Sui

John Galliano
Unseen
Photographs by Robert Fairer 
and Texts by Claire Wilcox
With a preface by  
André Leon Talley

Alexander McQueen
Unseen
Robert Fairer
Preface by Sally Singer; 
Introduction and collection texts 
by Claire Wilcox

Dior
The Complete Collections
Alexander Fury
Catwalk Series

Chanel
The Complete Karl 
Lagerfeld Collections
Introduction by Patrick Mauriès; 
With texts by Adélia Sabatini
Catwalk Series

Fashion Victims
Dress at the Court of Louis 
XVI and Marie-Antoinette
Kimberly Chrisman-Campbell

Four Centuries of 
Quilts
The Colonial Williamsburg 
Collection
Linda Baumgarten and  
Kimberly Smith Ivey;  
With a foreword by Ronald Hurst
Published in association with the Colonial 
Williamsburg Foundation

What Clothes Reveal
The Language of Clothing 
in Colonial and Federal 
America
Linda Baumgarten
Published in association with the  
Colonial Williamsburg Foundation

Paris Refashioned, 
1957–1968 
Colleen Hill
Published in association with The Fashion 
Institute of Technology, New York

Dressing the Decades
Twentieth-Century 
Vintage Style
Emmanuelle Dirix

William Ivey Long
Costume Designs,  
2007–2016 
Edited by Annie Carlano; 
With contributions by  
Rebecca Elliot, Peter Marks,  
and Annie Carlano
Distributed for the Mint Museum of 
Art, Inc.

Isaac Mizrahi
Chee Pearlman
Published in association with the  
Jewish Museum, New York

Visit our displayyaleARTbooks
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CSA ANNUAL MEETINGS AND SYMPOSIA 

2018 Williamsburg, Virginia 
2017 Portland, Maine 
2016 Cleveland, Ohio 

2015 San Antonio, Texas 
2014 Baltimore, Maryland 
2013 Las Vegas, Nevada 
2012 Atlanta, Georgia 

2011 Boston, Massachusetts 
2010 Kansas City, Missouri 

2009 Phoenix/Tempe, Arizona 
2008 New Orleans, Louisiana 

2007 San Diego, California 
2006 Hartford, Connecticut 

2005 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
2004 Houston, Texas 

2003 Charleston, South Carolina 
2002 Chicago, Illinois 

2001 Providence, Rhode Island 
2000 Williamsburg, Virginia 
1999 Santa Fe, New Mexico 
1998 Pasadena, California 

1997 Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
1996 Atlanta, Georgia 

1995 Dearborn/Detroit, Michigan 
1994 Montreal, Quebec, Canada 

1993 Seattle, Washington 
1992 San Antonio, Texas 

1991 Boston, Massachusetts 
1990 Washington, DC 

1989 Denver, Colorado 
1988 Cincinnati, Ohio 

1987 Richmond, Virginia 
1986 Indianapolis, Indiana 
1985 New York, New York 
1984 St. Paul, Minnesota 

1983 Los Angeles, California 
1982 Oakland, California 

1981 Cleveland, Ohio 
1980 Atlanta, Georgia 

1979 New York, New York 
1978 Chicago, Illinois 
1977 Phoenix, Arizona 

1976 Palm Beach, Florida 
1975 Los Angeles, California 
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